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This Volume contains the 23 papers selected to be presented 
as short or project papers at the VAST 2007 event. This is the 
8th VAST conference and incorporates the 5th Eurographics 
Workshop on Computer Graphics and Cultural Heritage.

The event this year returns to Brighton where it was last 
held in 2003. At that time the EPOCH Network of Excellence 
was in the fi nal stages of planning and contract negotiation, 
but 2007 will be the fi nal VAST to take place during the 
funded period of EPOCH. Many of those active in the VAST 
community have been closely associated with the Network 
and have worked hard to further the inter-disciplinary 
interactions that both VAST and EPOCH promote. We 
are confi dent that VAST is now well established and will 
continue to thrive after the end of the EPOCH project, but it 
is fi tting to acknowledge the support that VAST has drawn 
over the years from the efforts of the Network partners and to 
acknowledge the contribution that the European Commission 
has made in supporting the partners in their efforts.

An event such as VAST draws on many people to make it a 
success. We are grateful to all the authors of submissions and 
to the reviewers who took on the responsibility of assisting 
in evaluating them. There names are listed elsewhere in this 
volume. This volume owes a great deal to the efforts and 
diligence of the team at the Technical University of Graz 
– in particular to Stefanie Behnke. Thank you Stefanie for 
your perseverance in the face of our inadequacies.

We are also deeply indebted to the local organising 
team that is an essential part of mounting the event. 
Particular thanks are due to Hilary Williams who has led 
this effort, assisted by Karina Rodriguez Echavarria, Lars 
Wieneke, Craig Moore and Jaime Kaminski with others at 
the University of Brighton contributing when called upon. 
Thanks to you all.

This volume has been produced by Elizabeth Jerem and 
her team at Archaeoligua and we are very grateful to them 
for their dedicated efforts under tight time pressures. 

After months of reviewing and considering the program 
we are looking forward to an exciting event which will bring 
together technologists and cultural heritage professionals 
working at every stage of the processing of cultural heritage 
data – from data capture on-site and in-situ in museums, to 
the design and implementation of experiences for public 
engagement with heritage material. Authors also report 
results in the digital analysis and preservation of cultural 
heritage material – what a stimulating and challenging range 
of material to cover in the three days of papers.

These full papers will be complemented by 18 other 
refereed papers in the “full paper” category, which will 
be interwoven into the overall programme for the event 
and by the opportunity to visit the Interactive Salon – a 
specially organised exhibition of technologies applied to 
Cultural Heritage situations, which is being run in parallel 
to the event. The Full Papers Proceedings for VAST2007 is 
available through the European Association for Computer 
Graphics (EUROGRAPHICS) – see www.eg.org for more 
details.

Finally the event is pleased to welcome back as keynote 
speaker Lon Addison, who spoke at VAST2001 and 
stimulated much of the early debate about the needs for 
genuine interdisciplinary working to bring the best of ICT 
research and cultural heritage needs together to work on 
developing new technological solutions to cultural heritage 
challenges. Lon’s contribution will be complemented by 
a presentation from Carlos Oliviera who will describe the 
potential future support for research in this interdisciplinary 
fi eld under the European Union’s 7th Framework program.

We hope you enjoy reading these papers and are 
stimulated to further advance the fi eld yourselves. If your are 
unfortunate enough to have been unable to attend the event 
and are reading these later you have our sympathies – and 
we suggest you keep your eyes and ears open for information 
about VAST2008, which is already being planned.

Preface

David Arnold
Alan Chalmers

Franco Niccolucci

VAST 2007 IPC Co-Chairs
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The London Charter and its Applicability 

Sorin Hermon 
Go Sugimoto 
Hubert Mara 

Vast-Lab, PIN, University of Florence, Italy 

Abstract  

The London Charter (www.londoncharter.org) aims to define the basic objectives and principles of the use of 3d visualisation 
methods in relation to intellectual integrity, reliability, transparency, documentation, standards, sustainability and access. The 
Charter seeks to enhance the rigour with which 3d visualisation methods and outcomes are used and evaluated in the research and
communication of cultural heritage, thereby promoting understanding of such methods and outcomes and enabling them to 
contribute more fully and authoritatively to this domain. Our paper will discuss two projects having as a main outcome a 3D product 
(in one case a 3D reconstruction of an architectonic feature and the other one a 3D model of cultural heritage artefacts) and how
these are related to the principles of the London Charter. The outcomes of this discussion are exemplary templates to guide future
users of the Charter, while future work is aiming towards a codification for the use of the Charter.    

Categories and Subject Descriptors: I.3.6 Methodology and Techniques, I.3.6 Standards I.3.8, Applications 

1. Introduction 

The London Charter (TLC) is an initiative that started in 
spring 2005 [BDN06] aiming at establishing internationally 
recognized principles for the use of three-dimensional 
visualisation by researchers, educators and cultural heritage 
organisations (www.londoncharter.org). The Charter 
directly addresses the Cultural Heritage (CH) research 
community which investigates Virtual Reality (VR) (and 
3D outcomes) as an interrogation of data [HND05] and/or 
communication tool or makes use of it. Since its launch 
some two years ago, the Charter has been reviewed and 
discussed by several institutions and research groups; 
however, its applicability was yet to be tested. Therefore, 
we have decided to revisit two projects with a 3D outcome 
and analyse the applicability of the London Charter; one 
regards the virtual reconstruction of a mausoleum, using as 
the main source a historic document [NC03], while the 
other project [MAR*07] is dealing with the use of profiles 
of ceramics, originating from their 3D models, using 
methods proposed by [MK03] and presented in details in 
[MKN*07].  

The first example was an exercise in semi-automatically 
creation of 3D models from non – structured data (a 
historical text as the single source of information), using 
X3D (extensible 3D), [NC03] and its final 3D outcome is 
available for consultation at a regional museum. The 
second example, regarding a 3D documentation of CH 
artefacts, created a series of 3D models (obtained by means 
of a laser scanner) of ceramic vases, now archived in a 
local museum and available upon request. These models 
were built in order to test the possibility of an automatic 
extraction of pottery profiles, volume measuring and 
analysis of design patterns, useful in their classification 
process and as an alternative to manual treatment of the 
objects, in case they are fragile.  

The projects, as a whole, employed 3D models as a 
research tool; the 3D outcome of the first one is exhibited 
to the public. In the following paragraphs we will try to 
relate TLC and its principles to these projects.     

2. The London Charter – basic principles 

 The London Charter is published and at 
www.londoncharter.org. Its objectives are to:  

Provide a benchmark having widespread 
recognition among stakeholders.  
Promote intellectual and technical rigor in such 
uses.
Enable appropriate evaluative criteria and 
methods to be determined and applied. 
Stimulate debate on methodological issues. 
Offer a robust foundation upon which specialist 
subject communities can build detailed standards 
and guides.  
Ensure appropriate access and sustainability 
strategies to be determined and applied.  
Enable 3d visualization authoritatively to 
contribute to the study, interpretation and 
management of cultural heritage assets. 

In order to achieve these objectives, the Charter defined 
eight principles that, according to the authors of the 
Charter, should be followed and taken into consideration 
when 3D outcomes are used as a research and 
communication tool of CH content. These principles are:  

Subject communities – each specialist community 
should evaluate the use of 3D visualization 
according to their research aims, objectives and 
methods, and, accordingly, define their principles.  
Aims and methods – the aim of the project should 

match with the tool and the methodology employed, 
in order to clarify whether 3D visualization is the 
most appropriate approach for achieving this aim. 
The documentation of the project should report this 
choice.
Sources – according to the aims of the project and 

the context of its use and exhibit, relevant material 
used in the creation of the 3D outcome should be 

Th e 8th International Symposium on Virtual Reality, Archaeology and Cultural Heritage VAST (2007)
D. Arnold, F. Niccolucci, A. Chalmers (Editors)

submitted to The 8th International Symposium on Virtual Reality, Archaeology and Cultural Heritage (2007)
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considered to be published, together with the 3D 
outcomes.  
Transparency requirements – the possibility of 
the user to deconstruct and analyse the process of 
constructing the 3D outcome. According to the 
aims of the project, highlighting between 
visualization facts based on imagination, scientific 
outcomes and hypotheses should be considered to 
be published with the 3D outcome.  
Documentation – the creation of the 3D outcome 
should be sufficiently documented, in terms of 
explicitly presenting, upon needs, the decision 
taking processes that led to the creation of the 3D 
outcome.
Standards – Appropriate standards and ontologies 
for documenting 3D visualisation should be 
identified at subject community level in order to 
enable optimum interoperability and comparability 
within and between domains. 
Sustainability – as a 3D outcome having the 
representation of a CH as subject becomes part of 
the Cultural Heritage itself, measures to store, 
archive and access it in the future should be taken 
into consideration.  
Access – should be provided, either for 
consultation, editing, or change, according to the 
aims of the project, in order to contribute to the 
wider study, understanding, interpretation and 
management of cultural heritage assets.  

3. Applicability of the London Charter 

In the following paragraphs the TLC will be reviewed, 
and each of its principles will be discussed, in the light of 
the two test projects briefly presented above. 

Subject Communities: as stated in several occasions in 
the Charter, the field of CH itself is multi – disciplinary. 
Adding the 3D modelling aspect, a 3D outcome of CH 
reflects a symbiosis between humanities, social sciences 
and technology research, at the research community level. 
As such, it often may happen that a 3D outcome that is the 
result of a research activity in one field end up being used 
in another field, perhaps for completely different purposes. 
For example, when 3D products developed in order to 
answer a computer graphics problem of modelling are used 
as a communication means in a museum, web, etc. 
Therefore, it is extremely difficult to assess to which 
community a 3D outcome addresses – the producer, the 
user or the mediator between the 3D outcome, its message, 
its physical environment or its sources.  

Taking these reservations into consideration, the subject 
communities of the first example, the 3D model of a 
historic building (the Mausoleum of the Etruscan king 
Porsenna), are apparently various: the research community 
interested in the use of X3D, CH professionals interested in 
the architectonic reconstruction itself or museologists 
interested in the communication performances of the 3D 
outcome, since the model, even though it started as a pure 
research project, ended becoming an exhibit artefact in a 
museum, without editing it and adapting it accordingly. As 
such, the subject community is an apparent dynamic 
concept, depending on the context where the 3D outcome 
is exhibited.   

The case of the second example is apparently much 
simpler to address, since the subject community was 

restricted to computer vision specialists, their tasks being 
the creation of a system of analysing profiles of ceramics 
using 3D data acquisition. In this sense, all methodologies, 
requirements and specifications of standards are well 
established, while other specifications were developed 
during the project [MK03]. At the other end is the user 
community, archaeologists who use these models in order 
to extract features of their research interest.    

Aims and Methods: in both cases the aims of the 
projects were clearly stated: the first one explored the 
possibility of creating 3D objects from text descriptions, 
using a well-defined method (X3D), while the second 
project focused on an exhaustive 3D documentation of 
vases, the method being employed being the use of a laser 
scanner. Therefore, the visualization method in the first 
example was the outcome of the exercise, ("translating" a 
text description into its 3D representation) itself, while in 
the second example, the 3D visualization reflected its aims 
– obtaining a measurable object for features extraction. 
Hence, the methods proposed in these projects matched 
their aims.  

Sources: as for the previous principle, the sources used 
matched the aims proposed by both projects. Since both 
projects aimed at answering a particular, well – defined and 
focused in its scope question, the chosen sources were 
clearly selected and presented: the historical text describing 
the monument to be reconstructed (first example) and the 
acquired 3D clouds of points, representing the 3D 
documentation of the analysed pottery vases (second 
example). It must be stated that these examples were 
sought to test and improve technological methodological 
problems; therefore, only one (CH) source was explored, 
and, from a CH point of view, there was no need for any 
interpretation whatsoever.  

Transparency requirements:

The problem of uncertainty and its difficult evaluation 
and application was already discussed in the past [HNP06], 
SIF*06, OGL07]]. It regards the presentation of the raw 
data in a format that is usable for interrogation and an 
evaluation of the "reliability" of the 3D outcome made by 
its author(s). A visualization of "facts" against "fictions" in 
the 3D outcome should promote the concept of 
transparency.  

In the cases of both projects, all data used for the 
construction of the 3D outcome was presented in the same 
context as the 3D visualization (first case study), or in the 
publication regarding the project (second case study). 
While the presentation of raw data together with the final 
3D visualization may be only technical and design 
problems, the evaluation of data reliability is only in its 
infancy, and, despite several solutions proposed in the past, 
they are yet to be adopted at a large scale, both at a 
technological level and at a conceptual level, evaluation of 
uncertainty in general being largely discussed but rarely 
applied.  

Documentation: the projects presented the 
documentation process of creating the 3D outcomes in 
scientific publications. Since a standard structure of 
recording this process is lacking, it was reported as a 
narrative focusing on the main steps of the decision making 
process, and omitted other aspects, referred in the TLC as 
"paradata" (information about human processes of 
understanding and interpretation of data objects).  

S. Hermon, G. Sugimoto, H. Mara / The London Charter and its Applicability 
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Standards: this principle refers to subject oriented 
ontologies that would best describe the documentation 
process of metadata and paradata, and less on technical 
standards of the 3D outcome. However, since the concept 
of paradata has yet to be properly defined and the metadata 
of both projects regard mainly technical aspects, this 
principle was found to be most challenging in its 
applicability.  

Sustainability: both case studies aimed at resolving a 
technological problem and employed CH subjects as a case 
study solely. Therefore, aspects of sustainability were 
poorly taken into consideration. In the first example, a CD-
ROM with the 3D outcome and additional information 
regarding the project and its subject is available for the 
visitors of the museum, while the second project printed in 
hard copies images of the 3D outcomes, while the 3D 
objects themselves are stored in an archive to be accessible 
in the near future, by a personalized access.  

Access: The 3D outcome of the first example is 
accessible in a CD-ROM format and as an exhibit in the 
museum. The second project printed hard copies of the 
images of the 3D outcomes, and is in the process of 
enabling a personalized on-line access to an archive 
containing the 3D outcomes. Therefore both projects 
offered different solutions to the accessibility problem, 
according to the aims of the projects.  

4. Summary and Conclusions  

The London Charter is a relatively new document, having 
the ambitious scope of "establishing internationally-
recognised principles for the use of three-dimensional 
visualisation by researchers, educators and cultural heritage 
organisations". The document is the result of a series of 
discussions among specialists (see www.londoncharter.org 
for more details), which focused on defining principles, 
conduits of work when employing 3D visualization in the 
research activities of the CH domain.  

In this paper we focused on some practical problems: we 
aimed at analysing the applicability of the London Charter 
in practice. For this, we used as case-studies two projects, 
one relating to the creation of a 3D outcome using text 
descriptions solely and the other using 3D outcomes for 
features extractions. While some of the principles detailed 

in the TLC were clearly addressed in these projects, others 
were more difficult to approach and implement (see 
above). This short analysis just emphasized the importance 
of such an initiative as TLC; its aim was to stimulate the 
collection of as many as possible feedbacks and remarks 
regarding the TLC, in order to sharpen its definition and 
applicability.  

One of the conclusions deriving from this work is that the 
principles of TLC are easily applicable in projects aiming 
at solving technological problems. This task is more 
difficult when dealing with multi – disciplinary projects, 
given the fact that, rightly enough, each discipline has an 
epistemology of its own, and a coherent integration at 
theoretical and methodological level is difficult to obtain.  

Another issue regards the life span of 3D outcomes that 
represent CH objects or concepts. These may start as 
projects in the technological field, but given their apparent 
potential as a communication tool, are exhibited in 
museums, without further modifications and adjustments, 
according to the new requirements of the 3D outcomes, as 
a communication medium. This process makes the 
application of the London Charter a difficult task, since, for 
example, even if at the beginning of the process aims and 
methods matched the 3D visualization, at the end the aims 
changed, but not the content and its 3D visualization 
method. This is apparently not a problem of the London 
Charter by itself, but the ways 3D outcomes of CH are 
approached in general. However, since in many cases a 3D 
CH object has a "shifting nature" (research outcomes used 
in the communication strategies of CH institutions), some 
aspects of the Charter's principles could reflect this aspect.   

A last comment regards the approach of TLC to different 
3D visualization outcomes, which are the result of different 
processes, such as data acquisition, using for example laser 
scanner, 3D visualization as data investigation tools and 3D 
visualization employed in the communication strategy of 
CH. While all are 3D "stuff", they have completely 
different production pipelines, methodologies, objectives 
and uses. Therefore, even if all have as content subject CH 
objects, clearer principles, addressing these differences, 
would be of great benefit. A future work would be 
therefore a revision of some of these principles and some 
suggestions of technological applications that can be 
applied when addressing them.  
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Abstract

In this paper we propose a service-oriented approach for implementation of a digital library system
focused primarily on allowing heritage amateurs (e.g. rambler associations, metal detector societies,
etc.) and professionals (e.g. archaeologists, finds liaison officers, etc.) to create, interpret and share
their digital portable antiquities in interesting visualisation and interaction environments.  We propose
a heritage data model based on a data, information, knowledge and wisdom workflow that facilitates a
better understanding of our shared heritage. By using a service-oriented approach it is envisaged that 
each element of the heritage data model will map to the digital library system applications: ‘content
creation’ (data), ‘archival’ (information), ‘exposition’ (knowledge), ‘visualisation and interaction’ 
(wisdom) services respectively. This will provide an invaluable resource to the heritage community for
discovering, interpreting and supporting discovered artefacts and sharing this heritage through
advanced archival, exposition, visualisation and interactive services based on a Grid and P2P
infrastructure.

Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): I.3.7 [Computer Graphics]: Graphics
Systems; K.3.1 [Computers and Education]: Computer Uses in Education; H.2.8 [Database 
Management]: Database Applications 

1 Introduction
England and Wales currently provide a Portable
Antiquities Scheme which provides a scheme that allows
members of the public to record archaeological objects
they have found.  Despite this scheme being very
noteworthy it is not an extensive digital library system, it
does not, for instance, allow the public to create,
interpret and use their archaeological objects in a digital
environment in a manner similar to the sharing of music
files or the sharing of photographs and video.  If a digital 
surrogate (video, 3D, documents, audio, etc.) of an 
archaeological object was available then web2.0 
technologies similar to those such as Flikr, YouTube,
etc. could be exploited to share digital heritage objects in
more interesting ways. There are however, certain
professional standards that have to be maintained in 
order to satisfy the heritage community.  In this paper
we propose to create a digital library system composed
of creation, archival, exposition, and visualisation and
interaction services with greater public access while
observing appropriate standards.

2 The DISPLAYS system
The practical implementation of a DISPLAYS system is 
best explained by the example of a so called ‘treasure
hunter’, who excavates an artefact and records all 
information about that artefact including description,
location, photographs, etc. through a DISPLAYS 
Archival Service. This information is simply referred to 
as DISPLAYS data and it is stored on a DISPLAYS 

Grid or P2P infrastructure. Other users of the system,
e.g. a ‘3D modeller’ or ‘finds liaison officer’, etc., can
access this data and augment it with other data such as a
3D model or metadata. As more data becomes available
and similar objects are archived this data can be
organised in more understandable ways—the data is
now being organised into meaningful information. This
information can be discovered, interpreted and used by
anyone (see Figure 1).

Figure 1:  DISPLAYS system architecture and data,
information, knowledge and wisdom hierarchy. 

One use of DISPLAYS could be to create a virtual 
museum exposition, similar to ARCO [ARC 07].  When
such an exposition is created we begin to create
knowledge of the surrounding heritage context. This 
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knowledge, in the form of a virtual museum exposition, 
can then be interpreted through visualisation and 
interaction services by the community thus sharing this
knowledge leading to more understanding and wisdom.

This data, information, knowledge and wisdom process 
is implemented through a set of user tools and services
that are managed through a workflow management 
service. This workflow is a set of web services that
implement data and control flow between the user tools
and services and the underlying distributed application
framework (e.g. Grid and P2P infrastructure).  We
envisage several major components of a DISPLAYS 
system, which we briefly describe here:

2.1 Digital content creation services

One of the main functionalities of the DISPLAYS
system is to facilitate efficient digital content creation of
documents, audio, video and 3D graphics by
collaboratively integrating existing multimedia
authoring platforms such as 3ds max, Maya, Blender
(open source), etc. (for 3D model and animation), Adobe 
Photoshop (for 2D graphics) MS Word, PDFs, etc. (for
documents) and so on.  Further, we propose to exchange 
digital content between internal and external
components in a standardised and interoperable way.

We propose to build an environment that allows several 
domain experts to collaborate on the design of museum
based digital content for specific visualisation and 
interaction scenarios.  For example, one can imagine a 
museum education officer commissioning a virtual
museum requiring 3D models and animations,
documents (XHTML, PDF, etc.), video and images for a 
Web3D enabled micro-site or a museum kiosk
environment.  In such a scenario, pre-designed virtual 
exhibition spaces could be made available with 3D
artefact libraries.  A museumVR editor could then be 
developed to provide the museum curator with a visual 
tool for creating their virtual exhibitions. A very good
example of such an approach is the open source
application NeuroVR [NEU 07], which incidentally
adopts open source code from Blender [BLE 07] to
create a 3D editing environment. 

Based on these high level requirements, one can specify
a collaborative framework, whose user interface is
designed with XAML [MSD 07], that allows: 3D
modellers to work together through a networked
common 3D view; provide a chat room; access to a 
render farm, and so on through a set of web services
organised within a workflow. All digital content created
in the interface is exchanged with other DISPLAYS 
components using an open digital-asset exchange
schema such as COLLADA [COL 07]. Many digital 
content creation tools support COLLADA including 3ds 
max, Photoshop and so on. A major advantage of
adopting COLLADA is that it defines an XML database
schema for the source data, while also acting as the
digital content holder, and it is extensible. The
innovative concept in this approach is that we can define 
a collaborative interface using XAML to aggregate 
content authoring tools, and develop our own
COLLADA export and import tools, which enable 
exchange and delivery of content through .NET 3.0 WF 
based web services (all in XML).  Another digital 

content creation services that could be adopted for
DISPLAYS is the EPOCH ARC 3D Webservice [A3D 
07] for creating a 3D model for a sequence of images. 

2.2 Archival services

As the DISPLAYS system will be dealing with heritage
objects composed of different digital formats there will
be a need for an archiving system to handle the tasks of 
digital object storage, preservation and retrieval. This
archive needs to store heritage data and information,
across the underlying distributed application framework
(e.g. Grid/P2P network), including associated metadata,
descriptions, and multimedia content. The archive can
then be accessed by different users of the system to 
interpret and use as necessary. Data retrieval is 
associated with a search model (e.g. semantic search)
that accesses the archive’s appropriate heritage
resource(s) that match the participant’s search criteria
and provides a suitable view for examination. Because
the archival service will have to store and access digital
content across a P2P network emphasis will be placed
on designing the archival services such that the
underlying distributed database will require little or no
maintenance and allow users to index, retrieve,
aggregate, preserve, use and creatively exploit archived
digital heritage resources. One of the basic criteria will
be efficient searching and data mining to find suitable
data for downstream use in expositions.  A potential
solution for the archival system is to use the open source
BRICKS API [BRI 07] to develop the archival service.

2.3 Exposition services

The ARCO [ARC 07] project produced a successful
system for building virtual museum expositions, so this 
remains a possible solution for organising data and 
information into structured exposition spaces, each
space having associated with it digital heritage objects
whose layout in the downstream visualisation and 
interaction domain is controlled by XVRML templates.
A virtual museum exposition in this case is composed of 
series of exposition spaces each with an XVRML
template that structures the layout of heritage data and
information into a web based virtual museum exposition.

2.4 Visualization and the interaction services

Having created a virtual museum exposition,
downstream visualisation and interaction services can be
exploited to display exposition in many varied and
interesting ways by exploiting Web3D, virtual and 
augmented realities and other multimedia effects.  This 
type of visualisation has already been demonstrated on 
the ARCO project.  We therefore propose to enhance 
and integrate our ARCO visualisation methods in 
DISPLAYS.   It is also clearly desirable in a museum
context to develop interesting interaction techniques
such as those we have developed in the EPOCH [EPO 
07] project, in particular multimodal interaction with
replicas of an artefact provide an interesting way of 
interacting with virtual and augmented reality contents.

2.5 Heritage workflow management services

A DISPLAYS system will be built over an underlying
Grid and P2P infrastructure that enables the system to be 
flexible and suitable for sharing heritage knowledge in
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the form of archived data and information. Transferring
data and information throughout the system will need
state of the art workflow management services and
techniques. Applying effective workflow to such a 
system is vital in order to increase the efficacy in
transferring and accessing information.

Workflow management services will be designed to 
manage the flow of different heritage resources that will
be stored in the system from the point of acquiring them 
through to the point of retrieving and displaying them to
the user in a visualisation and interaction scenario.
Hence, the workflow system will be used to automate
this process. In effect, workflow management will 
handle the task of co-ordinating compute and data flow
between applications and the Grid/P2P infrastructure.

Two important characteristics that are considered here
are integration and interoperability between application
and infrastructure components. Heritage workflows 
provide the ability to pool the resources of the different
components of the system to perform certain tasks such 
as 3D modelling, object retrieval, visualisation and so
on. In other words, specific heritage workflows provide 
the system with the ability to distribute tasks and 
information between actors (components or users) in the 
system. This may involve the process of sequencing
various activities that are a part of a particular process,
e.g. building an exposition such as a virtual museum.
Finally, resource management will form one of the most
important aspects of the workflow management services
in the system; this is mainly concerned with the
management of the lifecycle of the digital heritage
resources in the system.  For example, the process of the 
management of the object repositories that are
distributed through out the system, object sharing and
retrieval, etc.

2.6 Service oriented architecture

Service-orientation is an important part of the
DISPLAYS architecture and not limited to any specific
technology. It may be implemented using a variety of
technologies such as: CORBA, DCOM, Web Services,
etc. We propose a software stack to implement a 
DISPLAYS service oriented architecture (SOA) based
on an underlying P2P and Grid infrastructure. Figure 2 
illustrates this three layer stack, with the middle layer
composed of a set of workflow management services
based on, for example WSDL [WSD 07] or Microsoft
.NET 3.0 Workflow Foundation (WF) [NET 07].  The 
first layer is the application layer composed of the user
tools and services, and the bottom layer is the Grid and
P2P infrastructure with associated open source software
tools and hardware.

Workflow management services implemented with WF
can communicate between the user tools and services
and the Grid/P2P infrastructure by utilising interfaces
already available as illustrated in Figure 2.  Thus, we can 
develop a functional Grid using existing tools. An
example of a workflow management service could be to 
provide a rendering service using existing software tools
like GDI | Queue [GDI 07], for rendering Maya, 3ds
Max and XSI animations.  In such an example, the
digital content creation tool, e.g. 3ds max, would export 
its animations for rendering through a WF based 

rendering service that accesses the GDI | Queue 
application implemented on the underlying Grid. 

Figure 2:  DISPLAYS application, discovery and
infrastructure layers.

2.7 Grid and P2P

Use of Grid and P2P technologies is an emerging
research area that can provide effective access,
computational and storage capacity for a large variety of
applications including digital library systems. The 
DISPLAYS SOA utilizes the power of the Grid and P2P 
network to allow the heritage community to share their
heritage resources and use other heritage resources more
effectively. They can use DISPLAYS compute services
to solve computationally strong problems like 3D 
animation or collaborative 3D modelling for creating
content.  Initially, we propose the software stack given 
in Figure 2 above to implement a DISPLAYS Grid, but
we can also adopt the open source BRICKS P2P API to 
implement, for example, the archival system [BRI 07].

3 A DISPLAYS Scenario

The following scenario encompasses the four main
application viewpoints of the proposed DISPLAYS 
digital library system.

A local rambling society is walking across the 
countryside and one of them discovers a piece of
pottery, e.g. the stem of a clay pipe. The rambling
officer who organised that particular ramble, notes the
location (i.e. grid reference) and on returning home
accesses the DISPLAYS Archival Service (AS) on the 
rambler’s society web site to record the artefact. Several
members of the local ‘metal detector society’ have also
discovered portable antiquities in the same location, and
a local farmer discovered an object nearby; they too
have used the same AS to record their ‘finds’ including 
the input of GPS data, video, images, and other data.

The ‘metal detector society’ has a special licence to 
archive artefacts because they work closely with the 
local archaeologist and their ‘trusted’ log-in to the AS 
enables them to see other similar locations or ‘find
spots’—normally restricted (to prevent treasure hunters 
accessing the data).  An amateur ‘metal detectorists’, has
also been monitoring this particular location and sees the 
rambler’s input—he uses the DISPLAYS Visualisation 
and Interaction Service (VIS), to visualise the 
geographical distribution of finds for that area.

Noting that his ‘metal detector society’ hasn’t done a
thorough search of this location he takes a look with his 
metal detector and discovers several more finds. He also 
records important data whilst still at the site, i.e.
coordinates, video, digital photographs, and contextual
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notes. All this data is recorded using the AS, which
automatically informs the local archaeologist or portable
antiquities scheme run by the local museum.

One of the finds looks particularly interesting and 
DISPLAYS can be used to search for similar finds with 
similar contexts—he wants to know the outcome of such 
finds!  This is easy because DISPLAYS has many finds 
organised in useful and meaningful ways; such as finds 
organised by GPS location or grid coordinate within a
set radius. Alternatively, a semantic search based on an
image of the find can be performed.  Meanwhile, the
local museum finds liaison officer, who is responsible
for processing such finds in the Digital Library, is 
automatically notified by the AS of the new entries.  She
classifies it and performs a search for similar finds to aid 
in archiving this find. She discovers a surprising amount 
of artefacts around this particular location, but no 
archaeological excavation has been done. She then
contacts the local archaeologist, who begins to plan a 
non-intrusive archaeological survey of the area as a 
precursor to planning a potential excavation.

The museum education officer has the idea of presenting
a virtual museum exposition on archaeological finds or 
artefacts discovered at the local ‘Battle of Lewes’ site.
The education officer accesses the museum’s AS, and
searches for information concerning the ‘Battle of 
Lewes’.  This search returns lot’s of information
(images, text, 3D, video, GIS, GPS, remote sensing,
geophysical survey and aerial photography) entered by
ramblers, and several archaeological finds from the
‘metal detector society’, and archaeological societies.  A 
‘virtual museum exposition’ can be easily created using 
this information.  Also, the museum decides to include
an appeal as part of the ‘story of the site’ to try and
generate funds to undertake an exploratory excavation. 
The museum focuses the exposition around the artefact
discovered by the ‘metal detectorist’. Consequently, a
collaborative 3D reconstruction project between him, the
archaeologist, and the museum is set up.  Using the 
DISPLAYS Digital Content Creation Service a local
University research group, with 3D modelling expertise,
is discovered who are willing to build the 3D content.
The museum can now create and organise the remaining
digital content.

The DISPLAYS Exposition Service has a range of tools 
that will allow the organisation of content into virtual
exhibition spaces and assign templates and objects to
effect appropriate visualisations on the Web—a good
example of such a tool is the exhibition manager tool in
the ARCO [ARC 07] system.

Once the virtual museum exposition is designed using 
the DISPLAYS Exposition Service the VIS is invoked,
which publishes the exposition service results and 
applies visualisation and interaction criteria to the 
exposition.  This is easy to perform as it simply requires 
the selection of the appropriate options from the service 
such as: local web or remote web (which imply the
exposition is to be published within the museum
Intranet, kiosk, or to a wider Internet community) and
appropriate interaction options such as: specific
multimodal interface, keyboard and mouse, touch-
screen.

4 Related Work

There is other related research projects underway at the
moment, such as BRICKS, also CASPAR [CAS 07]
focused on preservation, access and retrieval of cultural
and artistic resources, not to mention DELOS [DEL 07].
It is not our intention to repeat such efforts, but rather to
explore gaps that are perhaps not considered in these
projects.  Our primary concern is to identify such gaps in 
content creation, workflow methodologies, Grid 
infrastructure, and visualisation and interaction; and
adopt or adapt other components where necessary.

5 Conclusion and Future Work

This paper has proposed a digital library system for the
heritage community for creating, interpreting and using 
portable antiquities and sharing this heritage through
advanced archival, exposition and visualisation and
interactive services based on Grid/P2P infrastructure.
Our concept is to build such a system using a service-
orientation approach, and in particular implement the 
user tools and services (application layer); the 
workflows using appropriate .NET Framework 3.0 WF
[NET 07]; and the underlying distributed application
framework using appropriate Grid/P2P technologies. 
Currently we are working on the specifications while in
parallel experimenting with various components
(Grid/P2P, WF, VIS, DCC …).
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ABSTRACT

In Cultural Heritage, prototyping high resolution instruments, 
developed especially in the mechanic applications, have been used 
in order to create accurate 3D models. Different laser scanner 
devices and different methodological solutions have been 
analysed by our research group both from economical and 
technical point of views. The results have been already presented 
in the VAST2006 Conference. Now, a high resolution LIDAR 
instrument, the Handyscan 3D, has been tested. It is a so-called 
third generation scanner, which was not originally developed for 
specific use in the Cultural Heritage field.  Nevertheless it allows 
to acquire accurate 3D models, which can represent a strong basis 
for reproduction in restoration and conservation. 

As a self-positioned hand held scanner, it fixes the reference 
system on the object or around it, allowing the acquisition in 
many cases where more traditional instruments with the same 
accuracy can make impossible or at least very difficult the survey. 
Now, test fields have been expanded in order to analyse the metric 
accuracy of the instruments in different acquisition procedure, 
acquiring different materials and shapes. Moreover, considering 
that the basic idea of this instrument is very simple (it is a digital 
photogrammetric system) but the adopted solutions represent a 
true novelty, a procedure for a correct integration with data 
coming from different instruments and different survey techniques 
has to be defined.  

The paper analyses opportunities and limitations offered by 
Handyscan 3D, describing two test applications on: 

- the Monumentum Ancyranum. i.e. the bilingual (latin and 
greek) text  engraved on the walls of the temple of Caesar 
Octavianus Augustus in Ancyra (today known as Ankara, 
TURKEY); 

- the anthropomorphic stelae, coming from the Saint-
Martin-de-Corleans megalithic area, on the outskirts of 
Aosta, ITALY. 

The results are exposed in detail in order to compare 
instruments and methodologies adopted. New applications in 
Cultural Heritage documentation and further developments of 
reverse engineering and prototyping in this domain will be 
underlined. 

CR Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM 
CCS):  J.6 [Computer-aided Engineering]: Computer aided 
Manufactory 

Additional Keywords: Laser scanning, data treatment. 

1 INTRODUCTION

Cultural Heritage Preservation has to face two different risk 
typologies: The first one, which could be called “ordinary” is the 
normal (inevitable?) decay due to age, so a low traumatic but 
continuous action; the second one refers to isolated impulsive 
events (earthquakes, fires, floods…). The correct approach to 
bound these two kinds of risk is to get an accurate documentation 
of objects, buildings and sites. In fact, a whole knowledge of the 

object is able to lead both the common planned maintenance, and 
possible extraordinary restorations. 

To correctly document an object, it would be important 
to have a 3D realistic model; its exploration could let the user 
achieve differently detailed data (both shape and radiometric), 
depending on the level of inquiry. Nowadays, the preferred way to 
achieve this goal passes through an integrate use of different 
survey technologies. LIDAR, GPS, digital photogrammetry 
(generally called direct geo-referencing technologies) allow an 
attractive solution to a complete 3D survey approach for the 
Cultural Heritage Documentation. 

The use of laser scanner for surveying, generally integrated 
with digital photogrammetry, in recent years has been involved in 
a deep technology progress. 

Different laser scanner devices and different methodological 
solutions have been analysed by our research group both from 
economical and technical point of views. The results has been 
already presented in the VAST2006 Conference. Now test 
activities are focused on an high resolution LIDAR instrument, 
the Handyscan 3D. 

2 HANDYSCAN 3D
This kind of instrument was not originally developed for 

specific use in the Cultural Heritage field, but it has technical 
characteristics very interesting for its adoption in a Cultural 
Heritage Documentation project. It uses a photogrammetry based 
scanning systems: the acquisition unit contains two digital 
cameras mounted onto a rigid body. Four red light leds are placed 
around each lens and there is a special laser tracker at the bottom 
of the handle, which is useful during the acquisition process to 
mark the surveyed points. 

Figure 1. The Handyscan 3D 

As a self-positioned hand held scanner, it fixes the 
reference system on the object or around it, allowing the 
acquisition in many cases where more traditional instruments with 
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the same accuracy can make impossible or at least very difficult 
the survey. The dimension and the weight of the acquisition unit 
allows to easily obtain all the details, even in the case of very 
complex objects. Moreover the Handyscan 3D it is possible to 
acquire object of different dimensions: from small objects (e.g. 
rings, fragments, etc.) to very large objects (e.g. statues, large 
inscriptions, etc.). 

Now, test fields have been expanded in order to analyse 
the metric accuracy of the instruments in different acquisition 
procedure, acquiring different materials and shapes. The results of 
two test applications are exposed in the paper. The tests were 
carried out on: 
- the Monumentum Ancyranum. i.e. the bilingual (latin and 

greek) text  engraved on the walls of the temple of Caesar 
Octavianus Augustus in Ancyra (today known as Ankara, 
TURKEY); 

- the anthropomorphic stelae, coming from the Saint-Martin-
de-Corleans megalithic area, on the outskirts of Aosta, 
ITALY. 

3 THE MONUMENTUM ANCYRANUM TEST CASE

The term Monumentum Ancyranum is commonly used among 
scholars of the Ancient world to indicate the bilingual text  (Latin 
and Greek) of the Res Gestae Divi Augusti,  engraved on the walls 
of the temple of Caesar Octavianus Augustus in Ankara. The 
World Monuments Watch included the Roman temple of 
Augustus in the list of the hundred most endangered sites in the 
world as a cultural heritage in 2002 and again in 2004. The 
University of Trieste (Italy) set up the Ancyra Project for the 
safeguarding and restoration of the Augustus temple.  

Figure 2. The Monumentum Ancyranum in Ankara 

Considering the location of the site and the natural degradation 
which in particular affects the epigraphs, a survey project was 
planned in order to set up a monitoring system that would be able 
to follow the deterioration of the inscriptions in time due to 
natural phenomena. A DITAG (Politecnico di Torino) team, 
together with Prof. Paula Botteri, the head of the research project 
(from the University of Trieste), went to Ankara in Autumn 2006, 
to scan the marble inscriptions in the temple of Augustus.  

In order to check the geometric disease of the epigraphs in a 
proper and affordable way, high accuracy methods and 
instruments were requested. The amount of possible degradations 
can be considered as an amount of less than 1 mm. Only 
photogrammetry based scanning systems can offer an adequate 
solution: the reference system is fixed on the object and not inside 

the acquisition unit, the geometric survey can be directly 
connected to the radiometric information that is emitted or 
reflected by the object itself and several automatic procedures can 
be used to speed up the acquisition phase and the generation of 
dense nurbs of points. 

 The use of Handyscan 3D allowed high accuracy and high 
performances in terms of practical solutions both during the 
acquisition phase and during the data treatment and at the same 
time avoids some of the problems that traditional 
photogrammetric systems always demonstrate (e.g. control point 
survey, orientation of stereoscopic images, autocorrelation, etc.). 

3.1 The survey planning phases 
The mission was planned to the last detail before the on field 

operations, because of the size of the stone surface of the wall that 
had to be surveyed. The Latin text of the Res Gestae Divi Augusti
is symmetrically arranged in a sequence of six columns of writing, 
three on each side, each measuring 3.60 m in width and 2.48 m 
height. The Greek translation is carved on 19 columns, each being 
approximately 1 m wide (total 20.30 m) and 1.25 m high. The 
total surface of the Latin and Greek inscriptions amounts to 39.40 
m².  The inscriptions engraved on the three separate walls of the 
temple of Augustus stand above the ground: the Greek epigraph is 
situated about 2 m from the ground, and the two Latin inscriptions 
are higher than the Greek one. This position is strategic to make 
the epigraph visible from a distance, but it is not very easy to 
survey. For this reason two trestles were used to reach the carved 
stones.

In order to survey the Latin text and Greek translation, a series 
of scan acquisitions was performed to cover the entire surface and 
measure all the different parts. The work was divided into a series 
of operations.

The three areas were subdivided into several 80x80 cm sub-
areas so that there was an overlapping zone between each scan. 
The surveyed volume is then subdivided into voxels. The 
dimension of the voxels (the resolution of the survey) depends on 
the dimension of the acquisition volume. In order to obtain the 
highest accuracy of the instrument, the object was split into 
different scans which are oriented in the acquisition reference 
system thanks to the previously acquired reflective targets that are 
placed on the surface of the object.

 The walls where the Latin inscriptions are carved were 
surveyed by subdividing them into 12 boxes. The Greek epigraph 
was scanned creating 52 boxes along two different rows. After the 
theoretical division of the studied surface, the wall was prepared 
for the subsequent acquisition phases by positioning a total of 
approximately 20000 markers for the whole wall. 

3.2 The survey operations 
The reflective targets fixed on the object create an irregular 

mesh with sides that sometimes reached up to 10 cm and define 
the reference system. The reflective targets were surveyed using 
the two stereoscopic cameras of the handyscan 3D and eight spots 
around them. During the survey, the stereoscopic cameras 
performed the absolute orientation using the previously acquired 
reflective targets. Eleven vertices were set up in the ground 
around the Temple to create a topographical control network. 
Finally, a photogrammetric survey was planned using a DSC 
14Pro Kodak camera. 

At the beginning of the surveying operations the Handyscan 
was geometrical calibrated using a special control plate which is 
provided with the instruments, in order to refine the relative 
orientation of the two digital cameras. In fact small movements of 
the mechanical components that occur during transportation or the 
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change in environmental conditions could affect the geometric 
calibration. The laser acquisitions were carried out from the 
trestle: it took about an hour of acquisition to survey about 3 or 4 
sub-areas depending on the complexity and deterioration 
conditions of the surface.  

Figure 3. The geometric calibration 

The continuous change in lighting made it necessary to repeat 
the radiometric calibration of the scan several times. Moreover, 
the wall surfaces present different colours due to pollution and 
mould and these characteristics also made it necessary to repeat 
the radiometric calibration before starting the acquisition on the 
portion of interest The radiometric calibration was aimed at 
setting the photographic parameters for the two camera lenses and 
the intensity of the laser tracker in order to speed-up the 
measurement process.  

Figure 4. The radiometric calibration 

This procedure was performed by acquiring some parts of the 
object with a common texture. Considering the dimensions of the 
epigraph, each one had to be subdivided into small portions of less 
than about 1 m2. Each portion overlapped the adjacent ones by a 
percentage of about 10% in each direction in order to allow the 
accuracy to be controlled and a correct mosaic of the single 
acquisitions to be made. 

The topographic network and a chosen part of the markers were 
topographically surveyed in order to express all the acquired data 
in a unique reference system. In this way each surveyed portion 
could be referred to a unique reference system defined by means 
of a control network. 

Figure 5. The topographic control network 

The network was surveyed using a traditional topographic 
survey total station and using the rigorous approach of redundant 
observations. About 1700 measurements were conducted. All of 
them have been adjusted by using the least square method. The 
statistical results of the network are summarize in the table 1. 

Measured angles 1302 
Measured distances 342 
N. of vertices 446 
m.s.e. in X and Y directions 0.002 m 
m.s.e. in Z direction 0,001 m 

Figure 6. Table1. The Monumentum Ancyranum in Ankara 

3.3 Data processing 
The stored data were elaborated in order to align the acquired 

scans and geroreference them in a local reference system. The 
final model was coloured using the radiometric information 
acquired during the photogrammetric survey in order to obtain a 
realistic model. 

The handling of acquired data can be performed using one of 
the well known software packages (e.g. RapidForm, PolyWorks., 
etc.). CREAFORM has a special link with Geomagic Studio 
which can directly manage the data from the Handyscan 3D 
system.  

The accuracy of the acquired data, their flexible resolution and 
the real time check of the completeness of the acquisition phase 
are the best requirements for a quick and correct model approach. 
The acquired points were processed using a commercial software 
(Geomagic) and a scientific software developed by the Politecnico 
di Torino (LSR2004) in order to build a 3D model of the three 
inscriptions. All the gross errors and outliers were eliminated and 
a correct registration of the single acquisitions was performed 
using an original approach developed by our Research Group.  

As previously mentioned, the overlap between each part of the 
acquired sub-areas was about 10% and each portion contained 
some known points (approximately 20 points for each portion). A 
first registration of the portions was performed using the ICP 
approach (a well known method used in many commercial 
software programs to register point sets). Considering the small 
overlap, many systematic errors arose therefore a least square 
compensation of all the portions of a single object was computed 
using all the information obtained from existing known points on 
the surface. 
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Figure 7. The 3D model of the greek inscription 1 

A realistic 3D model of the three epigraphs was produced by 
mapping the oriented images onto the 3D point model after 
asurface generation (TIN approach). This represents the most 
important output of this kind of survey technique and allows a 
complete and exhaustive analysis of the object to be made by the 
specialists.  

Figure 8. The realistic 3D model 

4 THE ANTHROPOMORPHIC STELAE TEST CASE

The anthropomorphic stelae of Aosta were found in the 
megalithic area of Saint-Martin-de-Corleans, on the outskirts of 
Aosta, in 1969. These stone representations date from the 
Neolithic period to the Bronze Age, about 2500 – 3000 B.C. The 
decorated surface has slowly been worn away for many reasons. 
The decorations of some stelae are at present barely visible. It is 
just possible to see some decorated parts using a specific shaving 
lighting system. The aim of the survey  was to provide a realistic 
3D model of the stelae and to check whether if it is possible to 
better understand the engravings using 3D modelling. 

The amount of the decoration detail can be considered as an 
amount of less than 1 mm therefore, high accuracy methods and 
instruments had to be used in order to check, the geometric 
drawings of the stelae in a proper and affordable way. High 
resolution Scanning Systems which can be based on  different 
physical principles (e.g. LIDAR, structured light, holography, 
photogrammetry, etc.) are usually equipped in order to be used 
inside controlled laboratories and not in the field, as this 
application require. Also in this case the Handyscan 3D 
photogrammetry based scanning system offered the best solution.  

Figure 9. The anthropomorphic stelae

After the geometric calibration, the radiometric calibration and 
the acquisition of the markers irregular mesh, which is used in 
order to fix the reference system, the volume in which the object 
(or a portion of it) is contained was defined.  

The stelae’s surface was subdivided into 10 portions and 
acquired. Nine portions were acquired with a high resolution in 
order to describe the decorated part of the stelae and 1 portion was 
acquired with a lower resolution to describe the other parts of the 
stelae. During the survey, the stereoscopic cameras perform the 
absolute orientation using the previously acquired reflective 
targets.  

Figure 10. The survey of the The anthropomorphic stelae

At the end of the acquisition, the recorded data are: the target 
positions, directly acquired points, and a binary STL format 3D 
model. About 6 hours were needed to acquire the whole stelae’s 
surface.  

4.1 Data processing 
Also in this case the acquired data were processed by using 

Geomagic and LSR 2004.  As there are some fractures on the 
surface of the acquired stelae, some holes can be found in the 
acquired 3D model. In order to obtain a complete 3D surface 
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model of the stelae, all the holes were filled using geomagic 
software. The final 3D model was composed of 3 254 339
vertices and 6 410 393 faces for a total surface of ~ 4 m2. The 3D 
model resolution in the decorated part was 1 vertex each 2 mm. 
The accuracy of the 3D model was 0.2 mm.  

Figure 11. The 3D model of the stelae (each color 
represent a single scan) 

In addition to the scanning a complete photogrammetric 
survey of the stelae was performed using a Canon Eos digital  
camera equipped with a 28 mm lens. All the acquired images were 
oriented in the same 3D model reference system. 

The oriented images were mapped on the 3D point 
model creating the realistic 3D model of the stelae. It can be an 
useful tool that allows the specialists to carry out a complete and 
exhaustive analysis of the object. Even if, a large amount of the 
data can lead to some problems during the management of the 
data and require a high performing PC that is able to manage this 
huge amount of information (3D points and high resolution 
images). 

Figure 12. The realistic 3D model 

5 CONCLUSIONS

The Handyscan3D high resolution scanning systems seems to 
be suitable and can be profitably used in Cultural Heritage 
documentation. They allow all the problems concerning the 
stability of the reference system to be avoided. The laser 
instrument can work for several hours without any problems: the 
Handyscan 3D proved to be stable and reliable and could be used 
for a long period without stopping the acquisition. This 
characteristic made it possible to carry out the survey of the whole 
inscription of the Res Gestae Divi Augusti (39.40 m²), the Latin 

version and the Greek one, in just one week an the survey of a 
steale in six hours.  

The time needed to perform the surveys  is not so long if we 
consider the final results in terms of completeness and accuracy 
(approx. 0.2 mm). Had a different laser instrument been used with 
the same accuracy characteristic, the acquisition phase would 
surely have taken longer. 

Maybe in the data processing, the image acquisition and 
orientation is still a problem because these phases are not 
integrated in the 3D point acquisition process but the authors 
believe that future technological developments will allow this 
kind of integration to take place has already happened in the field 
of lower accuracy scanning systems. 

Figure 13. The realistic 3D model (detail) 
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Abstract
The research work presented here is articulated around the fields of architectural documentation and geometrical
modeling. It concerns the definition of an informative system on an architectural scale which exploits the relations
between the 3D representation of the building (shape, dimensions, state of conservation, hypothetical restitution
of its transformations in time) and heterogeneous information coming from the various fields (technical, docu-
mentary, historical) which take part in its understanding. The described approach aims at organizing multiple
representations (and associated information) around a model of semantic description with the aim of defining a
system for the multi-field observation of the building. The principles studied are implemented in a Web Application,
whose main functionalities we present.

Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): I.3.6 [Methodology and Techniques]: Graphics data
structures and data types,Interaction techniques; I.3.25 [Graphics Systems]: Remote Systems

1. Introduction

With the availability of new tools like the laser scan-
ner [BM02], an increasing set of image-based techniques
[DCM96], and the continuous development of geometri-
cal modeling tools, the field of the architectural surveying
and representation could profit in these last years from tak-
ing into account the third dimension for the graphic docu-
mentation of heritage buildings. However, beyond the three-
dimensional representation, a great quantity of heteroge-
neous data, coming from various disciplines are based on
different media, is collected during the analysis of a build-
ing. Thus it appears essential today to study the conditions
throughout which we may analyze, inside a single and in-
tegrated framework, the quantitative information extracted
from surveying and the qualitative information produced by
the interpretation of the gathered data or the analysis of doc-
umentary sources. In this article we present an integrated
framework for the management of three-dimensional rep-
resentations of patrimonial buildings based on Web tech-
nologies concerning the specific field of the structuring of
geometrical and documentary information resulting from an
acquisition by 3D laser scanning and photogrammetry. The
functionalities of the developed system are illustrated by an

example: the Comtal Castle of Carcassonne in France. The
geometrical representations and the documentary sources
used for this application result from a point cloud obtained
by a 3D laser scanner (35 million coordinates) and from a
photographic acquisition (350 digital photos); the geomet-
rical representation of the morphology of the current state
of the building as well as various stages of evolutions in
time was carried out by a hybrid approach of 3D reconstruc-
tion [DVF06].

2. Presentation of the framework

2.1. Basic principles

Our approach uses a semantic model of description as com-
mon denominator between heterogeneous information and
the possible representations of the building. In agreement
with the principles introduced by [FS98], we build around
the morphology of the building a model of description de-
fined by three distinct levels: semantic, structure, represen-
tation [DVF07].

• The semantic level is used to isolate concepts (terms of
description) and to associate the shape parts.
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• The structural level allows us to establish a graph of re-
lations between these concepts in order to organize the
elements of the scene compared to a need of description.

• The representation level allows us to associate one or
more representations to each isolated concept

To these three levels of description we associate the temporal
dimension able to integrate the description a "life" concept
into the entities.

2.2. Architecture of the Web application

Our system consists of a Web application based on a three-
part structure (see Figure 1). From a technical point of view
this system answers three distinct requirements:

• Storage of heterogeneous data. A data base, developed in
MySQL, organizes the raw surveying (point cloud) data,
the multiple representations obtained from processing (3D
models) and the documentary sources (images);

• Handling the three-dimensional geometrical representa-
tions in real time. An interactive 3D scene developed in
Virtools DEV allows the downloading, the visualization
and the handling of 3D representations;

• On-line consulting and data management. The application
is developed around a Web Site which facilitates userŠs
access to stored information and provides the necessary
footbridges for the dialogue between the 3D scene and
the data base.

Figure 1: Architecture of the Web Application

2.3. Informatics implementation

The informatics implementation relates to four complemen-
tary dimensions:

• Management. This restricted area allows managing users
access, 3D models, photographs, and collected data.

• Description. This part allows the user to create on-line the
representation of the desired building and to structure and
qualify it from a semantic point of view according to its
description requirements (section 3).

• Analysis. In this part the user can extract, collect and qual-
ify dimensional information (measurements, profiles) di-
rectly on the 3D representation of the building (section 4).

• Documentation. This part allows inserting, research and
consulting graphic documentary sources (photographs
only for the moment) connected to the morphology of the
building by space referencing (section 5).

We developed a set of Building Blocks in VSL (Virtools
Scripting Language) for the 3D scene allowing the specific
interactions with the handled entities (navigation tools, di-
alogue with the web application, point cloud measurement,
relevant profiles extraction and spatial research). The Web
application is based on the dialogue between a relational
SQL database and the 3D scene by means of PHP and
JavaScript, through a range of specially programmed func-
tions that synchronize the SQL and Virtools arrays.

3. Description: semantic structuring and
multi-representation of the building

3.1. A 3D graph describing the morphology of the
building

3.1.1. The semantic level

The description of the building starts from the download of
a morphological decomposition pre-established during the
phase of 3D reconstruction by the previously quoted ap-
proach [DVF06]. This step consists of organizing the ele-
ments of the scene according to a structure in which geom-
etry is associated to each atomic concept. The decomposi-
tion results in a set of morphological entities, initially repre-
sented by symbols in space indicating their barycentre, and
which will be used to generate the description graphs) (sec-
tion 3.1.3).

3.1.2. The representation level

For the management of the representation system we exploit
the relations established between the atomic entities of a
morphological decomposition and their various representa-
tions recorded in the database. Once a morphological entity
selected in the 3D scene, all the representations which are
associated to it are posted and can be downloaded from the
database. To support the multiplicity of representation tech-
niques currently available we structure the representation
storage according to three geometrical bases: Point-based,
curve-based and polygon-based representations.

3.1.3. Structural level

To support the phase of semantic description of the morphol-
ogy of the building, we use a symbolic notation of the rela-
tions (part/unit) established between elements in 3D space. It
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represents a 3D graph (tree structure in space) whose config-
uration depends on the handling (hierarchical relations) of a
set of terms in a list. We establish this graph using functions
specifically defined: morphological entity, finalized group,
reference mark. Starting from the downloaded morpholog-
ical entities to which a geometrical representation is asso-
ciated, the user can build in an interactive way a descrip-
tion graph by introducing finalized groups and/or reference
marks into the 3D scene (see Figure 2).

Figure 2: The description graph

Each entity of the description graph can then be qualified
by a thesaurus (specific vocabularies for types of buildings
or historical periods, construction techniques, pathologies of
degradation, etc).

3.2. Points of view on the building

The description led in parallel on three levels of description
(semantic, structure and representation), linked with the pos-
sibility of qualifying the entities by a term of vocabulary al-
lows the construction of what we call a "point of view" on
the building. The logic of the system is based on the need
to decline the structures of description to allow true freedom
of organization of the data. As we are interested mainly in
graphical documentation, the concept of point of view coin-
cides then with that of objective of the representation.

3.3. The temporal dimension

To document a heritage building in an exhaustive way it is
particularly important to take into account the description of
the evolutions it underwent in time. This dimension is taken
into account by the integration of historical graphs [Ren97]
in our approach. It is a conceptual modeling formalism that
we adapted to the description of the transformations of the
buildings. This formalism manages:

• Types of transformation like creation, amplification, de-
molition, rebuilding of the bodies of the patrimonial unit;

• Duration of transformation that according to the type of
event which produced it can be of some days (case of a de-
molition) or several years (duration of a site of construc-
tion).

Figure 3: Historical graph of the building between the XIIth
and XIVth century

These two aspects are formalized by a set of attributes
used to qualify the morphological entities in our descrip-
tion graph [Ste06]. We currently work on the implementa-
tion of a notation system that would allow the representation
of the transformations that characterize the evolution of the
building in a temporal span in the form of a two-dimensional
graph that distributes the events characterizing the life of the
morphological entities along a time axis (see fig. 3).

4. Analysis: collecting and organizing dimensional
information

Concerning the analytical dimension we were interested in
the development of various tools for the extraction and the
interactive collection of dimensional information on the ge-
ometrical representations of the morphological entities. For
the interactive measurement we developed 3 principal tools:
Simple Distance, Distance along an axis, Progressive mea-
surements. The procedure we developed for the extraction of
profiles is based on the use of a camera with orthogonal pro-
jection that is easy to handle in space with an in-depth lim-
ited visual field. That allows to post in a separate window
the only entities (points of cloud mainly) situated between
the near and the far clip plane of this camera. User can store
the collected measurements and profiles in the data base.

5. Documentation: spatial referencing of information
and documentary sources

5.1. Spatial referencing of photographs

Concerning the consultation of the documentary sources as-
sociated to the morphology of the building we are interested
mainly in spatial referencing of graphic sources and more
specifically of photographs [Bus06]. It consists in matching
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photographs to the geometrical representation of the build-
ing. We explored three possibilities offering different de-
grees of accuracy: manual matching, spatial resection, direct
insertion of camera parameters.

5.1.1. Search for photographs starting from the
selection of entities

The functionalities concerning the search of graphic sources
are concentrated on the exploitation of the spatial relations
established between the morphology of the building and the
photographs by the methods stated above. This relation al-
lows users to select elements (in the 3D scene or in list) and
to launch a query to find into the database the photographs
corresponding to the selected object. The function is struc-
tured as follows: it tests, for each camera associated to the
photographs stored in the database, if the selected object is
visible in its visual pyramid or not and send the results SQL
base.

5.1.2. Search for photographs starting from a point of
observation

This method allows formulating a query in the database ac-
cording to the point of observation (current position of the
navigation camera) in the 3D scene. One exploits the inter-
section between the visual pyramid of the navigation camera
and those of each photograph in the database. All the infor-
mations relating to the geometrical models of the cameras
are used inside the 3D scene to allow detection in real time.
An indicator constantly displays the number of photographs
detected. The order of the results is computed according to
the distance and the difference in orientation between the
point of observation and the detected photographs.

5.1.3. Automatic search of the photograph’s pose

By knowing the parameters relating to the photographs one
can find the corresponding camera pose inside the 3D scene.
This function is based on a linear interpolation between the
extrinsic and intrinsic parameters of the navigation camera
and those of selected photography. This corresponds to a dis-
placement and a rotation of the navigation camera in order
to join the optical center associated with photography (see
Figure 4).

6. Conclusions

In this article we presented an integrated framework de-
signed to manage the Web digital representations of architec-
tural buildings for applications related to the analysis and the
documentation of the architectural heritage. Different sub-
jects were discussed and their informatics implementation
was presented.

Figure 4: Search for photograph’s pose in the 3D scene
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Abstract
Reflection Transformation Imaging (RTI) has been successfully used to document cultural heritage information,
namely in the representation of 3D sculptural relief with low depth, using Polynomial Texture Maps (PTM). We
developed a set of techniques and a software tool (PTMbuilder) that significantly speeds up the PTM generation
through the automatic detection of the lighting directions from a set of previously captured images. PTMbuilder
includes an LPtracker module that uses image processing techniques coupled with spatial geometry to find the
accurate positions of a glossy sphere placed next to the object and of each highlight on its surface; from these
coordinates it computes the direction of the lighting position, as required by a PTM generator. The user can
interactively review the computed sphere centre, adjust the light position and check the lights positioning, before
proceeding to the generation and viewing of the PTM file through the bundle PTMfitter and PTMviewer modules
(HP Labs).

Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): I.4.1 [IMAGE PROCESSING AND COMPUTER
VISION ]: Digitization and Image Capture

1. Introduction

The representation of a bas-relief can be efficiently analysed
through its 3D reflectance properties displayed on a 2D im-
age. One popular technique to compute an approximation of
the reflectance function at each pixel is to use polynomial
texture mapping, PTM [MGW01] which is computed from
a set of images taken from a fixed view point and adequately
varying the light source placement on a spherical dome.
Medium to large size objects require manual lighting posi-
tioning and no software tools are yet available to compute
the light source coordinates, as required by a PTM genera-
tor. These tasks are very time consuming and error prone.
Recent developments suggested a way to help a photogra-
pher to help photographer to palce the lights [DCCS06],
and methods to detect the light source direction, either by a
glossy sphere [MMSL06] [TSE∗04] or shadow cast by small
sticks [CDMR03]. However, these techniques still require
long human intervention and they do not provide any tool to
check if the lights were adequately placed or the accuracy of
their placement.

A PTM generator requires as input data the 3D vector co-
ordinates that specify the position of the light source for
each image. These can be computed and measured during
the shooting session, following suggestions in [DCCS06].
Alternatively a glossy sphere, can be added next to the ob-
ject to be photographed. As reported in [MMSL06]: each
captured image can be analysed to get the ball and high-
lights coordinates and from these the vector directions can
be geometrically computed. Section 2.1 describes the image
processing techniques to automatically detect the glossy ball
from sets of images taken in [MMSL06], while section 2.2
describes techniques to detect the highlights. The light di-
rections were computed from these coordinates, as described
in section 3. Section 4 presents the LPtracker, the software
module that was developed to implement these techniques
within an interactive interface that lets the user control the
automation process and the quality of the performed detec-
tions also shows a superimposed picture of all highlights to
let the user check the lighting placement. The LPtracker is
the result of a joint development project with HPLabs, which
together with a PTM generator (PTMfitter) and a viewer (PT-
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Figure 1: Artifacts with a glossy sphere

Mviewer) is available from HPLabs web site bundle into the
package PTMbuilder.

2. Detection of a Sphere and Highlights

Detection of the light source direction in each image can be
computed from the coordinates of the geometric centre of a
glossy sphere - placed next to the object - and the geomet-
ric centre of each highlight, as seen at the sphere surface.
The glossy sphere proposed in [MMSL06] is a black snooker
ball but techniques were also developed to process and take
advantage of coloured sphere. Fig. 1 shows some captured
images with a black snooker ball. Section 2.1 describes the
image processing techniques to detect the a sphere, while 2.2
describes how the highlights are detected.

2.1. Sphere

The complexity required to detect a dark ball of the process
is due to the variety of conditions under which the image
may be acquired, as these can not be controlled, particularly
when operating in open environments. The detection process
assumes that all images were taken with a fixed camera, e.g.,
all objects are represented by the same set of pixels, and it is
based on three steps:

• elimination of the sphere shadow;
• detection of image edges;
• detection of the ball contour and its geometric centre.

Lighting introduces a shadow next to the ball that can be con-
fused with the ball itself, during the segmentation phase. The
automated PTM construction process relies on a set of im-
ages where the light sources are uniformly distributed in the
image set, and consequently the ball shadows also change
from image to image. These can be removed with a median
of multiple images in the set, which will also filters the ball
highlights, reducing noise in the image.
After removing the ball shadow, an additional 7x7 median
filter is applied to each image to filter background noise,
while preserving the ball edge. The filter works well since
the ball is made of a large area of homogeneous pixels and
presents better results than a traditional low pass filter (e.g.,
Gaussian) as it does not smooth the ball edges. We then ap-
ply a gradient operator to the resulting image.
The final stage approximates the ball edges to a circle us-
ing the Hough transform. The traditional detection process
applies an image binarization filter after the edge detection
process. This may lead to contours thicker than 1 pixel wide.
An accurate detection of the ball centre is fundamental to
automate the PTM creation. To improve the accuracy of the
Hough transform we use directly the gradient value to ac-
cumulate in the Hough space, as an alternative to the tradi-
tional process, which increases by 1 unit the Hough space
corresponding to each pixel.
Once the ball edges are defined, the pixel coordinates of the
sphere centre is computed.
It was also explored the use of coloured glossy balls (red
snooker balls are highly intense in R channel) with region
labelling techniques which look for high intensity areas in
that channel that have low intensity values at the other chan-
nels. Once the region is adequately identified, to compute the
ball radius and center is straightforward.

2.2. Highlights

The highlight detection process for each sphere image fol-
lows the sphere detection and the computation of its centre
(see Sec.2.1). This approach simplifies the process, since the
ball remains at a fixed position across the image set (only
the light position changes across images). As a consequence,
the region where we need to search for the highlight can be
limited to a circle containing the ball. The overall detection
process is based on 2 main steps:

• to search for potential highlight areas;
• to select the correct highlight and to compute centre.

Inside the ball area, every region with bright pixels is consid-
ered a potential highlight area. We perform an image thresh-
old with a default value set to 80% of the brightest pixel to
remove less bright regions. Several bright regions can appear
due to inter-reflections and after a threshold operation they
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appear as blocks of white pixels. An image labelling opera-
tion sets each region to a specific grey level.
To select the correct highlight we first remove small gray
areas - where "small" is set to the default value of 20% of
the largest area - and then compute the geometric centre of
each region. We compute this by averaging all pixels coordi-
nates of a region. This usually leads to a non-integer value,
which is not rounded to provide a more accurate centre posi-
tion. This is particularly relevant for small regions (few pix-
els wide). Whenever more than one potential highlight re-
gion is detected, we assume, based on experimental settings,
that the highlight that directly reflects the light source has its
centre closer to the sphere centre, since fake highlights due
to inter-reflexions are always farther from the centre.
When all highlights are detected all ball images are merged
into a single one, giving the user an opportunity to watch the
overall placement of the light sources in just one image.

3. Computation of the Lights Direction

PTM generation relies heavily on the accurate coordinates
of the light sources direction and distribution. To automati-
cally obtain these coordinates from a set of captured images
with a glossy sphere, we must first compute the 3D vector
that points to the light source, by a geometric analysis of the
relative positions between the centre of the sphere and the
centre of each highlight, as proposed in [MMSL06].
Some approximations are made that do not affect the PTM
generation quality: the viewpoint is in the infinite, when ap-
plying the Lambert reflection function; the sphere offset is
negligible; the sphere center is in the same plane as the ob-
ject surface.
From these principles and considering the pixel position (co-
ordinates) of both centres projected on the background plane
- the sphere (Sx,Sy) and the highlight (Hx,Hy) - the nor-
malized vector that represents the light source direction is
computed using cartesian coordinates. Converted to spher-
ical coordinates, the vector is represented by [MDA02],
[MMSL06]

(sin(ΦL)∗ cos(ΘL),sin(ΦL)∗ sin(ΘL),cos(ΦL)) (1)

where ΦL represents the angle between the light source
beam and an approximation to the viewpoint at infinity
(zenith) and ΘL represents the angle between the beam and
the x axis at the (x,y) plane (azimuth). To generate a PTM
representation of an object, only the direction of the light
sources is required (and not its distance), since it is assumed
that all shots are taken with the light source placed at the
same distance from the image centre.
This assumption requires, however, a careful positioning of
the lights during the shots, to guarantee not only its uniform
distribution over a dome, but also its constant distance from
the image centre. A PTM planner was developed [DCCS06]
to help a photographer to place the spot lights, but it still
requires a long human intervention. Alternatively, the light
positions could be detected on the fly, during the shooting

session, giving an immediate feedback to the photographer
of how close he/she is from placing the light source at the
right position. This work is currently undergoing.

4. LPtraker

The LPtracker is the software module in the PTMbuilder that
automates the construction of a PTM from a set of lighting
images. This module is based on four phases, each one with
a corresponding tab at the user interface:

• selection of the image set and the ball region of interest;
• detection, visualization and tuning of the centre and

sphere radius (top image in Fig.2);
• detection, visualization and tuning (bottom image in

Fig.2);
• generation and visualization of a text file with the light

directions (LP file).

A fifth tab is available for configuration purposes; it includes
selection of coloured/black ball, detection algorithms,log
options and process pipeline. The user interface design for
the first three phases has a common layout: the right side
presents selectable image thumbnails and the left side dis-
plays the selected image for visualization and tuning.
Once the user selected the image set directory, the applica-
tion immediately attempts to search the ball. Whenever the
image size exceeds a pre-defined value, the user is requested
to select a smaller area with the ball. This step is required
to speed up the ball detection and to overcome limitations in
available memory, since 60 images of 12M pixels would re-
quire 3GB of RAM, currently not available on most systems.
When the ball position is detected, the application shows the
computed sphere centre and radius of all images in thumb-
nail, with one selected image in a larger window (top image
in Fig.2). The user can tune both the centre and the radius,
either interactively using the mouse, or directly by providing
the centre and radius values. This tuning can be performed
on any image of the set by selecting the appropriate thumb-
nail, including images generated during the ball detection
process (described in section 2).
Next phase performs the highlight detection on each image
in the set and generates and displays an image showing all
highlights (bottom image in Fig.2). This figure shows both
detected and undetected ones, but detected highlights are
marked with a red cross at its computed centre. Fake high-
lights, due to inter-reflections, are also displayed but are not
considered. In this window the user can select each image in
the set and tune the centre of the detected highlight.
The last step shows the resulting LP file and gives the user
the option to edit this text file. The PTMbuilder is config-
ured by default to process and generate the PTM file using
the PTMfitter from HPLabs, and later to visualize the result-
ing PTM with the PTMviewer (HPLabs).
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Figure 2: LPtracker screenshots: (Top) Ball detection view
and tuning; (Bottom) Highlight centre view and tuning

5. Conclusions

The remote study of bas-reliefs and 3D heritage artifacts of-
ten require complex tools that go beyond plain photography.
3D imaging techniques based on stereo photography or on
laser 3D reconstruction may be too expensive and still stay
well behind expectations. The use of a RTI (such as PTM)
to represent these objects became a very attractive approach
that most scholars and cultural institutions can afford. PTM
modelling requires large sets of images taken with a fixed
camera and the different positions of the lighting placement.
A shooting session can, therefore, become a very time con-
suming task. The use of a glossy sphere next to the artifact
was recently suggested as an inexpensive way to speed up
the capture process, but no tool was yet available to extract
the light position data out of the captured images.
This communication presented a set of image processing
techniques and geometric computations to estimate the po-
sitions of the lights, by automatically detecting a glossy ball
in an image - its perimeter and radius - and the highlight
centre at the surface of the ball, at each image. These tech-
niques were included in the software module that was de-

veloped, the LPtracker, which provides a user friendly inter-
face to verify the correctness of the detections and which
also displays, at a late stage, an image with all superim-
posed highlights on the ball giving to the user an overall im-
pression on the lighting positions. The developed LPtracker
is bundled with a PTMfitter (for PTM generation) and a
PTMviewer (for visualzation), into a package, the PTM-
builder, which is currently available at the HP Labs web site
(http://www.hpl.hp.com/research/ptm/).
The tool was also tested outside our labs, and the sugges-
tions that were given helped to improve the final product.
There is still room for enhancements, but the next move will
be towards providing more help to the photographer, directly
at the shooting session. Current work undergoing is the use
of a second glossy ball and spatial triangulation to track in
real-time the light position, validating the location according
to a pre-defined set of optimum placements.
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Abstract

Virtual heritage applications often contain stories related to the presented objects and environments. Digital 

storytelling enables us to tell the story using a variety of new media production practices. In this paper we 

explore how the quality of the story told by an animated character influences a viewer’s visual perception and 

investigate whether it is distractive enough to make him/her fail to notice any decrease in rendering quality. We 

created combinations of high and low quality stories in a virtual environment and rendered the scene at 

different rendering qualities. A user study was performed to verify our assumptions. The results show that when 

engaged by a high quality story, viewers are indeed unable to notice that the scene was rendered at a lower 

quality. 

Keywords: virtual reality, visual perception, digital storytelling 

 

Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): 1.3.7 [Computer Graphics]: Three-Dimensional 

Graphics and Realism – Animation, Virtual Reality 

1. Introduction 

 

Since the beginning of human existence, people have told 

stories. Through centuries only the storytelling media and 

presentation tools were changing, but the storytelling itself 

was permanent, as an ultimate part of human 

communication. Digital storytelling uses new media 

production tools, such as computer animation, compositing, 

editing and postproduction to present the content of the 

story. 

 

Virtual reality environments presenting cultural heritage 

sites are significantly improved when complemented with a 

story. A story about an object or place helps the user to 

experience their genius loci [FMS*04]. If the story is told 

by an emphatic avatar [Sta06], the viewer can feel really 

present in the virtual environment [Lad05]. 

Computer animation requires a substantial amount of 

rendering time. Previous work has shown that knowledge 

of the human visual system may be used to reduce the 

overheads in creating perceptually high quality computer 

animations by taking advantage of attention distracters in a 

scene, including subtitles, exaggerated emotions and the 

presence of an unknown language [RSAC06]. 

This paper extends this previous work by investigating the 

additional influence of the story quality to the visual 

perception of computer animation. We would like to show 

that if the animation has a high quality story, it can be 

rendered in a lower quality, without user noticing this 

rendering quality loss. 

2. Related Work 

 

The Center for Digital Storytelling has been performing 

substantial research on digital storytelling principles 

through storytelling courses. Their publication [Lam06] 

presents the roles of the stories in human lives, the seven 

elements important for a good story structure, basic 

principles of scripting and storyboarding and some tools 

needed for digital storytelling implementations. 

Virtual storytelling conveying cultural stories was 

effectively explored in [Lad05]. They investigated the 

strengths and/or weaknesses of virtual reality as a 

storytelling medium; the use of a culturally familiar 

introductory virtual environment (VE) to preface a VE 

presenting traditional storytelling and the relationship 

between presence and story experience. Three storytelling 

scenarios were created to tell a traditional San story: text; a 

storytelling VE with no introductory VE and a storytelling 

VE with a hip-hop themed introductory. These scenarios 

comprised the experimental conditions. Questionnaires, 

measuring interest in hip-hop and the story experience 

aspects identified above, were developed and 

psychometrically validated. They concluded that strongly 

themed introductory VE’s do not benefit virtual 

storytelling, and that content familiarity and preference 

interact with VE content to influence virtual experiences. 

[RSAC06] examined the effect of visual perception on 

computer animation by conducting a series of 

psychophysical experiments, confirmed by eye-tracking. 

They showed that the presence of visual distracters, for 

example accentuated emotions or subtitles, or auditory 

distracters, for example an unknown language, can distract 

the viewer’s attention. The viewer is thus unable to focus in 
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detail on the actual lip synchronization and thus fails to see 

any perceptual difference in less accurate lip 

synchronization, created in a much reduced time, and the 

corresponding high quality lip synchronization. This means 

that the judgement on the quality of the animation was not 

accurate.  

 

3. Story validation 

 

In this paper we introduce two stories: high quality (HQ) 

and low quality (LQ). The process of validating a story is 

not straightforward. We have used parameters introduced 

in [Lam06] and [Lad05] to confirm our selection. 

Our high quality story is an anecdote from the Bosnian folk 

tradition about a famous character Nasrudin hodza. This 

character has a main role in many tales from countries of 

Middle East to those which were under the rule of the 

Ottoman Empire. Nasrudin is a wise person with good 

humor, finding a way out from every tricky situation. Our 

story is related to Nasrudin’s visit to his friend, who shows 

up at the window and seeing Nasrudin, hides in the house. 

His wife tells Nasrudin that his friend is not at home and 

Nasrudin sends him a message that next time he should not 

forget his head at the window. 

According to the seven storytelling elements [Lam06], this 

story has a point, dramatic question, emotional content and 

rhythm. Validated by parameters from [Lad05] the story 

has good understanding possibilities, it is interesting, gives 

enjoyment to the viewer and introduces no boredom or 

confusion. 

As a low quality story we used a short history of the 

Sarajevo City Hall, built in 1896 and destroyed in the 

Serbian bombardment of Sarajevo in 1992. The story is full 

of historical facts and has no dramatic question. The 

rhythm of storytelling is slow and there is no humor or 

particular emotion. Some less known expressions are used 

and boredom and confusion could be produced in the 

listener. 

Validation of the respective story qualities could 

have been performed by a user study as well, but that 

was not the main goal of this research.  

 

4. User study 

 

We created two movies of an animated character presenting 

the high quality and low quality stories and rendered them 

in different rendering qualities. 

 

4.1. Experiment animations 

 

For the storyteller’s model, a Talking Head [Osi05] was 

used (Figure 1). 

 

The technique for modelling the head uses multiple blend 

shapes divided four ways using a spline box to control 

facial movements. This means the mouth, eyes, or eyebrow 

can be controlled independently, or as a unit. The only 

issue is the rig ultimately contains forty blend shapes per 

face. All 40 are needed for the full range of human facial 

expression (Figure 1). 

 

The animated character was placed into virtual 

environment of Baščaršija (old part of Sarajevo) which was 

produced using 3DS Max. The optimized 3D model of 

Baščaršija is a part of the “Virtual city of Sarajevo - 

Baščaršija” Project [BSRA06]. 

Figure 1:  Head model used in the experiment 

 

The voice over of the animations was performed by a 

professional TV news presenter. Postproduction (offline 

compositing) was done in After Effects software and final 

editing (primary color correction, secondary color 

correction, audio final mix) in the Final Cut Pro editing 

suite on an Apple G5 equipped with DeckLink‘s Black 

Magic video card. The 3D model of the storyteller created 

in Maya, was composited into the 3D environment of 

Baščaršija, and all shots are edited in the sequence. Each of 

two video sequences was fine tuned to achieve better color 

distribution, Figure 2. 

 

Figure 2:  A frame from one of the animations 

 

4.2. Experiment conditions 

 

For the purpose of the experiment we prepared two pairs of 

animations rendered at different quality levels, one pair for 

the story about Nasrudin (N1-N2) and another one for the 

story about Vijećnica (V3-V4): 

 

N1: HQ Story (HQS) + Low Quality Rendering (LQR) 

N2: HQ Story (HQS) + High Quality Rendering (HQR)  
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V3: LQ Story (LQS) + High Quality Rendering (HQR) 

V4: LQ Story (LQS) + Low Quality Rendering (LQR) 

 

High Quality Rendering (HQR) in this experiment was 

classified by rendering the animation at 720 × 576 pixels, 

at highest quality anti-aliasing, while Low Quality 

Rendering (LQR) was classified by rendering the 

animation at 320 × 240 pixels with no anti-aliasing. 

 

The subjects were composed of 40 participants (10 per 

each condition): 27 males and 13 females. 28 participants 

had an age of under 25, 12 were aged between 25 and 45. 

Their educational backgrounds ranged from primary school 

to doctoral level education. The study participants had 

various backgrounds in computer graphics. Five 

participants possessed a fair amount of computer graphics 

knowledge and only one of these five subjects expressed 

reasonable expertise with three-dimension user interfaces. 

 

The participants were randomly assigned to one of the 

following conditions (Table 1): 

 

Cond. Animations Contents 

C1 N1+V3 HQS/LQR+LQS/HQR 

C2 N1+V4 HQS/LQR+LQS/LQR 

C3 N2+V3 HQS/HQR+LQS/HQR 

C4 N2+V4 HQS/HQR+LQS/LQR 

 

Table 1: Experiment conditions 

 

 Each participant performed a two-alternative forced-choice 

(2AFC) task. After watching a pair of animations they were 

asked to choose which animation they thought was of 

better quality. The experiment was performed individually. 

After answering the questions subjects were also asked for 

their comments on the animations. 

 

5. Experiment results 

 

Our experiment showed that the subjects decided slightly 

in favour of high quality story, not paying much attention 

to the rendering quality. The results are presented in detail 

in the rest of this section. 

 

Statistical analyses were performed using SPSS for 

Windows, version 15.0. 

 

Figures 3 and 4 summarize our results and present the 

independent t-tests resulting from our statistical analysis. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3: The mean of chosen animations across the 

conditions 

 

The same graph, but clustered by a “Con” variable is 

shown in the next figure: 

 

 

Figure 4: The mean of chosen animations across the 

conditions clustered by variable CON 

 

Below we show for the Independent samples t-test the 

summary statistics of the two samples – one containing a 

number of chosen HQ stories (N) and another containing a 

number of chosen LQ stories (V) across the conditions. The 

t-test is followed by the statistical tests. 

A low significance value for the t test (t(6) = 4.243, 

p = .005) indicates that there is a significant difference 

between the two group means. Since the confidence 

interval for the mean difference does not contain zero 

(0,635 – 2,365), this also indicates that the difference is 

significant. 

 

Figure 3 also shows that amongst those participants who 

have chosen the animation about Nasrudin to be better, 

there was no difference between the number of those who 

have chosen HQR and those who have chosen LQR. The 

selection is thus equivalent to “chance” which means that 

they did not notice any loss in rendering quality. 
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Figure 5:  t-test summary statistic 

 

Subjective measures were collected via questionnaire after 

each condition. In terms of general comments, most of the 

participants who thought that HQ story animation was of 

better quality, said they decided that as they preferred the 

Nasrudin story more. Particularly interesting is that these 

participants reported very low level of general computer 

graphics expertise. This could mean that viewers unfamiliar 

with computer graphics have different animation 

perception and the story quality has more influence on their 

judgement.. 

 

When asked about the content of the animations, a number 

of participants suggested that the model of storyteller 

should be placed in an appropriate environment, especially 

in case of Vijećnica story where they would expect to see 

the building of Vijećnica somewhere in the background. 

What they also found inappropriate was a monotonous and 

staid storyteller’s voice in case of Nasrudin story, since 

they thought that the emotional tone of storyteller’s voice 

has a great impact on the perception of the story.  

 

6. Conclusion and future work 

 

This paper presents our work in progress related to 

exploring the influence of storytelling quality to the human 

perception of computer animation. A case study is 

presented whose results show that rendering quality loss in 

animation is less noticeable if the animation has a high 

quality story.  

 

This study has opened many interesting questions that we 

will be investigating in more detail. First, considering 

storyteller’s voice issue, it would be interesting to see if the 

storyteller’s voice really has such an impact on the 

perception of the story. Previous work has shown that the 

story told using a real avatar in virtual heritage storytelling 

applications has greater impact on a user’s perception of 

information than using a virtual avatar [SRD07]. 

Considering this, we are planning to investigate the effect 

that storyteller’s voice has on the perception of a story by 

comparing stories told by the TV news presenter and by a 

real actor.   

 

We are also aware that other factors, such as subjects’ prior 

knowledge, their education or background, may have 

significant effect on their visual perception. Therefore in 

future we will re-run the experiment using subjects with no 

prior knowledge of computer graphics and elementary 

school children.  
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Abstract 
Kolum, a traditional folk art from India is the central theme of this paper. It is a popular socio-religious art, 
practiced widely in South India especially in the villages. Every morning the women decorate the floor at the en-
trance of their home with beautiful symmetric patterns ranging from simple to rather complex ones called 
Kolum'. As the tradition has it, Kolum has largely been an orally transmitted art. A large proportion of its practi-
tioners are illiterate. Kolum patterns possess complex geometric properties; Siromoney’s pioneering work 
[Siro78], first captured the process used by a Kolum practitioner in terms of simple grammar rules. Since then 
many successful attempts have been made to codify and classify Kolum patterns. The underlying theme of this pa-
per is similar to Siromoney's work - employing grammars to capture the simplicity in the generative design of 
Kolum. But we deviate in the type of the grammar employed in the study; we use Shape Grammars. Shape 
Grammars allow the flexibility of employing shapes directly in the grammar rules and use of affine transforma-
tions in the rule set. Such a representation comes closer to the way Kolums are actually memorized and passed 
on from one generation to another. It could be easily employed as a teaching aid for novice Kolum artists.  

Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): I.3.4 Picture description languages, I.3.3 Pic-
ture/Image Generation, I.3.7 Fractals and I.3.6 Languages 

1. Introduction 

Kolum or Pullikolum (also known as rangoli; henceforth 
referred to as Kolum) is generally a decorative pattern 
drawn on auspicious occasions as a welcome sign for 
guests and God. Although practised in most parts of India, 
it is more often seen in South India where it is extensively 
practised by women. The primary ingredient used to draw 
Kolums is rice flour. Rice flour is held in the hand and 
allowed to slip out from in between the index finger and 
the thumb in slender strokes as demonstrated in Figure 1. 
The art is in allowing the flour to flow out consistently and 
simultaneously moving the hand to create the desired pat-
tern. Children, mostly girls, learn the art of drawing Kolam 
patterns from childhood and could acquire an astonishingly 
large repertoire of designs, which they can draw readily 
from memory.  

1.1. Background 

Although the complex geometric properties depicted by 
Kolum patterns deny any underlying simplicity, a careful 
analysis of their generative procedure makes them a natural 
candidate for grammar based analysis. This aspect was first 

noticed by Gift Siromoney [Siro78]. He designed a series 
of experiments called ‘The Snapshot Technique’. It helped 
him arrive at the fact that Kolum practitioners used a grid 
of dots called pullis to construct a complex Kolum, stage 
by stage in a manner conforming to the natural segmenta-
tion of the pattern. He amply demonstrated that skilled 
Kolum practitioners, in fact, remember the patterns in 
terms of their parsed constituent units.  

Figure 1: Kolum drawing outside a temple in South India.

[SSK74] employed array grammars to successfully study 
many classes of Kolum patterns. [PKV89] used L-Systems 
to demonstrate computerized synthesis of Kolums.  
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L-Systems can tersely capture some of the commonly 
drawn Kolums. Also some of the turtle-based interpreta-
tions are representative of the way women actually move 
their fingers while drawing a Kolum pattern. [SSR89] 
demonstrate the recursive nature of many Kolum patterns 
employing cycle grammars. They focussed on rotational 
symmetry based Kolum patterns. Further they formulate 
representations of some of the popular and complex Kolum 
patterns like Anklets of Krishna (Figure 2,) in various 
grammar notations (like, DOL-Systems, Cycle Grammar, 
etc.) to facilitate better comparison.  

The underlying theme of our work is similar in spirit to 
[PKV89, SSR89] - employing grammars to capture the 
simplicity in the generative design of a Kolum. But we 
deviate in the type of the grammar employed in the study; 
we use Shape Grammars [SG72]. The fundamental reason 
is the flexibility of employing shapes directly in the gram-
mar rules and using affine transformations in the rule set. 
Our approach comes closer to the way Kolums are actually 
memorized and passed on from one generation to another. 
We show how shapes and geometric transformations if 
employed as the fundamental props in grammar rules could 
make Kolum pattern memorization a lot simpler. Also 
shape grammars being a visually represented system, any 
layman can use them to capture and transfer learning. 
Although the main highlight of the paper is the use of 
shape grammars as a teaching aid for strengthening an 
orally transmitted tradition like Kolum drawings, we also 
demonstrate the notational flexibility offered in shape 
grammars by adding a noise component in the grammar 
rules and creating non-photorealistic renditions of Kolums. 

2. Kolums and Grammars 

Kolum patterns could be broken down to possess at least 
one of following three characteristics visibly -  

• repetitive motifs,  
• use of pullis (dots) as props and,  
• embodying an entity (say a deity, flower, etc.).  

Kolums possessing the first two characteristics are of our 
interest as they can be codified and systematically learnt by 
anyone interested in the art.  

[PKV89] aptly classify repetitive motifs based Kolums in 
to two categories - Kolums with exponential growth and 
polynomial growth. Such Kolums are generally drawn over 
a grid of pullis (dots) by rendering certain motifs (gener-
ally, a set of open or closed curves also called kambhi) in a 
piecewise manner. We pick a popular exponential growth 
based Kolum - – The Anklets of Krishna, for discussing the 
strengths of Shape Grammar over traditional schemes. It 
can be easily seen that similar arguments will hold for a 
polynomial growth based design as well. As noted earlier 
traditional grammar based notations lend us a natural way 
of capturing Kolum designs uniquely and tersely. But the 
string based representation in the grammar is difficult for a 
non-linguist to understand. As Kolum is largely practised 
by artists who may not be aware of computer grammars we 
need a visual notation which is simpler to understand and 

at the same time possess the characteristics of generative 
design. We propose Shape Grammars as a choice for repre-
senting Kolum patterns with an aim to facilitate easy 
transmission of this art across a larger user base.  

Figure 2: Anklets of Krishna 

2.1. Shape Grammars 

[SG72] define a shape grammar as a quadruple: SG = <VT,
VM, R, I> where – 

• VT is a finite set of shapes which denotes the terminals 
in the grammar. V *

T  is the set of all possible finite ar-
rangements of an element or elements of  VT in which 
any element of VT can be used multiple times with the 
desired Euclidean transformations (translation, rota-

tions, scale and reflection). Also V +
T = V *

T - φ
where φ  is the empty set. 

• VM is a finite set of shapes which denote the non-
terminals (also markers) in the grammar such that 

shapes V+
T ∩ V+

M = φ . Also V +
M = V *

M - φ
where φ  is the empty set. 

• R which denotes the productions of the grammar is a 
finite set of rules of the form u  v, where u and v are 
shapes formed by the shape union of shapes in V *

T

and V *
M. The shape u must have at least one sub-

shape that is a shape in V+
M. The shape v may be φ .

• I is the start symbol of the grammar. It’s a shape from 
V *

T ∪ V+
M.

In our current study, we further restrict the grammar to be 
context free which means that for a rule u  v ∈ R, u
∈V+

M only. 
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As noted earlier all of the representation above is visually 
accomplished. A grammar specification should ensure that 
terminal and marker shapes are visually distinguishable, 
i.e., given a shape formed by the shape union of terminals 
and markers, the terminals occurring in the shape can be 
uniquely identified from the markers visually. Although the 
computer representation will obviously ensure this aspect 
internally, it is a significant property to depict in the visual 
representation of the grammar. The visual representation of 
shapes in u and v are done on identical sized canvas to 
show the correspondence between them (in terms of their 
Euclidian transformations). A shape is generated from a 
shape grammar by beginning with the initial shape and 
recursively applying the shape rules. The grammar rule is 
applied in parallel to all the applicable markers on the 
canvas. The shape generation process is terminated when 
no shape rule in the shape grammar can be applied.  

2.2. Shape Grammar based Kolum design 

We now demonstrate a shape grammar based representa-
tion of the Anklets of Krishna design say, SGAK. Figure 3 
captures the terminals, markers and start symbol of SGAK.

Markers, VM Terminals, VT Start symbol, I

Figure 3: SGAK’s Terminal, Markers and Start Symbol. 

Each rule in the rule set R (Figure 4) of SGAK, is depicted 
by a left and right side which captures the visual transfor-
mation of shapes. (R6 and R7 are similar to R5, with the 
last two markers from VM.)  We create the Kolum design 
by beginning with the initial shape and recursively apply-
ing the shape rules.  Kindly note the use and placements of 
markers. They can be thought as representative of the 
pullis; a prop used by traditional Kolum practitioners to 
create a Kolum grid. The generation process is terminated 
when no shape rule in the shape grammar can be applied. 
The language of a shape grammar may be finite or infinite 
set of shapes. In our case we have generated a design cor-
responding to Anklets of Krishna in Figure 5 using SGAK.
Figure 6 shows more shape grammar based Kolum render-
ings of both polynomial and exponential growth. 

Rule Set, R 

R1

R2 

R3 

R4 

R5 

Figure 4: SGAK’s rule set. 

3. Conclusions 

We have shown a visual way of capturing the complex rule 
set of Kolums employing Shape Grammars. Such a repre-
sentation is easily understandable for a novice Kolum 
practitioner. A system such as the one reported in 
[RHED*06] well demonstrates that the user does not need 
to have knowledge of formal grammars to use a shape 
grammar driven system. Our ongoing work entails taking 
this representation to Kolum practitioners and novices. We 
believe that it would be of great interest to a wider commu-
nity to see how fast they are able to adapt to such a system. 
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After applying R1 After applying R2 

After applying R3 After applying R1 => R2 => R3 

After applying R4 => R5 => R6 => R7 

Figure 5: Using SGAK to generate the Anklets of Krishna.  
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Figure 6: The left image depicts a Kolum with exponential growth and the next two are examples with polynomial growth. 
Some noise components were added to the grammar rules to make the rendering resemble a conventionally drawn Kolum.
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Abstract
Noh is a Japanese historical play lasted for 600 years and Noh costumes are precious cultural heritage and
are made of specially woven silk fabrics. The reflectance of such fabric surface is commonly represented by a
large-scale of bidirectional texture function (BTF) from measured data by a gonioreflectometer with 2 degrees of
freedom of the light source and 2 degrees of freedom of the observing direction. It requires an enormous amount of
measurements. In this paper, we propose an efficient image-based method for acquiring, modeling and rendering
of BTF of such woven fabrics. At first, we segment images of the woven fabrics into regions according to their
colors. Next, we examine the relationship between the reflectance properties and micro facet surface geometry
of a type of such woven silk fabrics. Then we develop an image-based method for generating the BTF for each
segmented regions of woven fabrics from measurement of the reflectance cased by the incident light from any
direction to the viewing direction perpendicular to the fabric’s surface. The simulation results on rendering an
arbitrary colored Noh Costume show the performance of the proposed approach.

Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): I.3.7 [Computer Graphics]: Color, shading, shadow-
ing, and texture

1. Introduction

Recent advances in 3D visualization from research on com-
puter graphics (CG) and computer vision (CV) have stimu-
lated vigorous research on the digital recording of precious
cultural assets and heritage for preservation, archiving and
production of media content. The materials and cultural as-
sets possessed by museums include Noh costumes and other
clothes. The deformation, luster and feel are characteristics
of different kind of fabric, and realistic reproduction of those
qualities is important in CG and CV.

Previously, the reflection characteristics of textured sur-
faces has been described with the Bidirectional Texture
Function (BTF) [DGNK99]. The BTF is defined as the ratio
of the irradiance from an arbitrary lighting direction to the
radiance from any viewing direction at any point on a tex-
ture. Problems in conventional BTF representation include
the development of measuring devices and the huge number
of measurement images and computation time. Dana devel-
oped a BTF measuring device that uses a parabolic mirror
under parallel lighting [DGNK01]. Muller have developed

a BTF measurement device and proposed a serial method
from measurement to rendering [MMS∗04]. Both of those
devices, however, have limitations on lighting and viewing
direction. Muller have developed a system that employs mul-
tiple light sources and cameras to obtain the 3D geometry
and BTF [MBK05]. However, a huge number of observation
images are required to describe the BTF. Filip fit reflectance
of the acquired BTF data with a Lafortune model [LFTG97]
at each texel and render the image from compressed BTF
data [FH04]. Schneider employs principle component anal-
ysis (PCA) to analyze and compress the BTF data for real-
time rendering [Sch04]. Sekine proposed the BTF synthe-
sis based vector quantities for macro-patterns for sweaters
and flower-patterned towel material, which have low lus-
ter [SY04]. All of these methods target materials that have
regular patterns, so it is sufficient to measure the reflected
light for only a part of the object texture.

We take as our target material the Noh costume, which
has complex patterning and finely detailed handwork, and
aim for generation of a highly precise BTF. Fig. 1 shows a
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kind of Noh costume. The Noh costume is made from highly
reflective gold leaf and silk fabric that has pattern woven into
it, and the overall coloring is often vivid. Making use of the
coloring, we first segment the material into regions based
on color differences and obtain the positional information
for each region from a fixed viewpoint. Then observation
images are acquired with arbitrary light incidence directions.
From the acquired images, the reflection characteristics for
each color region are modeled and the BTF is generated.

Figure 1: A kind of Noh costume.

2. Acqiuiring BTF of Noh Costume Fabric

The reflection characteristic at any point on the surface of
the object can be represented by the BTF. The geometry of
the BTF is shown in Fig. 2. BTF is defined in a spherical co-
ordinate system as the ratio of the irradiance (W /m2sr) in the
viewing direction V=(θr,φr) to the radiance (W /m2) from the
light direction of incidence L=(θi,φi) for texel (u,v), which
is an arbitrary point on the surface of the object.

fr(θr,φr,θi,φi,u,v) =
dLr(θr,φr,θi,φi,u,v)

dEi(θi,φi,u,v)
, (1)

where Ei(θi,φi,u,v) is irradiance at a texel (u,v) coming
in from the direction L; Lr(θr,φr,θi,φi,u,v) is radiance at a
texel (u,v) in the direction of a viewpoint V reflected light
from L. In this paper, X, Y and N are the vectors representing
the directions of weft, warp and normal of fabric. About each
angle, incident angle θi is the angle between N and L, the
azimuth of the incident ray φi is the angle between X and L
on the XY plane, the viewing angle θr is the angle between
N and V, and the viewing azimuth φr is the angle between
X and V on the XY plane. The reflection characteristic for
one point on the surface of the object can be described by
the bidirectional reflectance distribution function (BRDF).
The BRDF can be thought of as the function f r(θr,φr,θi,φi)
focused on the point (u,v) among the BTF representations.

To obtain the BTF from the measurement data, it is nec-
essary to acquire the reflectance data for any point on the
texture as well as any light direction of incidence and view-
ing direction. Detailed and exquisitely made objects such as

a Noh costume also require very high resolution. Accord-
ingly, acquisition of the BTF of a Noh costume requires a
huge number of observation images.

Figure 2: Geometry of BTF.

2.1. Noh Costume Fabric

The piece of fabric from a Noh costume shown in Fig. 3
is a red base fabric interwoven with gold leaf and patterns
of flowers, leaves and branches using blue, green and white
thread. A detailed view of the pattern texture shown in Fig.
3 is presented in Fig. 4. The pattern uses threads of various
colors woven into the red base fabric to represent flowers,
leaves and branches. We can see the shadows from the raised
parts and the direction of the threads in the pattern in the
figure.

Figure 3: A Noh costume fabric.

Figure 4: The close-up image of a Noh costume fabric.

2.2. BTF Acquisition System

The Optical Gyro Measuring Machine (OGM), which is the
omnidirectional anisotropic reflectance measurement system
used in this research for BTF acquisition, is shown in Fig. 5.
For the image capture, we used a Canon EOS Kiss Digital
X camera, which has a resolution of 3888 by 2592 pixels
and an effective pixel count of about eight million pixels.
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For the lighting, we used an Asahi Spectra Lax-102 Xenon
optical source. The OGM has a total of four rotational de-
grees of freedom, two for the light sources, one for the cam-
era, and one for the stage. Combining these degrees of free-
dom makes it possible to measure the reflected light from
the viewing direction for any direction of light incidence. We
also obtained High Dynamic Range (HDR) images by com-
bining images acquired at multiple exposure times [DM97].

Figure 5: Optical Gyro Measuring Machine (OGM).

2.3. The Problem in Multiple Viewpoint Image
Acquisition

In conventional multiple viewpoint image acquisition sys-
tems [MMS∗04] for generating BTF, the object is held on
a rotating stage with pressure from above and below and
markers are used to acquire the object attitude and position.
For objects of precious cultural value such as the costume
fabric used in our research, however, non-contact handling
that minimizes effects on the sample is required. We con-
structed a system in which a multiple viewpoint OGM is
used to calibrate the camera and obtain the image transfor-
mation matrix, and the image is converted to a front view.
However, a conversion error of a few millimeters remained.
That is problematic for modeling the BTF of the Noh cos-
tume fabric from the observations, because the gold leaf wo-
ven into the fabric are only about 1 mm thick. In this way, we
generate the BTF for arbitrary lighting directions for a fixed
viewpoint from images acquired from a fixed viewpoint with
varying lighting direction.

3. Image-based Anisotropic Reflectance Modeling of
Gold Leaf Region under the Constant View Point

Here we explain a modeling method in which the reflection
characteristics of each color region are extracted from the
acquired Noh costume fabric images. The Noh costume has
fine coloring patterns from the gold and silver leaf and natu-
ral silk, etc. These large color differences led us to try sem-
genting the sample into regions based on those color dif-
ferences. By doing so and modeling the reflection for each
region, we reduced the amount of image data needed to rep-
resent the BTF for the costume fabric shown Fig. 3.

3.1. Color Segmentation

The method we used for segmentaion of the sample into
color regions is clustering by evaluation of the Mahalanobis
distance based on color difference. In color space, each
color distribution is not spherical. So, we cannot evaluate
euclidean distance to segment each color region.

3.2. BTF Modeling of Gold Leaf Region

The gold leaf region has gold leaf incorporated into the red
base fabric in the weft direction of the weave (Fig. 4). Both
regions can also be considered to have an orthogonal nor-
mal vector distribution. The anisotropic reflection is mod-
eled on the basis of the orthogonal normal vector distribu-
tion [TVST05, TT06]. We extracted the anisotropic reflec-
tion characteristic on the basis of the texel position from im-
ages acquired from a fixed viewpoint with arbitrary changes
in the lighting direction, and modeled it.

Optimization of the Proposed Model

The reflectance at a texel acquired by varying the direction
of incidence L=(θi,φi) is shown in Fig. 6. We see that the re-
flectance is most intense at L=(60◦,145◦), because of spec-
ular reflection. For θ and φ directions, the specular reflection
direction is approximated by a Gaussian function. Accord-
ingly, the reflection characteristic of the gold leaf region is
anisotropic and orthogonal to the θ and φ directions, and can
be described with two Gaussian functions.

We propose the following reflection model for the gold
leaf region.

fr(θr,φr,θi,φi,u,v) = fu,v(θr,φr,θi,φi), (2)

fu,v(θr,φr,θi,φi) = Cse
−(

θh−θn
dt )2−(

φh−φn
d p )2

+Cdcosθi, (3)

where, fu,v(θr,φr,θi,φi) is the BRDF at point (u,v), Cs is
the color of the specular reflected light, dt is the dispersion
in the θ direction, d p is the dispersion in the φ direction, and
Cd is the color of the diffused reflected light. The normal
vector at (u,v) is n=(θn,φn) and the intermediate vector for
the the lighting vector L and the observation vector V is the
half vector H=(θh,φh).

The proposed model is optimized for Tl(u,v) at each texel.
However, the following procedure is used to reduce the com-
putational cost.

1. Find the light direction of incidence for which the value
for Tl(u,v) is the maximum, take that direction as H=n,
and obtain the normal vector n.

2. To obtain the diffuse reflection, obtain Cd for azimuth an-
gle φ=φn+π, where the specular reflection is slight.
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3. Subtract the obtained diffuse reflection from Tl(u,v) to ex-
tract the specular reflection.

4. For the extracted specular reflection, obtain Cs, dt, and
d p using n as the reference.

In the above way, the proposed model is optimized for all
texels.

Figure 6: Tl(u,v).

4. Experimental Result

We rendered the gold leaf region by the proposed method
using the Noh costume images acquired from a fixed point
of view as input. First, to serve as the input, 1224 images
were acquired by varying the lighting direction of incidence
(θi,φi); θi was varied from 0 degrees to 80 degrees in 5-
degree increments and φi was varied from 0 degrees to 355
degrees in 5-degree increments. Because five different expo-
sure times (1/25, 1/100, 1/250, 1/1000, and 1/4000 second)
were used for each incident direction, there was a total of
6120 input images. Next, we generated an 128 pixel by 128
pixel HDR images for the gold leaf region from the images
of multiple exposure times. We optimize the proposed model
at each Tl(u,v). The image was then rendered from the BTF
obtained in the above way for the gold leaf region are shown
in Fig. 7. The 3D geometry for the Noh costume was ac-
quired with a VIVID 910 3D digitizer. The gold leaf region
is rendered from the BTF generated by our method; the other
areas were rendered by applying a texture.

Figure 7: The rendering image of a part of gold leaf region
of Noh costume.

5. Conclusions

We have proposed a method for representing the visual effect
of a gold leaf region of Japanese Noh costume fabric based
on images of multi-lighting directions acquired from a fixed
viewpoint. The results of the experiments demonstrated that
the visual effect of the gold leaf region can be represented
realistically. Issues for future work include modeling of the
pattern areas of the fabric.
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Stroke trace estimation in pencil drawings
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Abstract

Pencil drawings like portraits or landscapes comprise dozens of strokes. The segmentation and identification of
individual strokes is an interesting question in analyzing drawings since it allows art historians to analyze the
development of the stroke formations. In digital representation of pencil drawings, the dynamic information of
strokes is lost. Questions about the starting point or corresponding crossing strokes cannot be handled since
the order or disorder of the plenty of strokes makes the identification even for experts difficult. In this study we
are going to identify individual strokes in digital representation of pencil drawings and reconstruct the original
drawing trace of the strokes. Our method is based on a thinning algorithm and a following analysis of the accrued
skeleton. We analyze each crossing point in the skeleton and identify corresponding strokes. The individual strokes
are represented by a cubic B-spline which approximates the original drawing trace of the stroke.

Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): I.3.3 [Stroke extraction]: Line and Curve Generation

1. INTRODUCTION

Technical examination of paintings provide additional infor-
mation [Mai03]. Particularly acquisition systems like multi
spectral or infrared cameras allow a more detailed obser-
vation of paintings or drawings, e.g. underdrawings. Espe-
cially when using digital acquisition systems a computer
based analysis (in particular digital image processing) of the
drawings can provide additional and objective information
for art experts. Especially the static and dynamic character-
istics of the stroke formations or the relations to other draw-
ings are investigated when analyzing or detecting forgeries.
The character of the curvilinearity or the drawing style can
give informations about the artist [Nic03]. In this paper we
present a method which enables the automatic estimation of
the original drawing trace from painted strokes in digital rep-
resentations. The method enables particularly the description
of the curvature for each stroke and in the broader sense the
analysis of stroke formations and their development.

The focus of our work is motivated by the analysis of
the drawing trace of painted strokes for instance in pen-
cil drawings or underdrawings. Nevertheless the dynamic
information is lost in this static representation, that is we
have no information about corresponding strokes in crossing
and branching points or the information about the starting
point. Consequently the reconstruction of strokes belonging

together is a major point in our study. Therefore we use the
curvilinearity information of the thinned image to find cor-
responding strokes. Since the skeleton appears rough and
stepped which does not agree with the original drawing trace
of the artist we therefore approximate a complete stroke by a
cubic B-spline. In that way we try to find the original draw-
ing trace so that it meets human intuition.

The outline of the paper is as follows. The following sec-
tion covers related work. Section 3 explains the methodol-
ogy and experiments and results are presented in section 4.
A conclusion and outlooks in section 5 finish this paper.

2. RELATED WORK

Stroke segmentation is used in document image analysis
applications where the segmentation is a preceding step to
segment individual characters or strokes for further textual
processing steps like optical character recognition. Here the
individual strokes are necessary for the recognition. Naka-
jima et al. [NMTS99] presented two different approaches for
stroke segmentation. Kato and Yashura [KY00] described a
method to recover the drawing order of a handwritten script.
Stroke segmentation especially for art history applications is
proposed by Kammerer et al. [KLSZ03].

The estimation of the writing or drawing trace has been
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treated particularly for handwriting recognition or handwrit-
ten signature verification. Studies concerning offline hand-
writing recognition are interested in the dynamic informa-
tion of the words, i.e. in which order have the strokes been
drafted. One of the first studies for the recovery of tem-
poral information from static images of handwriting was
treated by Doermann and Rosenfeld [DR92]. The majority
of the studies is graph based e.g. [AOCS02]. These studies
are based on the assumption that the writer has used a writ-
ing path with least curvature. Character skeletonization for
forensic document analysis was treated by Pervouchine et
al. [PLM05].

In contrast to writing trace identification, we cannot as-
sume that the artist tended to minimize the drawing cur-
vature. So the minimization theorem is not applicable for
our purpose. Predictions where the artist started his draw-
ings cannot be done. Our purpose is to find correspond-
ing strokes and adjust the strokes to one pixel wide strokes
which approximate the original drawing trace. Therefore we
extract control points and approximate the thinned strokes
with a cubic B-spline. In contrast to other studies we com-
bine the stroke sequence estimation with the approximation
of the medial axis by a cubic spline in order to detect stroke
formations and to meet human intuition when examining
drawings. Furthermore we consider corners in the drawing
trace: dropped the artist the drawing in corners or was the
stroke drawn through, is it a sharp angle or a rounded corner?
Therefore, each corner is investigated whether the stroke was
drawn through or if the was a short brake in order to get a
sharp corner.

3. METHODOLOGY

The test data for our studies consist on the one hand of pen-
cil drawings of different artificial stroke formations. On the
other hand we have specially prepared test panels on which
different kinds of lines have been drawn (e.g. graphite, brush
or silver pen strokes). Figure 1 shows a detail of an input im-
age of the test panels containing graphite strokes.

Figure 1: Original image containing graphite strokes.

3.1. Binarization and Reduction of artifacts

Since thinning algorithms use a binary representation of the
image as the basis, the first step is to convert the gray scale
image into a binary image. We digitize our test data by scan-
ning with an conventional flatbed scanner at a resolution
of 600dpi and produce binary image by a method called
background subtraction. Background subtraction is a global
thresholding technique consisting of several steps: first the
background of the image is modeled by removing the fore-
ground objects using the basic morphology operation clos-
ing [LYT∗03]. Second, the generated background image is
subtracted from the original image leaving only the regions
of interest (strokes). This procedure is also called black top-
hat transformation (BTH) [GW02]. Finally, the binary im-
age using a global threshold is produced by Otsu’s algorithm
[Ots79]. Results of the binarization in the thinning stage can
be seen in Figure 2. The first row shows the complemented
image after the background refinement and the second row
shows the generated binary image. It can be seen that the
boundary is still very coarse. One stroke is disconnected in
the lower left corner of the image. This is due to the rough-
ness of dry strokes (a disconnectedness can already be seen
in the input image) and the choice of the threshold.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2: Complemented image after the black top-hat
transformation (b) and the final binary representation of the
input image (c).
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3.2. Reduction of Artifacts

After the calculation of the binary image, artifacts can be
still in the regions of interest (strokes). Artifacts within the
strokes are due to their rough texture and the choice of the
threshold. Primarily dry strokes which have a rough bound-
ary cause artifacts, e.g. Black Chalk or Graphite.
Morphological methods are frequently used to remove arti-
facts. To smooth the boundary of the strokes and to remove
artifacts inside of the strokes (hole filling) the basic closing
morphology operation is applied [GW02].

3.3. Thinning and Stroke Sequence Extraction

Calculating the medial axis from a region with an irregu-
lar boundary implicates some problems, e.g. thinning algo-
rithms are very sensitive to boundary noise. We use Zhang’s
skeletonization method [ZS84] to get the skeleton represen-
tation of the binary image. Figure 3 shows the output of the

Figure 3: Skeleton of the input image in figure 2.

thinning process. Especially within intersection points of the
strokes the skeleton includes two intersection points where
human intuition estimates only one. Also small branches
caused through the rough boundary can be seen in Figure
3. The removal of the branches is done by pruning. Each
branch shorter than the mean stroke width is removed. The
stroke width follows the set of all foreground pixels S and
the set of all border pixels D. The approximate width is com-
puted as w = 2Ns/ND where NS and ND are the number of
pixels in S and D [PLM05].

The next step is to search the intersection points remained
in the skeleton. Intersection points which euclidean distance
is smaller than the mean stroke width w are merged into one
point which will get a control point for the following spline
representation. The new intersection point follows the mean
point calculated from these two neighbored points. Figure 4
shows the intersection points of the tinning process marked
within a circle. A white solid circle marks the new point. The
dashed lines give the optimal trace of the strokes. It can be
seen that the new point optimally meets the real intersection
point.

Figure 4: Detail from Figure 3: the two intersection points
are merged into one point which is a control point for the
following spline. The dashed lines show the real trace of the
strokes.

The following parameters are calculated for each sub-
stroke in order to perform the sequence estimation:

1. position of starting and end point
2. angle at the starting and the end point
3. skeleton points

Now we perform a sequential estimation of the drawing
trace. Starting at any end point we cross each intersection
point and analyze the angle deviations between the con-
nected strokes. Strokes having the smallest deviation are
connected to one stroke. If the deviation is too high we as-
sume that the artist dropped his drawing process and moved
the stroke with an acute angle into another direction.

The segmented and connected sub-stroke segments of the
skeleton are approximated by a cubic polynomial spline in
order to get a more smooth medial axis [NMTS99]. The
spline is represented in piecewise polynomial (pp) form.
An univariate piecewise polynomial spline is specified by its
break sequence and the coefficient array of the local power
form of its polynomial pieces. A number of pixels of the me-
dial axis are used as the break sequence for the cubic spline
representation of the medial axis. In this study we use every
10th point of the medial axis as a break for the cubic spline
interpolation. Figure 5 shows the final computation of the
drawing trace representation from the input image in Figure
2(a). Discrepancies appear on the lower left side of the im-
age at the arrow. Due to the error in the binary image (the
discontinuity can be seen in the binary image in Figure 2(c))
the spline is also disconnected.

Figure 5: Final spline representation of the input image in
figure 2.
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4. Experiments and Results

We tested the algorithm first on some own created artificial
pencil stroke formations and on our test panels. One exper-
iment has already been shown: the proposed algorithm has
been shown on the graphite stroke formation extracted from
our test panels. A drawback of the initial stage is the cal-
culation of the skeleton. Since we clear double intersection
points by the calculation of the mean point we still have arti-
facts with some intersection regions, see for instance the ar-
row in Figure 5 where the intersection points does not meet
the optimal drawing trace of both strokes.

Figure 6 shows the results of a artificial pencil stroke for-
mation containing 3 intersection points, one acute angle, and
four end points. It is clear for the observer that there are two
strokes: one stroke containing a loop and one similar to an
’V’. The left image shows the output of the thinning process
and contains again artifacts within the intersection points.
The output of our algorithm can be seen on the right side.
Here the intersection points agree with the original image
and the acute angle is solved so that it meets human intu-
ition.

(a) (b)

Figure 6: Difference between conventional thinning (a) and
our approach (b).

5. Conclusions and Outlook

In this study we proposed the combination of a stroke se-
quence estimation and a cubic spline approximation for seg-
mentation and the estimation of the drawing trace of painted
strokes. Since the dynamic information in digital representa-
tion s of drawings are not available we try to reconstruct the
original stroke formations in pencil drawings. Our method is
based on a conventional thinning algorithm and a following
analysis of the skeleton to segment corresponding strokes.
Once a complete stroke is segmented the stroke is approxi-
mated by a cubic B-spline. The advantage to a convectional
thinning algorithm is that the one pixel wide line is smooth
and therefore related to the original drawing trace of the
stroke.

A challenge to solve is to find the optimal intersection
point. This point is partially quite different to the intersec-
tion points found with thinning algorithms. Thus a boundary
based will be more efficient for the detection of this point.
Furthermore we are going to consider the stroke width.
This enables enables the recognition of individual strokes

in touching or overlapping regions as well as double traced
strokes.
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Abstract
Virtual reconstructions are increasingly been employed in archaeological museums and sites, principally to im-
prove the comprehension of structures no longer visible or clearly identifiable. They can become tools to explore
ancient environments and enhance their understanding. However, can information technology also be employed in
the process of displaying intangible heritage, such as reconstructing every day life in the past, through the interpre-
tation of tangible evidence? If so, how is it possible? This project aims to answer those two questions through the
case study of Vindolanda, a Roman auxiliary fort located just south of Hadrian’s Wall in northern England. Like
most Roman forts, Vindolanda followed several phases of construction: one of the most interesting is the so-called
Period III timber fort (ca. AD 100-105). This Pre-Hadrianic phase is particularly relevant since more than 1000
writing tablets have been found at the corner of the commander’s house. The Vindolanda writing tablets provide
interesting information about one community on the edge of the Roman world, offering a fascinating insight into
the life of specific people, such as the prefect of the fort and his family. The life of the people in Vindolanda at the
beginning of the second century AD will be displayed within a 3D virtual environment - the Period III fort itself;
hence the first phase of the project focuses on such reconstruction. This paper will address the issues related to the
3D reconstruction of Vindolanda Period III timber fort - using the evidence regarding buildings, size, orientation,
and layout - and the relevance of the accuracy of such model as a setting for the storytelling.

Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): I.3.7 [Virtual reality]:

1. Introduction

Virtual reconstructions of archaeological sites can help visi-
tors acquire information not easily or clearly accessible, en-
hancing the understanding of ancient environments and, in
some cases, offering the possibility to explore them. Usually
archaeologists and Information and Communication Tech-
nology (ICT) researchers rely upon evidence such as build-
ings (or, more frequently, their foundations) and material
finds to produce these 3D virtual reconstructions. In some
cases, historical literary sources can help widen the knowl-
edge of a particular site bringing to light information regard-
ing the inhabitants and the life within it. In particular, ’first
hand’ information, such as written documents, provides sig-
nificant insight on everyday life of people who actually lived
and occupied the site. Nonetheless, this type of information
is very rare to have.

The final aim of the project is to employ ICT for display-
ing intangible heritage through the interpretation of tangible
evidence. For this, Vindolanda has been chosen as it repre-
sents one of those special cases where we do have ’first hand’
historical material. Therefore we can propose a reconstruc-
tion of the fort with its ’original’ inhabitants and show their
everyday life. The aim is to produce an application that will
allow the users to navigate and explore the 3D virtual Vin-
dolanda Period III fort, following the life of the prefect and
his family. Thus, the first phase of the project focuses on the
3D reconstruction of the fort as it might have been between
AD 100 and AD 105.

This paper is organised as follows. Section 2 illustrates the
relevance and the peculiarity of the case study, Vindolanda
Period III timber fort, and its archaeological evidence. Sec-
tion 3 outlines the different phases of the project and the
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process to produce the 3D model of the fort, along with the
relative approach used to overcome the issues raised during
the modelling. Finally, future work and conclusions are dis-
cussed in Section 4 and 5 respectively.

2. The relevance of Vindolanda Period III timber fort
and its evidence

Vindolanda is a Roman auxiliary fort located south of
Hadrian’s Wall in northern England. Like most Roman forts,
it had several phases of construction: at least five different
timber forts were built before the construction of Hadrian’s
Wall started in AD 122. Afterward, three stone forts were
constructed on the site, which remained under Roman mili-
tary occupation until the fifth century AD [Bir05]. Because
of this, the remains of the earliest forts lay several metres be-
low the modern ground level. More importantly, the Roman
army custom of covering the demolished previous structures
with turf or clay before new reconstructions, sealed the lay-
ers creating anaerobic conditions which have led to the sur-
vival of a huge amount of organic evidence (leather, wooden
structures and objects, textiles, etc) [Bir06]. Among them,
over 1300 writing tablets have been found in various de-
posits mainly in the commander’s house. The majority of
them related to the so-called Period III timber fort (ca. AD
100-105).

The Vindolanda writing tablets are made from thinly cut
slivers of wood between 1 and 3 mm thick and about the size
of a modern postcard, on which the correspondent wrote in
ink before folding the leaf in half and writing the address on
the back. In some cases, longer documents have been created
by punching holes in the corner and tying several tablets to-
gether (see figure 1). They provide interesting information
about the life in one community on the edge of the Roman
world. Written by and for soldiers, merchants, women, and
slaves, they bring to light the life of specific people, such
as Flavius Cerialis, the prefect of the Ninth Cohort of Bata-
vians garrisoned at Vindolanda during Period III [Bir05].
Sufficient material related to this man has been recovered
to reconstruct aspects of his everyday life: such as his daily
activities as prefect; his relationship with the governor and
the prefects of other forts along the frontier and his family
life (some letters sent and received from his wife have been
recovered, as well as evidence of the presence of his chil-
dren).

Alongside the ’private’ correspondence, military reports
and accounts have been found, as it would have been ex-
pected in a military context. They offer important insight
on the routine bureaucracy of the Roman army and, in
some cases, have led to relevant discoveries about the ac-
tual situation of the British frontier before the construction
of Hadrian’s Wall, inducing scholars to re-write few chapters
of the history of Roman Britain.

Figure 1: Writing tablet number 343, the longest and most
complete ever found. c©Vindolanda Trust.

3. Phases of the project

One of the final goals of the project is to build an interactive
application to display the life of the people in Vindolanda
between AD 100 and AD 105. This will be achieved by cre-
ating a 3D virtual reconstruction of the fort itself and by
producing episodes about the everyday routine activities of
Flavius Cerialis, the prefect, and his family. Whilst navigat-
ing the model and following Cerialis’ daily life, the user will
also be able to access a database to acquire in-depth infor-
mation about the tablets and their content, the artefacts re-
covered and the importance of their depositional condition.
Thus, the first phase of the project focuses on the 3D recon-
struction of the Period III timber fort, as it might have been
at the beginning of the second century AD.

The archaeological data related to the structures of Period
III are relatively limited: they consist of the western wing of
the praetorium (the commanding officer’s house), the posts
of the south gate, the bath house, the latrine and fragmen-
tary traces of other buildings [Bir94]. Despite their sparsity,
these structural elements provide information about the ori-
entation of the fort and its position, which differs from the
late stone forts. By combining these data with the records of
the writing tablets it has been possible to estimate the size of
the garrison (see figure 2).

The second phase of the project will regard the design and
implementation of a database containing all the documents
that the user would eventually be able to access as well as
the user interfaces to access and navigate the 3D environ-
ment. For this, it will be crucial to evaluate data related to
Vindolanda’s visitors to produce a valid and fulfilling expe-
rience [EP06], which can highlight the relationship between
the items in the museum and their ’lost’ environment as well
as making a link between the Cerialis’ story and the tablets
(currently displayed in the British Museum).

The third phase of the project will focus on the creation
of the episodes of the life of Flavius Cerialis and his family.
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scribed above, it immediately became clear that several ap-
proaches could be eventually used to propose plausible mod-
els of the praetorium, the bath house and the latrine, the only
three buildings with sufficient remains to allow any ’sci-
entific’ reconstruction. However, as the primary aim of the
project is to display the life of the people that lived in Vin-
dolanda at the very beginning of the second century AD, the
focus was instead on ’translating’ the writing tablets into a
virtual experience for the visitors of the site. In other words,
this project seeks to animate the written documents: the Vin-
dolanda tablets have given an incredible opportunity to un-
derstand how life really was at the furthest north edge of the
Roman Empire. They have also provided detailed informa-
tion about specific people, which could therefore be brought
to life. Consequently, it has been considered important to
produce a model of the fort ’realistic’ enough for this story
to be told.

The reconstruction of the fort has then been carried out
taking into account different layers of information, integrat-
ing the archaeological evidence with the writing documents,
to provide a virtual environment for the future storytelling.
The presence, position and size of each building have been
evaluated confronting structures from the later levels of oc-
cupation and other forts along Hadrian’s Wall. A general
plan of the site has been drawn by Dr Robin Birley - archae-
ologist and former Director of the Vindolanda Trust - and
consequently transformed into a 3D model using 3D Stu-
dio Max 8 (see figure 4). The texturing of the model will
be done combining pictures of the archaeological remains
- such as the wooden floors, walls and other structural ele-
ments - with images of the plastered ’finished’ look that the
building would have had. The resulting reconstruction of the
Period III fort can therefore be considered a reliable and ’re-
alistic’ background for the episodes of the life of Cerialis
and his family.

Figure 4: 3D model of Vindolanda Period III timber fort be-
fore texturing.

4. Future work

The future steps of the project comprehend the creation of
the database linked with the final interactive application; the
definition of the plot of Cerialis’ life and its consequently
animation. The design of the final application has not yet
been defined, as it would have to take into account various
issues related to the display form and the target users.

As already mentioned, the interactive final application
will enable the exploration of the virtual environment whilst
learning about the life within the fort. The story itself will
animate the writing tablets, transforming their content into a
visual, interactive experience. It is also important to under-
line that the information provided by these particular docu-
ments represents the core of data upon which the virtual re-
construction relies, as underlined in section 3. Furthermore,
the 3D model of the fort shown in the final application will
be a unique opportunity to visualise an archaeological layer
not currently visible.

These premises are important in order to understand the
peculiar issues related to the further phases of the project. It
will be certainly important to carry out a survey on the ty-
pology of future users: recent studies [FPP06] [PE06] have
underlined the importance of cultural and social interac-
tion (with the museum’s exhibits and other visitors), along
with the potential problems arisen by ICT application in
museum contexts (usability, accessibility, interactivity, etc.).
Consequently, the phase regarding the design of the inter-
face will take into account usability studies in order to pro-
duce an application user-friendly in its layout and useful
in spreading content. As for the management of the con-
tent, [DRE07] has emphasised the importance of integrat-
ing different media with a ’challenging’ approach (namely,
a learn/challenge/reward system like a game) and underlined
the significance of interactivity in a museum environment,
especially when targeting children for educational purposes.

The definition of the technique to be deployed into the ap-
plication will take into account all these premises and try to
test different techniques among the various resources cur-
rently available (multimedia, avatars, blue-screen technol-
ogy, etc.).

5. Conclusions

In this paper we have described the initial phases of a project
aiming to employ ICT for displaying intangible heritage
through the interpretation of tangible evidence for the Vin-
dolanda site. It has also highlighted the importance of clari-
fying priorities when modelling 3D virtual environments ac-
cording to the project’s final aim. In particular, we produced
a 3D reconstruction of Vindolanda Period III fort combin-
ing all the data available, evidence of buildings and writing
tablets, with the intention to create a suitable setting for sto-
rytelling. This reconstruction will be used for the final goal
of the project - to display the life within the fort.
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Abstract 
In 1996 the discovery of fossil remains of a mammoth, as it turned out the most complete skeleton of this type in 
Europe, made Kikinda a unique town not only in the north part of Serbia, but also in the whole Europe. For ten 
years many have tried and failed in providing the adequate protection and presentation for fossilized mammoth 
remains. Finally, in 2006th the approach was changed and instead of everyone trying to help the mammoth, the 
mammoth was allowed to help the town of Kikinda. It has been estimated that the Kikinda Mammoth represents 
not only an important cultural heritage, but can also become an initiator of economic and social developments of 
the whole municipality, a specific icon of culture tourism in the region. Seven partnership institutions and 
organizations from the region, using the latest in ICT, created a complex cultural and tourist attraction – the 
Kikinda`s Mammoth, intended both for the local community and for a wider audience of the region. After fourteen 
months of work on the project, the results were: 3D scanning of the complete mammoth, first 3D cinema theater in 
Serbia - opened with a film about the Kikinda`s Mammoth, full sized replica of the mammoth and a multimedia 
CD. The results were also the creation of a visual identity of the Kikinda’s Mammoth, collection of souvenirs, 
brand strategy, trained professional tourist animators, large number of workshops and seminars, all of which 
secured successful continuation of the project after the initial funding was over. 

1. Introduction 

Depending on the source and destination, cultural tourism 
accounts for 35 to 70 percent of international travel today. 
As many as 240 million international journeys annually 
involve some element of this form of tourism. [MC02]. 
Average annual growth rate of cultural tourism is almost 
three times greater than the tourism growth rate in general. 
Taking into account the potential of cultural tourism, a 
large number of countries worldwide, and increasing 
number of countries in southeastern Europe see the 
development of cultural tourism as their priority. 

Figure 1: The Kikinda Mammoth in its present state

Cultural tourism in Serbia is in its infancy. The basis for its 
development has been set at the science forum in 2002, 
with the declaration of necessity of development of inter-

disciplinary approach and inter-sector cooperation in 
education [KIT]. 

Last few years brought recognition of importance of 
cultural tourism, its potential and numerous opportunities 
that it brings. However, its development has been slow. The 
change of legal framework and adoption of documents of 
strategic importance, as well as their synchronization with 
European standards is already in the final phase. Several 
universities and non-government organizations are 
continuously offering educational programs targeted at 
various focus groups. The state funds available for 
development of tourism have been in increase lately, while 
international funds are more easily accessible. Rough 
analysis of the current state of development of cultural 
tourism indicated that a significant problem lies within the 
lack of local initiatives. Activities on the local level do not 
keep the pace with the changes in policy and cultural 
tourism growth on the national level. 

The question of how to stimulate localities and create a 
cultural tourism attraction, could find the answer in the 
small town of Kikinda, central municipality of northeastern 
Serbia, which, like many others, has great potential for 
development of cultural tourism. Besides traditional 
festivals, unique architectural, archeological and natural 
heritage, as well as authentic folklore, Kikinda is also home 
to the almost complete skeleton of a mammoth [MM97]. 
The fossil find is a unique palaeontological discovery in 
Europe. Despite all this, there has been no significant 
cultural tourism development in years. 
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Figure 2: Until 2006 the Kikinda Mammoth was held in the 
“Toza Markovi ” factory.

At the beginning of 2005, encouraged by the initiative of a 
group of enthusiasts from the University of Belgrade, local 
authorities of the Kikinda municipality made the decision 
to include cultural tourism in their overall development 
strategies. The main reasons for the insignificant tourism 
growth were identified as lack of strategic planning, inter-
sector cooperation and knowledge and skills needed in this 
field. Strong division along political line was also seen as a 
serious constraint for the tourism development. However, 
lack of motivation and inertia within the ranks of relevant 
organizations and the community in general has been 
singled out as the root cause for the absence of local 
initiatives. [DOJ02] 

It was for that very reason that the decision has been made 
to initiate a project that will incorporate intensive and 
diverse activities focused on various target groups, a 
project which will create favorable conditions for 
development of cultural tourism in a short time period. The 
decision has been made to create a kind of a pilot project 
that will spark initial interest of local community in cultural 
tourism. After a quick research the aforementioned 
mammoth remains were singled out as the heritage resource 
that differentiate Kikinda from other cities in the region, 
besides its obvious scientific significance and commercial 
potential. Kikinda mammoth became the central point of 
the future project. 

2. Project overview 

Ten years after the discovery of these remains, the project 
was initiated with the goal to use the mammoth remains as 
an example of successful integration of heritage 
preservation and tourism development, together with social 
and economic growth of the local community. The desire of 
the project creators was primarily to preserve the remains, 
but also to make them an integral part of everyday life and 
development of Kikinda. 

The “Kikinda mammoth” project was envisaged not only to 
create a tourist attraction, but also to motivate the local 
community to participate in defining the new city identity 
and development of cultural tourism. This was to be done 
in the course of an innovative process that included both 

the latest trends in heritage management as well as 
application of cutting edge ICT in presentation of this 
extraordinary find. 

Applying the “stake holder approach” in project 
development resulted in participation of seven different 
organizations. Besides the local government and the local 
museum, the Regional Chamber of Commerce, 
management of the company where the mammoth remains 
were first discovered, the project also included the Center 
for Digital Archeology, Natural History Museum of 
Belgrade and the Center for Study in Cultural 
Development.

The main characteristics of the project are its complexity, 
modest budget and short implementation timeframe. The 
project included four groups of parallel activities: strategic 
planning, education, interpretation and presentation, with a 
specific goal to create a complex cultural tourist attraction 
which would include the installation of a life-size 
mammoth replica, the inauguration of first 3D movie 
theater in Serbia, the development of multimedia CD-ROM 
and Internet presentations, as well as creation of additional 
programs and complementary tourist offerings and 
services.  

In August 2005, the “Kikinda mammoth” project was 
recognized by the European reconstruction agency as a 
catalyst of socio-economic development in the region, and 
financing was granted for the amount of 270 000 Euro, for 
the period of fourteen months. 

3. 3D scanning 

Production segment of the Kikinda Mammoth project 
comprised the creation of an interactive presentation in 3D 
stereo technique, guide for interdisciplinary exploration of 
the find in the form of a CD and brochure, Internet 
presentation and finally the production of a life-size, 
mounted replica of the skeleton. All of these were based on 
3D laser scanned models of the fossilized mammoth bones. 

Figure 3: Scanned vertebra bone before merging
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One of the project challenges was also to test the 3D 
scanning process itself, being used in “real-life” situation 
with limited amount of available resources. Digitizing these 
remains was the first attempt of this kind and magnitude in 
the Southeast Europe. 

Figure 4: 3D model of a scanned rib bone

The scanning took place in the “Toza Markovi ” factory 
and lasted for 11 weeks in the summer months of 2006. In 
all, 55 bones were scanned, ranging in size from 20 to 140 
centimeters, with the addition of the mounted skull (cca. 
1.5 x 1 m) with tusks (each is 3 m long) and the pelvic bone 
(cca. 1 x 1 m). The project would not be possible without 
the courtesy of Archaeoware LLC whose prototype model 
of 3D laser scanner and software tools we were able to use. 

Technical aspects of the scanning included:  

30-40 scanner sweep for smaller bones (vertebrae 
and rib bones) and up to a 100 for the larger ones 
(long bones). Pelvic bone was scanned with 
around 150 sweeps and the skull with the tusk 
with around 300 
custom made algorithm for extracting 3D profiles 
from sweeps that was updated three times during 
the preparation and scanning process in order to 
yield better results and less artifacts 
polygon based approach for registering sweeps  
parameters of the final registration process were: 
sub-sampling step = 1/1 (every polygon is 
considered for comparison) and convergence < 
0.000001 cm
interpolation step of 0.04 cm and maximum edge 
length of polygon created of 00.2-0.3 cm on the 
final model 
the size of the final models of  around 100 Mb 
per bone (OBJ format), excluding the scull and 
the pelvic bone.  

Scanning results and associated difficulties were presented 
through a paper on the CIPA/VAST/EUROMED 2006 
conference [JD06]. Apart the fact that the Center’s staff 
gained valuable new experiences and broadened their field 
of work, the project itself set new standards in the field of 
heritage protection and preservation in Serbia and offered 
an excellent example of “good practice” in this field. 

4. Interactive 3D stereoscopic museum presentation 

Production process was unique in many ways. Innovative 
solutions derived from the project were not only the 

consequence of careful planning of the production team, 
but were also generated as a reaction to critical situations 
during its life cycle. 

Based on our previous experiences with the Interactive 
Belgrade, which was a form of interactive real-time 3D 
stereoscopic presentation of the XV century Belgrade, one 
of the project aims was the creation of similar museum 
presentation where visitors would be engaged into a 
prehistoric world of mammoths and Neanderthals, and 
where they would follow a group of Neanderthal hunters 
around the scenery finding and interacting with Mammoths 
and other prehistoric animals. This ambitious goal was to 
be achieved using latest gaming technologies and in-house 
developed gaming engine with features such as full 
character real-time animation engine, real-time shadows, 
normal-maps, real-time stereoscopic output, etc. For the 
development of this segment of the project, an experienced 
team of game developers was gathered that had extensive 
experience in similar projects. 

Figure 5: Screen shot from the interactive presentation

All was going according to the plan, until a new scientific 
fact disturbed the process. During the project, a scientific 
verification of the mammoth find was conducted. It turned 
out that our Mammoth was not 50.000 years old, but 
instead it was 500.000 years old –a fact that in that moment 
disturbed most of the project plans. 

Now the hard times laid ahead for the production team. The 
greatest problem was the absence of the Neanderthals. The 
whole script of the interactive presentation was about to 
shift, which in the following months led to a complete 
change in a segment of future museum presentation and the 
plan for Multimedia Interactive CD.  

Instead of interactive museum presentation, a new approach 
was chosen – production of 3d stereoscopic documentary 
about mammoths. This was necessary most of all because 
the absence of Neanderthals disturbed the story line leaving 
us with grass-eating mammals that had no real story twist 
associated with them. The only scientifically verified fact 
that we had at our disposal was that Kikinda Mammoth 
died in a mud hole and was eaten by other Pleistocene 
animals, namely hyenas (with clear bite marks present on 
excavated bones). New approach demanded introduction of 
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new team members such as scriptwriter, director, editor, 
and others. 

Technology was also about to change. Instead of 
developing a real-time simulation of the Pleistocene 
environment, a movie approach offered more variety in 
environment setting and more details on 3D models (actors) 
on the virtual set. This was on the one side a benefit to the 
project, but on the other it introduced a new challenge of 
budget management, as all the extra work needed to be 
allocated from already strictly defined and controlled 
budget lines. Technological solutions for the real-time 
rendering were now in question, too. Production team 
started re-planning their activities. 

Final and the most important decision was made – use the 
real-time rendering engine for movie rendering. 

5. 3D real-time rendering used as a movie rendering 
platform

One of the greatest achievements of the project in the 
segment of museum presentation was the ability to render 
the whole 3D movie during one night on a single computer 
equipped with NVidia 7800 GT graphics card. This meant 
around 40.000 stereoscopic frames were rendered in less 
then 10 hours with all high-quality graphics options turned 
on, such are anti-aliasing, high quality textures and 
anisotropic filtering. Same rendering, if conducted in other 
3D commercial software packages (Maya, 3D Max) would 
take more then 5 minutes per stereoscopic frame. We 
would be calculating total movie rendering time in months 
instead of hours. As we were already low on budget and 
time, the decision was fairly easy. 

The new approach demanded specific adaptations of 3D 
engine for allowing export of frames, making multiple 
sceneries, script files for every shot, etc. We decided that it 
was not important reaching high frame rates now, as we are 
not dealing with a real-time application, but instead we set 
a new standard – the so called “near real-time” approach 
where the frame-rate itself was not a factor but the amount 
of scene details became our true focus. Frame rates 
basically oscillated from 5 fps to 0.3 fps, depending on 
scene details, allowing graphics artists to enrich scenes 
with much more details and not worry about polygon 
counts or number of objects in the scenes. 

6. 3D stereoscopic movie 

Figure 6: A scene from the movie 

Making a movie was an unknown process to the production 
team. We had an extensive gaming development 
experience, but were lacking experience in movie making, 
especially documentaries.  

New professionals needed to be hired, but as we were low 
on budget and time, we had limited options available.
People that were hired were professional movie director, 
script writer, editor, camera crew and sound engineer who 
had no experience in making documentaries that involved 
this kind of sophisticated technology completely new to the 
usual video production process. This again generated 
multiple problems during the movie production, problems 
that in the lack of experience simply could not be foreseen. 

Implementing specific features in 3D near-real-time 
rendered we had the chance to experiment with shots in 
real-time (with lowered details), before actually putting 
them to the final render. By experimenting with camera 
angles and positions in stereoscopic mode while shots were 
played in real-time, we were able to save multiple camera 
angles for a single scene. For a single shot we also had 
parameters for eye separation and object separation that 
generated stereoscopic effect. By playing with them we 
were able to generate deeper 3D effects and make each shot 
in 3D look exactly how we wanted, not related to camera 
FOV, camera position or scene complexity. 

Figure 7: A scene from the movie

As mentioned earlier, each shot had an associated script 
file, where shot data was saved. In this script file it was 
easy to associate different 3D models, textures, normal-
maps with animation files, allowing us to easily generate 
horde of mammoths with different individuals. Script file 
also stored all shot possible details. For an ease of creating 
different scenes, a small editor for placing immovable 3D 
object was incorporated into the 3D engine. This editor 
allowed us to place trees, rocks and other objects quickly 
and easily, allowing us extensive experimenting with 3D 
stereoscopic effect. This proved to be valuable option as 
movie got much more life in this way. 

Editing process was also a challenge of its own. Firstly we 
had to incorporate 4 different types of shots. The first type 
were original VHS recordings of the mammoth excavations 
made in 1996. that were very bad in quality and resolution. 
The second type were HD recordings made on site during 
the movie production that were of extremely high quality, 
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both in resolution and from the technical point of view. The 
third type were 2D graphics cut scenes. And the forth were 
stereoscopic 3D animated scenes. Never before in Serbia 
had anyone done this. What we lacked in experience we 
paid in time.  

During the movie editing we had one very important 
benefit from using 3D near-real-time rendering and 
scripting approach. Every shot could be placed on a movie 
time-line today and replaced by a same shot with added 
details days after. This is an important fact as the 3D team 
had a chance to enrich each shot with more details while 
editing was still in progress. Frame file names were in both 
cases the same, so we were just replacing the old ones with 
the new ones. Again the ability to export the whole movie 
in one night gave us this ability and proved to be most 
beneficial.

7. Interactive CD 

Interactive multimedia CD was created as the main tourist 
souvenir and is sold today in the gift-shop at the museum. 
CD was an important part of the complex project as it was a 
project result made to be commercially exploited after the 
project ends. 

Figure 8: The Isle of Kikinda, Interactive CD

From the technical point of view, CD application was made 
as an original software application. Instead of using some 
popular solutions such as Macromedia Flash, Director or 
similar software tools intended for creation of such 
products, we have developed our own software engine and 
user-interface engine. This approach allowed us to include 
rich interactive real-time 3D content and provide users with 
great experience while exploring the CD. This was 
especially important as we included some of the 3D 
scanned bones in full 3D real-time for user to explore. 
Main screen of the CD we have named the “Isle of 
Kikinda”, which actually represents an illustration of a 
famous city legend saying that the city of Kikinda was a 
river-isle at first. On our virtual isle all the main city spots 
are represented as small 3D models that can be clicked and 
explored in more details. Isle of Kikinda became an 
inspiration for visual identity of the CD and has showed 
potential for future exploitation by the city of Kikinda. 

Figure 9: Scanned bones menu, Interactive CD

8. Life-size replica of the Kikinda Mammoth 

One of the project aims was the creation of a life-size 
replica of the mammoth directly from 3D scanned bones. 
After the successful 3D scanning of the mammoth bones, 
using rapid prototyping techniques, namely 3D printing, we 
would create moulds from which we would cast replica 
bones.

Again, time was a factor, and because 3D scanning was late 
in its start, we had limited time to produce the replica itself. 
As there were no 3D printers at that time in Serbia, it was 
almost impossible to work out a solution where we would 
make a replica from 3D scans. Only one solution remained. 
Produce replica directly from the original bones. After 
needed expertise on the subject, molds were made directly 
from the bones and used to cast the replica. Process took 
only one month to complete, and was significantly cheaper 
then the 3D printing solution. 

9. Results 

Outcomes of this complex project surprised us all. Not only 
that all the planned results were achieved in the proposed 
timeframe, but there were additional, not anticipated 
results, that showed why this project was so important both 
for partner institutions and for the city of Kikinda, too. 

Figure 10: 3D cinema in the National museum of Kikinda 
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Most important project result that was not a part of the 
initial project plan was moving of the original fossilized 
bone remains from inadequate safekeeping conditions at 
the factory into renovated facilities in the local museum. 

For the purpose of showing the 3D movie in the local 
museum we have opened the first official 3D cinema in 
Serbia. This new 3D cinema, together with the original 
mammoth remains in the museum and a full-size replica of 
the skeleton are now the main tourist attraction in the 
region.

Figure 11: Kikinda Mammoth logo 

Visitors of the museum are now able not only to enjoy 
these cultural attractions, but also to buy souvenirs in a 
newly opened gift-shop. As one of the many successful 
project deliverables was the creation of the Book-Of-
Graphics-Standards together with a catalogue of Ideas-For-
Souvenirs. All interested local craftsmen could use such 
standards and ideas in their own productions. 

Figure 12: Children’s workshop 

Through development of inter-sector cooperation where a 
detailed strategy plan, PR plan and branding strategy were 
created during the course of the project, we were enabled to 
secure a successful continuation of project activities and to 
reach sustainable results.  

Cooperation between scientists, local school teachers, 
museum curators, media and tourist professionals created a 
large number of additional programs, like creative children 
workshops, summer camps, round tables, competitions, 
festivals, etc. which proved to be extremely popular and 
provocative both for children and for adults, and opened a 
whole new living and breathing tourist destination. 

10. Conclusion 

After the completion, the Kikinda Mammoth has been 
praised as a project that, in tune with recommendations of 
the European Council, changes the common practices by 
promoting sustainability, and since then has been presented 
as an example for best practices in the region. The greatest 
value of this project comes from the fact that it is a great 
inspiration for professionals and folk alike to participate in 
creation of tourist attractions. This is the reason that this 
project has been accepted as a model for initiation of 
accelerated socio-economic development of the region, 
only six months after its completion. 
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Rebuilding the Past from the City of Santiago de Cali,
Colombia, South America. An Example of Virtual Heritage

Preservation
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Abstract
Once called the "heaven’s branch" and a cultural, industrial and political lead from Colombia; during the last
three decades, the city of Santiago de Cali (Cali), capital of the region known as Valle del Cauca, has been suffering
of a progressive value and identity loss process which has immersed it in a cultural crisis. Within this crisis a big
portion of the cultural heritage has been either lost or put aside. For example, old important personalities and
their works are in the oblivion, museums displaying local artists’ works have been moved to other cities, and
architectural heritage has been demolished to give place to empty fields or modern buildings. Nevertheless, a
few groups are trying to build a renewed identity. That is the case of a group that inspired in the virtual three
dimensional (3D) computer reconstructions seen at the Roman Baths in Bath, UK and at the Tower of London,
decided to start a development aimed to recreate different eras from the historical centre from the city of Cali, using
computer graphics, software engineering and programming techniques. Particularly, a methodology to recreate a
cultural era has been proposed. This paper describes the making and the results from the first phase of the work
and how the methodology was applied. Here, an object oriented approach from an earlier work was used; also, the
Virtual Reality Modelling Language (VRML) was chosen to make interactive reconstructions of the city centre’s
architecture. It is important to note, that the first implemented age chosen was present time. From this point it is
expected that in future phases the environment will work as an interactive time machine which located at the local
archaeological museum (La Merced Museum), will allow people to travel to different eras.

Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): I.3.6 [Methodology and Techniques]: Standards I.3.7
[Three Dimensional Graphics and Realism]: Virtual reality I.3.3 [Graphics Utilities]: Graphics Packages I.3.8
[Methodology and Techniques]: Applications

1. Background

Computer science technologies have been used to preserve
or rebuild cultural heritage [CF06], [For05], [BFS00]. For
example, interesting examples of three dimensional anima-
tions can be seen at the Roman Baths in Bath and at the
Tower of London (as seen by one of the authors). In the case
of the city of Cali, the local commerce chamber funded a
project aimed to create a multimedia CD series which fo-
cused on the visual heritage of the city and included a set of
organised pictures, videos and descriptions [Res00]. Other
works, such as the one described by Dr. WL Mitchell and D
Economou [BSF00], have focused on the search of method-
ologies which allow the good used of computing technolo-

gies by archaeologists; they state that "The rise of new me-
dia such as the Internet and Virtual Environments has pro-
vided new opportunities for archaeology"; they propose a
methodology to take into account of three key issues such as:
how to obtain requirements for an archaeological resource;
what guidelines can the designer follow to make best use
of the particular properties of new media and; what tech-
niques can be used to evaluate these resources. Finally, they
conclude that "it is important that archaeology professionals
empower themselves by becoming familiar with the tech-
nologies behind the new media. However, the field should go
further and recognise the ways in which a design methodol-
ogy can ensure rigour and also ensure that requirements are
correctly identified and incorporated. These methodologies
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can then be applied by archaeologists developing systems
in-house or by using outside software companies. Only in
this way will resources be developed which are of true edu-
cational merit and not simply technological showcases."

In contrast, in some regions of the world, there is a lack
of an organised heritage preservation and recovery plan like
the ones existing in Europe through the framework programs
[Eur02], [Eur07]. Particularly, apart from individual initia-
tives like the CD series described before [Res00] and the one
described in this paper, loss of heritage is common in Cali.
For example; Cali’s historical centre consists of only two
street blocks because contemporary buildings or parking lots
now occupy the places where the heritage was. Addition-
ally, some "restoration" works have altered important histor-
ical buildings like the church La Merced, which was erected
where the city was founded. These architectural changes are
well described in the book by Sinisterra [Sin00]. Finally, the
sur-roundings of the major monuments have not preserved
the colonial atmosphere. Figure 1 shows a map of the old
city centre provided by the La Merced Museum; here, her-
itage losses have been highlighted. Figure 2a shows one as-
pect of the actual location; here, contemporary buildings can
be seen very close to the back of the church. Figure 2b shows
the changes done to the original La Merced church; here,
strong changes are evident at the tower, the door and one
room.

Figure 1: Cali’s historical centre as it is today. The map
highlights the deteriorated, demolished and restored build-
ings.

2. Methodology

The described methodology proposes interdisciplinary work
among computer programmers, designers, architects and ar-
chaeologists. Here, the VRML programming language was
chosen mainly for previous experiences, for its simplicity

and for its web cappability and for its free cost. The pro-
cedure described here was applied mainly to the virtual re-
construction of architectural heritage but some suggestions
of how to extend it to other issues related with heritage are
described later. In order to test the feasibility and potential
of the procedure, it was decided to recreate the town centre
of El Darien, located on the region of Valle del Cauca. Now,
the nine steps methodology is explained:

• A. Documentation. During this phase documents such as
maps, plans and pictures are collected, classified and or-
ganised.

• B. Discussion with experts During this phase the docu-
ments obtained in the previous phase are discussed with
expert architects. This way, the programmers and design-
ers are able to gain understanding of the location that is
going to be modelled. It is important to note that this inter-
action should be complemented with the opinion of expert
archaeologists in the case of historical sites.

• C. Analysis and design. At this point, the work can be

Figure 2: A) La Merced church as it looks actually; note the
building behind. B) Alterations to La Merced Church; at the
top the original church, at the bottom the current church.
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treated as a normal software development and an object
oriented model of the location can be generated. This al-
lows defining the software architecture of the virtual lo-
cation. Here, the use of the object oriented methodol-
ogy brings benefits such as modularity, scalability, perfor-
mance and manageability. The virtual world can be com-
plemented with a database for flexibility.

• D. Atmosphere creation. During this phase, VRML ex-
perts create a virtual scenario capable to recreate as
closely as possible the atmosphere surrounding the loca-
tion.

• E. Implementation of 3D models. Depending on the
complexity of the buildings that are going to be virtu-
ally recreated, some models can be drawn by expert 3D
artists and further exported to the VRML format. Here,
integration of real live textures can be done. Also, follow-
ing the software architecture proposed in step C, VRML
programmers can implement the virtual buildings. As
VRML is not really an object oriented programming lan-
guage, an approach developed in earlier work [NVM∗03]
can be used in order to adapt it to the object oriented
paradigm. Here, hard disk folders are used as object ori-
ented classes and as modules. Inside the folders VRML
files are kept. Within each VRML file there can be one
or more instances of objects which are represented by
nodes from the VRML syntax. Additionally, the aggrega-
tion relationship is implemented through the VRML’s "In-
line" node. The specialisation relationship is represented
through duplication and guided modification of original
VRML files and, attributes definition and autonomous be-
haviour are modelled through the interaction of VRML
with JavaScript. Finally, the use of a relational database is
suggested for keeping track of the models.

• F. Validation of individual models. During this phase,
individual 3D models are validated by the architects, ar-
chaeologists and some selected people from the general
public. This step can lead to the refinement of some vir-
tual buildings.

• G. Interaction programming. During this phase, VRML
programmers add further interactivity to the virtual lo-
cation. This allows the inclusion of moving objects, like
opening doors, lights, cars and people.

• H. Integration of virtual world. At this stage, VRML
programmers integrate all individual 3D models defined
in step E within the atmosphere defined in step D.

• I. Final validation. The whole environment is presented
to the archaeologists, to the architects and to the general
public using the BS Contact demo VRML plug-in [Bit].
This plug-in was chosen for its better performance and
for its ability to produce a 3D stereopsis effect based on
anaglyphs.

In the case of El Darien, the skills of the computer pro-
grammers were enough to recreate the 3D buildings and the
3D art designers were not used. Also, during phase E, one ar-

chitect was briefly trained and allowed to implement a small
number of 3D models in order to test empowerment.

3. Results and validation

Figure 3 shows the final version from El Darien town’s cen-
tre. Once validated, the virtual representation of El Darien
had an acceptability of a hundred percent; then, it was de-
cided to apply the same nine step methodology to the vir-
tual development of the two best preserved street blocks
from Cali’s historical centre. These two street blocks include
the architectural complex of La Merced church, La Merced
Archaeological Museum and some nearby colonial houses.
This section shows the results obtained at each step.

Figure 3: El Darien’s town centre rebuilt by using the pro-
posed methodology

• A. The team formed by consisted on one archaeologist,
one architect, one software engineer and three program-
mers counted with a copy of Cali’s historical centre map,
some pictures taken at the locations, a book describing
the restoration works of the church La Merced [Sin00]
and, a multimedia CD with some pictures of the old Cali
[Res00]. By using this documentation it was detected that:
1) the church La Merced had major alterations in its bell
tower and the main garden of entrance; 2) the museum of
archaeology was mostly respected and; 3) several of the
nearby colonial houses were deteriorated.

• B. The archaeologist and the architect suggested the recre-
ation of the current age in order to take it as a starting
point for a interactive time machine. At this step, maps
were discussed.
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• C. The software engineer proposed the object oriented ar-
chitecture shown on Figure 4. Figure 4a shows the mod-
ularisation done; here, the SourroundingElements mod-
ule includes classes which instantiate elements with slow
change rate and that do not need to be deeply detailed,
such as the surrounding landscape and buildings. To this
module belong classes like Atmosphere, Terrain, Natu-
ral element and Other. The StaticElements module in-
cludes architectural and natural objects which belong to
the object under reconstruction but that are static. Classes
such Streetblock and Building belong to this module. The
MoveableElements module includes classes which can in-
stantiate smaller objects which can have dynamism or can
be easily moved, like furniture or people. The class furni-
ture belongs to this module. The Main module contains
the class Location which is responsible for the instan-
tiation of the object capable to put the whole environ-
ment together. The ComplementaryElements module can
be further divided, but it is aimed to group complemen-
tary heritage issues like social events and transportation.
No classes have been defined yet here. Figure 4b shows a
more detailed class diagram. Here, the Location class con-
tains the heritage sites with one or more instantiations of
Street Block. Also, each Street Block can contain several
instantiation of Building and, one Building can contain
instantiations of Furniture and Person; the Atmosphere
class can be used to define the surrounding elements of
the location and is related to Terrain, NaturalElement and
FrontFace; finally, the Other Heritage Issues class has not
been developed but represents future classes which will
be contained in the ComplementaryElements module.

• D. The surrounding atmosphere was created with a simple
skyline.

• E. The church and the archaeology museum were imple-
mented by the VRML programmers. Some 3D models
like the bell from the tower and some lamps were down-
loaded from the internet and further integrated according
to the architecture. For now, the 3D modelling did not re-
quire the inclusion of any 3D artist. Two of the houses
were implemented one by the architect and one by the ar-
chaeologist with the help of a VRML programmer. Table
1, shows some of the facts that arose during this phase
and the complexity of the houses and the models created;
it is important to note that neither the architect nor the ar-
chaeologist made interior furniture or animations. Addi-
tionally a simple relational database was implemented in
order to keep track of the virtual recreations. Figure 5 and
figure 6 show some aspects of the implemented buildings.
Figure 5a and figure 5b contrast the virtual and the real
church La Merced. Figure 5c was the house done by the
archaeologist. Figure 6a was the house done by the archi-
tect; here, a downloaded lamp and one downloaded tree
were used. Figure 6b shows a house and figure 6c shows
the La Merced museum, both implemented by program-
mers.

• F. One validation with a group of twenty people from the

elderly population was arranged by the archaeologist at
the museum. Because it was thought that they could pro-
vide an important opinion, since they were there when
the old buildings were still standing in their original con-
dition. Surprisingly, the presentation caused displeasure.
During the validation process, the environment was pre-
sented in an auditorium and after that, an open oral valida-
tion survey was answered by the participants; at this point,
eight participants thought that the production of virtual re-
ality models of the old Cali was one way of changing the
history of what really happened because they considered
that furniture was not in accordance with the real furni-
ture used in the early times; three participants expressed
that this was an important effort but that they did not like
the models for the same reason; fifteen of them were more
concerned about old Cali stories and pictures that in the
modelling of the city centre itself; and nine participants
did not express any opinion related with the project; it is
important to note that on that occasion, the furniture dis-
played inside the houses was used as explanatory and to
show the interaction potential of the environment; never-
theless, this was not the transmitted idea. However, moral

Figure 4: A) Modules diagram. B) Class diagram.
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support from the museum and the commerce chamber was
gained.

• G. Programmers added interactivity to doors, to windows,
to lamps, to some plants and to the church’s bell. For ex-
ample, the house shown in Figure 5e displays the inside
furniture while the door is opening. Also, the lamp in Fig-
ure 5d is actually moving by the wind.

• H. The model was integrated by the VRML programmers
• I. The final interactive environment was complemented

with a simple documentary web page and validated
among a group of twenty young people at a local uni-
versity. This time, acceptability was high. Young people
were chosen to measure the acceptance of newer genera-
tions on the system. During the validation processes the
environment was presented in an auditorium; next, there
was a space for direct interaction of the participants with
the system; finally, a validation survey was answered by
the assistants. As shown in Table 2, the validation crite-
ria included issues like how motivated the user felt to-
ward the system, how useful they found the system as an
educational tool present in a museum, how easy it was
to use, how important was the contribution of stereopsis
and how important was the contribution of interactivity.
Ranges of qualification were low, acceptable and high;
however, none of the participants graded any criteria as
low. As it can be seen in the same table, the group was
motivated and found the system useful and easy to use.
Here the effect of stereopsis provided by the VRML plug-
in proved to enhance the interaction but the interactivity
capability proved to be considered more important.

4. Conclusions

Despite the fact there were some initial problems, VRML ev-
idenced to be an easy to learn tool that allows a fast creation
of a virtual world due to its simplicity. It can be seen that the
time spent by the architect doubled the time spent by the ar-
chaeologist but the Architect handed in a more complete and
complex building (see Figure 1). Additionally, it was proved
that some level of empowerment was possible, but step E
of the methodology is faster when the objects are recreated
by programmers under the direction of an architect or an ar-
chaeologist. On the other hand, the focus proposed for object
oriented VRML programming proved to be clear and flexible
to the developers. Also, the object oriented methodology al-
lowed easier and faster implementation of the virtual centre
of Cali providing flexibility to the programmers and a better
distribution of work load. The class diagram done for Cali’s
city centre (Figure 4) seems to be quite generic and flexi-
ble; it is possible that several heritage reconstructions may
be done based upon the same simple architecture with slight
changes.

The nine step methodology proposed successfully ori-
ented the virtual recreation of the Cali’s historical centre and

Figure 5: Implementation aspects. A) La Merced church de-
veloped by a programmer. B) La Merced church as it is to-
day. C) House developed by the archaeologist
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of el Darien town’s centre. Its adaptability to different lo-
cations shows that the process of recreating older eras can
be as simple as the one described here, except for the doc-
umentation step, since information from some ages may be
difficult to find. It is expected that eras will be integrated in
the future through the use of a web page and the same re-
lational database used to keep track of the VRML objects.
The necessity of different team members may vary accord-
ing to needs; for example, in the developments shown here,
a 3D artist was not included. This methodology can be a
step towards the ideas of Dr.William L. Mitchell and Daphne
Economou [BFS00], which were briefly described in the
background section. Finally, thanks to the technologies used,
this methodology can be easily complemented with steps
which incorporate the inclusion of other heritage issues like
social events or manifestations, transport issues and dress-
ing.

Validations were done among old and young people. The
elderly population seemed to be reluctant to technology and

Figure 6: Other Implementation aspects. A) Main block of
La Merced Museum, developed by an architect. B) House de-
veloped by a programmer. C) Secundary block of La Merced
museum, developed by a programmer.

for this reason the validation could not be properly com-
pleted. Meanwhile, young people were very enthusiastic
about the idea and highly motivated particularly with the in-
teractivity and steropsis effects (See Table 2). Nevertheless,
a future mixed validation in familiar contexts it is expected
to be made and to provide a better background to the older
ones in order to open minds.

When more eras are integrated to the system, the system
will function like a virtual reality based time machine lo-
cated in a room at the archaeological museum. Hopefully,
this work will contribute to the process of cultural and iden-
tity recovery. At this moment, this project is being extended

Table 1: Facts ocurred during phase E.

Person
imple-
ment-
ing the
build-
ing

Number
of re-
quire-
ments
for
help

Total
time
(hours)

Hours
spend
in ex-
pla-
na-
tions

Real
Build-
ing
feat-
tures

Size
of file
(KB)

Architect 20 80 40 Only
front
wall ex-
ists, 12
arched
win-
dows, 1
door, 0
rooms

421

Archaeo-
logist

32 40 60 8 rect-
angular
win-
dows, 6
doors, 1
exterior
garden
with
columns,
3 big
rooms

832

Table 2: Validation of final environment

Moti-
vation

Useful-
ness
in
educa-
tion

Usa-
bil-
ity

Stereo-
psis

Interact-
ivity

High 96% 96% 86% 86% 100%
Accept-
able

4% 4% 14% 16% 0%
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to other historical sites from Cali as show in figure 7. This
work does not pretend to go against modernisation of Cali.
In fact big cities like London or Paris have nice mixtures of
modern buildings with heritage sites. The problem in Cali is
more related to the lack of consistent architectural planning
and lack of preservation policies.

Future insight of the techniques used and the state of the
art in virtual archaeology can help this project get farther and
provide more interesting results from the technical point of
view. For example, the use of a system to for automatic re-
construction of buildings and objects like in [SBS98] and
[HF01]; or the incorporation of technologies which allow
more realism, like laser scans or advanced simulation mod-
els, as in [Ken01] and [SCM04]; or the consideration of
previous atmosphere creation experiences [CUCT04] for
the development of the classes in the complementary mod-
ule or; by the use of enhanced interaction technique like in
[PGA∗01]. However, for now, The developments made evi-
denced in a very practical way that with a simple technology,
a small interdisciplinary procedure ad a simple methodology
which applies simple analysis and programming concepts
one can achieve a relative successful and fast development
with scarce resources; that is the most valuable contribution
of this project, specially in a society far from the advances
and mentality available in other countries

Figure 7: San Antonio chapel at the San Antonio historical
hill in Cali.
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Abstract 
The Lagar Velho rock shelter became known worldwide since the discovery, in late 1998, of a nicely preserved Upper 
Paleolithic burial, containing an almost complete child skeleton, whose later anatomical study provided strong 
evidence for an admixture between the latest Neanderthal communities of Iberia and the first anatomically modern 
humans during the few millennia that the two populations co-existed. 
Given the importance of the find and the fragility of the skeleton, it was decided, for exhibition purposes, to make a 
replica of the burial context. This endeavor implied the combination of CT scanning of the complete skeleton, virtual 
reconstruction of the severely shattered skull, and rapid prototyping of the totality of the bone inventory through 
different methods (stereolithography and 3D printing).The burial depression was reproduced through traditional 
modeling techniques. In addition, Rapid prototyping was also essential for the facial reconstruction of the “Lapedo 
Kid”, which will be available to visitors of the Lagar Velho Interpretation Centre, in Leiria, Portugal. This paper 
presents the main stages of production of two of the most appealing objects of this local museum facility, evaluating 
the combined use of scanning techniques, virtual and physical prototyping for the improvement of public access to 
archeological heritage. 

1. Introduction

Lagar Velho, located in the Lapedo Valley 
(Leiria, Portugal) is a rock shelter where, since 1998, 
archeological fieldwork has yielded one of the most 
complete sequences for the Portuguese Upper 
Paleolithic, spanning from c. 30,000 years to 20,000 
years BP (Before Present). During this period of 
10,000 years, the shelter was successively occupied 
by animal and human communities, allowing, 
through systematic multidisciplinary research, to 
reconstruct the evolution of paleoenvironmental 
conditions for that slice of time, and also the 
variability of human behavior, as revealed by 
different functional uses of the rock shelter [ZT02]. 
Among the latter, one of the most surprising 
discoveries was an occupation surface dated to ca. 22 
493±107 years BP, in a Pompeii – like state of 
preservation, where the excavation of c. 20 square 
meters revealed the presence of habitat features 
(hearths of different architectures and functions), 
special activity areas, and thousands of faunal 
remains, essential for the study of the hunting and 
carcass processing strategies of our earlier ancestors. 

The most important archeological discovery 
at Lagar Velho, however, continues to be an infant 
burial dated to c. 24,500 years BP. When first 
discovered, this context was the first Upper 
Paleolithic burial found in Iberia, and constituted one 
of the most complete skeletons from the European 
Paleolithic record. The subsequent anatomical study 
of the bone inventory yielded surprising results: the 
Lapedo Child revealed a mosaic of anatomic 
characteristics which have been interpreted as a result 
of continued admixture between the latest European 
Neandertal communities, and the first anatomically 
modern humans to arrive to Iberia. Such 
interpretation of the fossil had worldwide 
repercussion, not only among the scientific 
community, but also on the general media. 

Taking into consideration the scientific 
importance of the rock shelter site, the Portuguese 
Institute of Archaeology (IPA) and the Câmara 
Municipal de Leiria (local municipality) joined 
efforts towards the construction of a small museum 
facility, in order to facilitate the access of the general 
public to this rare and important archeological 
heritage. The main goals of the project, besides 
exhibiting the spectrum of the various human 
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occupations and uses of the site, focused on the 
explanation of how a multidisciplinary perspective 
permits us to better understand a wide range of 
aspects of the past: from climate, environment and 
related landscapes, to animal communities and human 
adaptation strategies. The Interpretation Centre has 
been co-financed by the European program Leader+,
and will open its doors in December 2007, almost 9 
years after the initial discovery of Lagar Velho as an 
archeological site. 

Figure 1: The LV1 Infant Burial, during its 
excavation, in late 1998.

The most important element of the whole 
exhibit, for obvious reasons, is the Lapedo Child
burial context. The excavation of the funerary feature 
was undertaken in late 1998, through traditional 
archeological and anthropological methodologies, 
with systematic record, by 3-dimensional plotting of 
the recovered bones and illustration and photography 
of the successive phases of the excavation. The vast 
majority of the non cranial skeleton was preserved in 
situ, but the fragility of the bones made any casting 
through the usual methods (e.g. latex or silicone) 
impossible. The skull, on the other hand, was 
severely damaged by the bulldozing that affected the 
site previously to its archeological discovery. This 
resulted in several fractures of the already deformed 
(by post-depositional natural conditions) cranial 
fragments.

The replication of the burial context and an 
always appealing facial reconstruction of the Lapedo 
child implied, therefore, a combination of different 
methodologies. CT scanning and rapid prototyping 
took an important role on the process. This paper 
summarizes the different phases that were necessary 
on the making of two of the most important artifacts 
from the Lagar Velho small exhibit. It also points to 
possible research roads for future collaborations 
between archaeology, heritage management, 
computer applied sciences, and engineering. 

2. The skeleton reconstruction 

 The original CT data acquisition of the 
Lagar Velho skeleton, performed at the Radiology 
Service of the Curry Cabral Hospital (Lisbon) with a 
Picker PQ 5000 medical computer tomograph, had 
mainly paleoanthropological purposes, related to the 
anatomical study of the skeleton [TREC*02] 
[TREC*02]: not only to obtain volume data, which 
permitted the electronic preparation, isolation, 3-

dimensional reconstruction and virtual (graphical) 
representation of the original fragments and detailed 
internal structures, but also to provide cross-sectional 
images allowing for paleopathological research. 

CT scanning also became essential for the 
reconstruction of the LV1 skull [ZLES*02], since 
physical conjoining, although partially possible, was 
limited not only by the recent fractures but also by 
post-depositional taphonomic deformations that 
affected the fragments during the millennia that had 
passed since the original burial ritual. Computer 
aided reconstruction of the Lapedo child cranium 
fragments allowed us to conclude, for instance, that, 
in general, disintegration through fracturing and 
dislocation of parts seems to have preceded plastic 
deformation. In addition, it provided clues concerning 
the original position of the skull – slightly turned 
towards the left – a pattern impossible to discern 
during the excavation of the in situ burial, since 
almost the entire skull was affected by bulldozing 
action and scattered over an area of ca.3 square 
meters. The reassembly of the virtual fragments was 
carried out on a Silicon Graphics Onyx II workstation 
with the software tool kit FoRM-IT. With the use of 
stereo viewing equipment (Crystal Eyes® stereo 
glasses), it became possible to perform complex 
manipulatory tasks on the computer screen with a 
high degree of perceptual reality. The skull virtual 
reconstruction, together with that of the mandible, 
was accompanied by the production of a first series of 
resin prototypes through stereolithography. One of 
these, property of IPA, has already been exposed on 
an award winning exhibit dedicated to the Pre and 
Protohistoric record of Leiria region, and organized 
by the local municipality [Car05]. 

Figure 2: Aspect of the STL files of the LV1 skeletal 
inventory, before final processing for rapid 
prototyping.  

 From the onset, the project for the 
Interpretation Centre considered as essential the 
presence of a replica of the complete skeleton of the 
Lapedo child. The fragility of the original prevented 
any possibility of exhibition at the small museum 
facility, with inefficient environmental control, and 
always subject to security risks. Since the CT 
scanning had been applied to the totality of the 
skeletal inventory, the choice for the application of 
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rapid prototyping techniques of reproduction became 
evident. Contacts were immediately made to the 
Anthropological Institute of Zurich University (where 
the skull reconstruction and first prototypes had been 
made, and where the original CT scanning files were 
allocated and being processed), so that STL files of 
the complete skeletal inventory could be sent to 
CDPRsp, at IPL, Leiria, one of the few rapid 
prototyping installations in Portugal. 
 The next step involved the processing, 
using the software Magics 9.54, of the STL files, 
already at Leiria, in order not only to prepare them 
for the physical prototyping operation, but also to 
allow for the calculation of necessary volume of 
material for the prototypes (using Geomagic Studio 
8), and budget the whole process of replication. 
Special consideration was given to an equilibrium 
between a reasonable price, durable materials which 
allowed for finishing jobs (like painting), accuracy of 
the reproduction (as expressed by the thickness of 
impressed layers), and processing time. For the total 
calculated volume of 675683.57cm3, it was 
concluded that the most balanced accuracy, for resin 
based stereolithography, was one where each layer of 
material deposition possessed 0.12mm of thickness. 
Still, the resulting budget for a such a prototype of the 
complete Lapedo skeleton was beyond the financial 
capacities of the Interpretation Center. For this 
reason, and after a first wax-based prototype of the 
skull was successfully produced at CDPRsp, it was 
decided to produce the final replica through 3d 
printing, with equipment available at the Mechanical 
Engineering Department of Instituto Superior 
Técnico (Lisboa, Portugal). The production was co-
financed by IPL and the Leiria Municipality. 

Figure 3: The 3D printed skeleton replica, after the 
first stage of painting. 

 After the reproduction of the complete 
skeleton, the prototyped skull, mandible, and 
remainder of bones were transported to IPA, in 
Lisbon, where the finishing of the replica was made. 
This involved a first painting of each element with an 
acrylic based paint. The creation of the painting 
palette was undertaken with direct access to the 
original fossil, thus allowing for an accurate 
reproduction of bone colors. The Lapedo child copy
became thus ready to be located on a replica of the 

burial pit, which, as seen below, demanded the 
application of more traditional modeling techniques.  

3. The burial reconstruction 

 As we have seen, the application of CT 
scanning and rapid prototyping techniques permitted 
a relatively fast reproduction of the skeleton. No 3-
dimensional scanning was undertaken, however, 
when the original skeleton was still in situ, during the 
excavation. This implied that, for the reproduction of 
the burial, the surface had to be recreated after the 3-
dimensional measurements taken manually in the 
field, and sculpted in Styrofoam, a light material 
which accepts water based glue. The topographic 
model for reproducing the burial pit was created with 
the aid of Surfer 8.0, and sculpted, with a Dremel
device, on a rectangular piece with 85x45x9cm3.
After this initial sculpting was finished, the surface 
was painted with acrylic paint similar in color to the 
original burial sediment. 
 Each piece of the skeleton was then located 
on its approximate place of the burial pit, its limits 
being marked with pencil on the base. A second 
phase of sculpting followed, creating the “beds” for 
each of the reproduced bones. After fixing each part 
of the prototyped replica to the Styrofoam base, all 
the area around the skeleton was filled with original 
excavation sediments, collected near the burial pit. 
The reconstruction was concluded by a final painting 
job, with acrylic based colors and pigments, which 
reproduced not only the ochre stains on the bones and 
sediment, but also the charcoal fragments of a Scots 
pine branch that were found associated with the 
burial.

Figure 4: Progress images of the burial replica 
production.

4. The facial reconstruction 

Facial reconstruction [PN97] has become 
an essential tool not only for forensic investigation 
[CMGB*04] [HR91] [Phi00] [SGMc70], but also for 
our overall understanding of earlier human fossils 
[BGJ87] and our ability to relay their appearance to 
the public [Lew99] [TECG97]. The accurate facial 
reconstruction of the Lapedo child by modern 
techniques will provide the public of the 
Interpretation Centre with a clear vision of how this 
kid really looked like, much more than by solely 
looking at the prototyped skull or at computerized 
virtual reconstructions of the face [ABFG*00]. The 
facial reconstruction of LV1 was financed by the 
Anthropology Department of Tulane University 
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(USA), on the scope of an ongoing collaboration 
project with IPA, and undertaken by Brian Pierson in 
New Orleans, following the methodology previously 
applied on his reconstruction of the Nariokotome boy.
 The process implied the production of a 
replica of the skull and mandible. For budgetary 
reasons, it was decided to produce a wax prototype 
that could be used as a basis for the facial 
reproduction. The production was undertaken, at 
CDPRsp facilities, at IPL, Leiria. The option for wax, 
however, became impracticable, mainly by the 
extreme compulsiveness of North American 
Customs, which completely destroyed the skull wax 
prototype prior to its arrival to New Orleans. For this 
reason, it was decided to use one of the original resin 
prototypes, made through stereolithography at Zurich 
University. 

Figure 5: Progress images of the facial 
reconstruction of the Lapedo child.  

 The reconstruction followed a precise 
sequence of operations, where forensic reconstruction 
techniques played a major role [PN97]. In a first 
stage, the voids on the skull were filled, and the 
missing nasal bones rebuilt [Ube00], together with 
zygomatics, and supraorbital torus. Next, the eyes (in 
resin) were created and put into place. The soft tissue 
was laid on, through the use of modeling clay. Then, 
through techniques usually applied by FBI 
investigators, known facial depths on certain points 
of the skull were marked [Phi00] [RC80] [SH02] 
[WNR02], the voids being filled with a latticework of 
clay to approximate the face. The “Gerasimov 
method” [Ger40] [Ger55], an alternative approach, 
builds up the musculature of the face and then covers 
it with a skin to finish the reconstruction. Both 
methods present similar final results, and their 

combined application was used on the facial 
reconstruction of the Lapedo child. The creation of 
the nose and the mouth width estimation was equally 
based on forensic science patterns. Finally, a silicone 
skin was applied, airbrush painted, the reconstruction 
process ending with the application of the eyebrows 
and the hair. 

5. Bridging CT scanning, rapid prototyping, and 
forensic techniques on the scope of archeological 
heritage

 The Lapedo child burial context replication 
and facial reconstruction, two of the most important 
pieces from the Lagar Velho Interpretation Centre, 
would have been impossible without the aid of CT 
scanning, and 3d printing techniques. This first 
collaboration clearly revealed to all of us the potential 
of the application of inverse engineering and rapid 
prototyping for reproducing archaeological heritage 
items, at a wide range of scales. 
 While for the moment the prohibitive prices 
of 3-dimensional scanning portable equipment make 
its access almost impossible for archaeological teams 
in the field, one should still point out that such a 
prospect might became a standard in the near future. 
For the Lapedo case, for instance, the application of a 
3D scanning device during the excavation would not 
only have allowed for an accurate record of all the 
spatial data of the find, but would facilitate (read 
automate) the reproduction of the totality of the burial 
context. 
 Computer aided reconstruction of the skull 
helped, as we have seen, not only on the evaluation of 
taphonomic processes that affected the fossil, but 
even in defining the original position of the Lapedo 
child’s head, during the burial. We cannot but be 
certain that over the next years the field of 
paleoanthropology and archaeology will be vastly 
involved in such type of scientific bridging. 
 On a larger scale, the potential of inverse 
engineering and rapid prototyping is almost infinite 
for archaeology. One can imagine excavating a new 
Paleolithic burial, scanning it, and sharing the 3-
dimensional information via Internet to all the 
scientific community, within a few hours. In addition, 
we can imagine that for a small scale museum in a 
town like Leiria, one could organize an exhibit of all 
the burial contexts from the European Gravettian, 
based on rapid prototyped replicas. In a different 
room, one would find forensic facial reconstructions 
of all the known Gravettian skulls from Italy, and try 
to figure out if some of them might have been related 
to each other in the past. Still using our imagination, 
we could 3D scan live actors reproducing Paleolithic 
activities on a rock shelter, like knapping a projectile 
point, scraping an ibex hide, or eating a nicely roasted 
red deer, and reproduce, also through rapid 
prototyping, lively small scale dioramas of our 
ancestors lifestyles, an item always appellative for 
children. And it was, after all, a child - the Lapedo 
child - buried more than 24 500 years ago, that 
opened our imagination for the enormous potential of 
these new ways of collaborative multidisciplinary 
research: recording, reproducing, and sharing 
information about our Human History and Past 
Heritage. 
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Abstract
The aim of this paper is to present and evaluate the use of different Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) as 
well as 3D computer graphics, in the development of multimedia applications for both archaeology and museums. 
These lead to the creation of a specific prototype to analyse some of the major technological issues: an interactive multimedia
real-time application, with a virtual 3D hypothetical restitution of a specific archaeological site, the Roman Villa in Rabaçal,
Portugal. Moreover, this prototype developed here is also intended to be intuitive, efficient, graphically appealing and to 
include different kinds of information and visualization (also based on photogrammetry, 3D laser scanning and stereoscopy). 
In order to develop this prototype, we used both modern and archive data, such as GIS (topographic maps and orthophotos), 
illustrations, technical drawings, photographs and texts, in order to create the 3d digital models and progressively build a 
structural knowledge of the scene, as well as the evolution of both natural and built landscapes “as it could be”, “as it is” and
“as it might be”. 
Therefore, by trying to provide a clear overview and description of the main guidelines, the present prototype attempts to both
contribute towards the creation and development of similar projects in the future and reinforce the importance of 3D 
technologies and restitutions, and their usefulness in the study, analysis, interpretation, preservation and dissemination of 
Cultural Heritage, by complementing traditional alpha-numeric data and images, with new digital ways of visual registration, 
virtual interaction and digital data. 

Categories and Subject Descriptors: 1.3.6 [Interaction Techniques], 1.3.7 [Three-Dimensional Graphics and Realism], 1.3.7 
[Virtual Reality], 1.3.8 [Applications]. 

1. Introduction

The roman Villa in Rabaçal (Coimbra, Portugal) is near the 
ancient roman road that linked Olissipo (Lisbon) and Bracara 
Augusta (Braga). More precisely it lies between Sellium 
(Tomar) and Conimbriga (Condeixa-a-Velha). The Villa was 
built in the second half of the 4th century AD and, due to the 
barbarian invasions half a century later, it was soon abandoned. 
During the 15th and 16th Centuries, part of it was used as a 
cemetery. Documents from 1904 mention the archaeological 
aspect of the site as discovered by farmers in the area. 
However, investigations only began in 1979. 

At present, the general public may visit the archaeological 
site and its museum. Yet, to enable wider public access to the 
site – it is felt that the Internet can play an important role. 

With this in mind, we have created a specific multimedia 
prototype – with a virtual restitution of the roman Villa in 

Rabaçal and other types of contents and information – to 
analyse some of the major technological issues and evaluate the 
use of different ICT as well as 3D computer graphics, in the 
development of multimedia applications for both archaeology 
and museums. 

2. Implementation Strategies 

In order to produce this prototype, it was first necessary to 
define goals and then establish an implementation cycle with 
several stages. 

The main goals [Tha, Puj04] were: Navigation, which 
should be free, intuitive and in real-time; Interactivity, which 
should be wide, as well as easy and graphically appealing; 
Exploration, which should be efficient and have different levels 
and types of immersion; Information, which should also have 
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different levels and types of contents available; and a strong use 
of visual components and 3D technologies. The final 
multimedia application needs to be easily available through the 
Internet and free of charge. 

As to the implementation cycle, in the first stage, we drew 
up a hierarchical structure - in other words, a contents 
connections graph - in order to organize all the data and answer 
the question “What do we wish to display?”. The second stage 
consisted in “How to display?”. Here, an appropriate graphic 
and interactive design, regarding the available technologies, the 
interface and the multimedia objects to include, proved to be of 
great importance to the user. As accessing the same object 
using different technologies may enrich its interpretation, we 
used a variety of contents transmission, with both visualization 
and interaction techniques and characteristics, specificaly 
suitable for this kind of multimedia approach. So, the next stage 
dealt with the development and assembly of all the multimedia 
objects. The possibility of creating more complex and efficient 
interactivities, either inside or outside VRML, through specific 
programming, was the fourth stage. Transversal to all cycle 
stages, the fifth stage consisted in evaluating and refining the 
prototype, in order to improve, to detect and to resolve eventual 
problems.

3. Multimedia Objects: 3D Modeling and Visualization 
Procedures 

In order to restitute the roman Villa in Rabaçal (Figure 1), we 
used both modern and archive data [Bar01a,b]. These include 
GIS (topographic maps and orthophotos), illustrations, 
drawings, photographs, texts and maps. We were then able to 
create real-time interactive 3D digital models and progressively 
build a structural knowledge of the scene, as well as understand 
the evolution of both the natural and the built landscapes “as it 
could be”, “as it is” and “as it might be”. 

   
Figure 1: The Roman Villa in Rabaçal, ‘in situ’. 

3.1 Terrain 

The digital terrain mesh was previously generated upon 
topographic maps in TNT mips software – for the reason that 
this software had already been acquired –, which proved to be 
somewhat intuitive and hard to work with. In the future, it will 
be interesting to try different software tools, such as ArcGIS or 
AutoCAD Map 3D. Autodesk 3ds Max v7 software proved to 
be very much useful, since it permits to import the DXF terrain 
mesh – and to create its surface (Figures 2, left and centre) It is 
then possible to apply a georeferenced orthophoto of the exact 
area and finally export the whole as a VRML model (Figure 2, 
right).

   
Figure 2: Polygonal mesh (left), 3D terrain model (centre) and 
Terrain with texture map (right). 

Considering that the documents’ weight is of great 
importance in the Internet, the number of polygons of the 
VRML terrain model was reduced until it reached a reasonable 
balance between level of detail and final document weight. 

3.2 Architecture 

As the architecture was mostly based on simple geometrical 
volumes (Figure 3), we decided to program the whole Villa in 
VRML, so that we could have an complete control over the 
weight of the documents before uploading them onto the 
Internet. Despite the large number of architectural volumes 
(i.e., rooms, roofs, columns, frontons, etc.), the Villa’s
document weights less than 70 KB – an insignificant value for 
the Internet. 

     
Figure 3: Architectural drawing (left), ‘As it could be’ drawing 
(centre) and Interactive VRML model (right).

After photographing some of the architectural details 
(Nikon D2X), we used Adobe Photoshop CS v8.0 software to 
edit the volumes textures and compress most of the image 
documents as JPEG (i.e., roofs, walls, doors and wainscots. 
Figure 4, left). Whenever image documents with transparent 
pixels provided greater advantages – in other words, avoided 
modeling through the use of billboards or images with small 
perspective (i.e., tree and windows. Figure 4, right), and 
consequently reduced documents weight – these were then 
compressed as PNG. 

Figure 4: Fragmented wainscot and 2D restitution (left) and 
window (right). 

Texture is an important issue, since it may increase some 
realism to the user – even knowing this is a hypothetical 
restitution. At the end, we managed to reach a reasonable 
texture quality by keeping simple texture documents (i.e.,
wood, stucco, marble, large brick, roof-tile, etc.) weighing 1 
KB to 5KB and the more complex ones (i.e., windows, door, 
wainscots, tree, etc.) weighing between 10 KB and 30 KB. 

We also attempted, whenever possible, to reduce the final 
weight of either VRML documents or textures documents – 
thus, increase computer processing speed – by resorting to 
VRML’s Inlines and Instances. 
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3.3 Artefacts and Ornaments 

Different approaches were used to generate and visualize 3D 
virtual models, for the following main reasons: Generic 
Modeling Softwares, such as Autodesk 3ds Max, permitted us 
to reconstruct artefacts based on existing fragments and 
technical drawings; Image Based Modeling Softwares – which 
include close range photogrammetry, QTVR and Stereoscopy. 
These all allowed us to generate digital reconstructions based 
upon physical artefacts. Hence we were able to preserve most 
of their individual characteristics. 

The resulting models would then either be used to enrich 
the VRML worlds or be inserted in the Context Information 
Area (section 4.2 Context Information Area), as interactive 
models, static images or short animations. 

3.3.1 Generic Modeling Softwares 
In order to reconstruct artefacts from fragments, we used 
Autodesk’s 3ds Max v7 generic modelling software. This has 
already proven useful for this kind of work. To do this, it was 
important to apply the following procedure: first, identify the 
object and type of the fragment in time and in space (Figure 5, 
left); then, fit the fragment with identical and complete 
technical drawing (Figure 5, center); and finally, reconstruct the 
artefact both digitally and in 3D (Figure 5, right). 

Figure 5: Pottery fragment (left), Object and type identification 
(centre) and 3D digital  restitution (right).

In the final stage the models were exported as WRL or as 
MOV,  when the aim was to insert simple interactive models in 
the VRML worlds or to create a more complex animation of the 
scene. 

3.3.2 Close Range Photogrammetry 

Close range photogrammetry is well known in archaeology and 
architecture.

Our initial requirements included  
a) low-cost software,  
b) easy-to-use technology,  
c) reconstructed 3D virtual models with metric data 

available,
d) small-sized and interactive output formats,  

and all these had to be performed by a single person. 
We used D-Sculptor v2.0 (D Vision Works, UK. Figures 6-

8) to generate 3D digital models, with geometric and colour 
data, upon multiple convergent photographs (Nikon D2X) of 
existing artefacts.This allowed the preservation of most of the 
individual characteristics of the physical objects, a later 
enrichment of the VRML worlds – each artifact WRL 
document weighs between 100 KB and 450 KB, depending on 
its complexity and the aimed level of accuracy. 

In this approach, D-Sculptor proved to be more adequate 
than generic modelling softwares to reconstruct 3D virtual 
models upon physical artefacts – with all their individual 
characteristics – because of its photographic recording 
technique, despite its short flexibility. Unfortunately, in terms 
of accuracy it showed limitations which prevented us from 
obtaining certain kinds of important metric data. For example 

the top and bottom of the artifacts or concavities and 
convexities perpendicular to the camera were difficult to 
process.

3D photogrammetric reconstructions can be very time 
consuming, considering that the number of artifacts that need to 
be studied is often very great. The total number of hours 
required to produce virtual collections assumes that an 
experienced person takes, at least, about two and a half hours to 
photograph and reconstruct a 3D model of an artefact. 
Moreover, consideration of their complex geometries may 
require even more time. 

When referring to the digital model’s volume, it is 
important to remember that it is not always true that a larger 
number of polygons translates into a more rigorous object. 
Instead, they may reveal  technical imperfections that can occur 
during photographic recording. This is shown by the vertical 
intersecting lines generated during the process of photo 
stitching (Left figures 6-8).

   
Figure 6: Texture applied to a polygonal mesh with 10000 
(left) and 1250 (right) polygons.

   
Figure 7: Generated polygonal mesh with 10000 (left) and 
1250 (right) polygons. 

   
Figure 8: Smooth Shading applied to a polygonal mesh with 
10000 (left) and 1250 (right) polygons.

Nevertheless, for all that these models have provided 
sufficient level of accuracy in restitutions for scientific 
(archaeological) and higher education use, they proved to be 
good for museums and other cultural and educational 
applications.

3.3.3 QTVR

QTVR (QuickTime Virtual Reality) exports in MOV format, 
simulating 3D visualizations based on images. The initial 
process in other words, the image caption process of The VR 
Worx v1.0 software (VR Toolbox, inc.) is similar to the one 
used in D-Sculptor. However, unlike D-Sculptor’s ability to 
generate 3D virtual models, this kind of software simply 
stitches JPEG images sequentially (Figure 9), simulating 3D 
objects or panoramas. 
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Figure 9: QTVR. 

As output, the point-of-views are limited to the photographs 
that were taken and the exported document cannot be added as 
a truly interactive model into the VRML world. 

3.3.4 Stereoscopy (Anaglyph) 

Since anaglyph stereoscopic red-blue images can offer a high 
level of realism and geometrical information of a specific object 
[Lei94], we used Anaglyph Maker v1.08 freeware software 
(Stereoeye) to generate such images (Figure 10). Here, again, 
the point-of-view is limited to the photographs originally taken. 
Although the resulting image is a single JPEG low weight 
document – thus, visible in any monitor – the user needs to 
wear stereoscopic red-blue glasses – they are cheap and easy-
to-
-do.

Figure 10: Stereoscopy. 

However, the output images may provide certain problems 
such as colour change, loss of brightness and some visual 
weariness after long use of the red-blue glasses. Therefore, 
using of this technology needs careful consideration.  

4. Multimedia Prototype 

When we began developing this prototype, VRML came to our 
attention and seemed to be the ideal because of its real-time 
interactive characteristics over the Internet. 

After developing and assembling most of the multimedia 
objects (Figure 11), the possibility of creating more complex 
and efficient interactivities to enrich the user’s experience, 
seemed to increase the value of this application. 

Figure 11: Real-time interactive world area (top), Context 
information area (bottom) and General links area (right).

Unfortunately, we soon found out that it was no longer 
possible to control VRML nodes externally, since the JVM 
(Java Virtual Machine) has recently been discontinued and this 
was the only way to grant a Java-EAI (External Authoring 

Interface) connection through an API (Application Program 
Interface). Therefore, the interactivity diagram had to be partly 
redesigned.

4.1 Real-time Interactive World Area 

This area consists in a 3D virtual hypothetical restitution of the 
roman Villa in Rabaçal. Here, the user is able to: explore freely 
and in real-time the roman Villa; interact with several artefacts 
placed there; switch between a night and a day version of the 
world, with different characteristics, such as illumination, 
surrounding sounds, objects, actions, etc. (Figures 12-13); turn 
on/off all the button icons that provide links with more 
information about an object or a place, inside the VRML world 
(Figure 14); and also link to the Context Information area. 

Figure 12: Night version. 

Figure 13: Day version and Information icons turned off 
(left) and on (centre). Locality information icon (right top) 
and object information icon (right bottom). 

4.2 Context Information and General Links Area 

In the Context Information area, the user may find specific 
information about the Villa – either through a free search or 
through linking to this area by clicking on several objects and 
buttons available in the Real-time Interactive area. 

Here a variety of button icons indicate that if the user 
wishes he may access different types of contents and 
information (Figure 14): the Zoom button allows him to zoom-
in and out of an image; the 2D button provides photographs, 
illustrations, films and animations about a specific theme and 
the 3D button offers interactive VRML models. If the user has 
stereoscopic red-blue glasses, he may view anaglyph 
stereoscopic images by accessing through the Glasses button. 
The Audio button provides an audio version of each textual 
description; the PDF button allows the user to save a printable 
document of each section’s images and textual descriptions. 
Finally, the Level button indicates the level of information. 

     
Figure 14: Audio (left), video (centre) and print (right). 

Besides the icon buttons, there are also other ways to draw 
the user’s attention: a red square on an image (Figure 15, left) 
indicates a particular detail - moving the mouse over, the detail 
gets enlarged -; a red word in the text shows, on moving the 

V. Moitinho / Th e Roman Villa in Rabaçal Virtual Musem

Figure 13: Day version and Information icons turned off
(left) and on (centre). Locality information icon (right top)
and object information icon (right bottom).

Figure 10: Stereoscopy.

Figure 12: Night version.

Figure 9: QTVR.
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mouse over it, its synonymous and/or a brief explanation 
(Figure 15, right). 

Figure 15: Image (left) and text (right). 

In the General Links Area, the user may access to: time-
lines, a glossary, a site map, the museum’s contacts, how to 
arrive to the physical Museum, in Rabaçal, and archaeological 
site, and links to other sites on the Internet. 

5. Conclusions 

The possibility of extending the classical museum concept to a 
virtual museum, through the development of a real-time 
interactive multimedia application, with a hypothetical 
restitution of an archaeological site, was a most stimulating 
experience for this author. 

In a general way, the strategies and procedures that we used 
are clearly suitable for the development of similar projects. We 
were able to reach our main goals of navigation, exploration, 
available information, strong use of visual components and 3D 
technologies, graphical appeal, easily available through the 
Internet and totally free of charge. As to the issue interaction,, 
some of the initial goals were not reached. This was due to the 
fact that JVM had been discontinued. This forced us to redesign 
extracts of the interactivity diagram. Nevertheless, in order to 
enable the user to control VRML nodes externally and in real-
time, it may be necessary in the future to transfer all VRML 
documents to X3D format and use the SAI (Scene Authoring 
Interface).

After concluding this multimedia prototype, we were able 
to evaluate its entertainment, pedagogic and scientific use 
among a sample of users, with very good results – and 
consequently refute the idea that Cultural Heritage multimedia 
applications are always very expensive to produce. 
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Abstract
The product of a laser scan survey of a building or artefact is a point cloud which defines the geometry of the 
object, and when combined with image data the object edges and material textures can be identified. The point 
cloud survey is useful for visualisation and also as a record of the 3D surfaces of an object. Where conserva-
tion or restoration work is to be carried out on the object conventional orthographic or 3D survey drawings 
are required. Survey drawings can be created by mapping vectors on to the point cloud or textured point 
cloud. This is a complex process as the data size of the point cloud is usually very large; also mapping in 3D 
space onto a point cloud is intricate due to difficulties in locating correct object planes and the detection of 
object edges. These problems have been overcome to a large extent using software platforms and plug inns 
which interface between CAD and point cloud processing software programmes. A method to improve auto-
mation of vector mapping by plotting parametric vector objects on to the point cloud is examined in this pa-
per. This study is based on a laser scan and image-based survey of 17th century classical architecture in Dub-
lin. The parametric objects are created from the geometry of the point cloud correlated with the historic de-
sign principles of classical architecture and then directly mapped on to the point cloud survey. The laser sur-
vey can only record the surface of the object; construction details behind the surface can be detected from his-
toric data, thus producing a full 3D and orthographic vector survey of an object or building. 
Categories and Subject Descriptors J.6 Computer-Aided Engineering, Computer-aided design (CAD)

1. Introduction

The current body of research work concerning advanced 
automated surveying for cultural heritage objects has con-
centrated on the identification of suitable hardware for 
terrestrial laser scanning and digital photogrammetry in 
addition to the required accuracy in the collection and 
processing of data ( [B 2004], [B 2004a], [BDM 2006], 
[BHM 2001] ). As a result, the main output of current re-
search is the accurate 3D modelling of a historic structure 
or artefact. An example of this is the laser scan survey of 
the Cathedral of Saint Pierre de Beauvais carried out by the 
University of Columbia Robotics Lab [A 2003]. The resul-
tant survey data can be interpreted as both 2D and 3D data 
but only contains information concerning the outer fabric 
or the surface of the structure. The textured point cloud 
survey is useful for visualisation and also as a record of the 
3D surfaces of an object. Where conservation or restoration 
work is to be carried out on the object, conventional ortho-
graphic or 3D survey drawings are required. The drawings 
are created by mapping vectors on to the point cloud or 
textured point cloud as detailed in figure 1. This is a com-
plex process as the data size (density of the point cloud) is 
usually very large.  In addition mapping in 3D space onto a 
point cloud is intricate due to difficulties in locating correct 
object planes and the detection of edges which define ob-
jects.

Figure 1: Vector plot of a Laser Scan Survey
A method to improve automation of vector mapping by 
plotting parametric vector objects on to the point cloud is 
examined in this paper. This study is based on a laser scan 
survey of 17th century classical architecture in Dublin. The 
parametric objects are created from the geometry of the 
point cloud correlated with the historic design principles of 
classical architecture and then directly mapped onto the 
point cloud survey. The laser survey can only record the 
surface of the object; construction details behind the sur-
face can be detected from historic data.
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2. Data Collection and Processing 
The survey data was collected using a terrestrial laser scan-
ner combined with digital photo modelling. The terrestrial 
laser scanner used for the surveys was combined with a 
digital camera, which captured corresponding images to the 
scan, appropriate software was later used to combine the 
image and scan data. Digital photo modelling was used 
alongside the laser scanning for independent data collec-
tion.

The initial data set consisting of the point cloud was pre-
processed to register the separate data sets and artefacts 
were removed. A structured 3D model was created by 
meshing the point cloud followed by texturing from the 
image data, this process is illustrated in figure 2. 

Figure 2: Survey data collection and processing. 

3. Parametric Modelling

3.1. Definition 

The basic parameters which describe vector objects are 
shape and volume expressed as coordinates and its orienta-
tion as an angular value. A cube can be defined with only 
two sets of coordinates, one for each of two diagonally 
opposite corners. The definition also requires three angular 
specifications, one to indicate the angle of the base side in 
the x-y plane, one the base angle in the x-z plane, and one 
the base angle in the y-z plane. The specification for the 

materials and colour can accompany the numerical data. 
The cube as a parametric model can then be edited to 
change any or all of its parameters of construction and ori-
entation [C 2005]. Parametric modelling is defined by 
Eastman [E 2006] as 3D or 2D solid object shapes which 
can be described according to parameters some of which 
are user defined and others which relate to position in a 3D 
environment relative to other shape objects. 

3.2. Building Information Modelling

The parametric objects are brought together as building 
components to create or form the entire building, a system 
referred to as Building Information Modelling (BIM).  The 
BIM can automatically create cut sections, details and 
schedules in addition to the orthographic projections and 
3D models (wire frame or textured). The parametric build-
ing objects are not defined singularly but as systems using 
interaction with other objects and their own values (shape, 
texture etc.) within a BIM [E 2006].

In building parametric objects the problem of file format 
and exchange of data has been overcome by ArchiCAD 
(software platform) [A 2007] by using a geometric descrip-
tive language (GDL) which is a basic language. The script-
ing in GDL allows for sharing and editing of the parametric 
objects at different levels. In figure 3 below an example of 
a column with a capital and base is constructed using a 
GDL script [A 2007]. 
.

Figure 3: Example of GDL object and script.

3.3. Plotting Parametric Models from Laser Survey 
Data

Mapping parametric vector objects on to the point cloud 
can overcome the slow task of plotting and locating every 
vector onto the cloud surface. The parametric models can 
also introduce the opportunity to develop detail behind the 
object’s surface concerning its methods of construction and 
material makeup.

Eastman [E 2006] illustrates an example of the paramet-
ric wall, which is defined by its volume (height, width and 
length) and its position in a co-ordinate system relative to 
other objects. The thickness of the wall will depend on its 
composite construction, the materials and techniques that 
make up the walls construction are represented in layers.

 The height and width are dependent on the connection 
of the wall at its ends to other walls or objects. The height 

relates to the connection to its formation level (floors) and 
finishing level (roof) which can be included. Other parame-
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ters are defined by the opening sizes and positions of doors 
and windows. 

Figure 4: Texture point cloud of a brick wall. 

In figure 4 above a section of a textured point cloud of a 
brick wall with an opening is illustrated, the dimensions 
and co-ordinates of the wall and opening are calculated 
using RiScanpro software [R 2006]. The dialogue box 
which calculates the dimensions is shown in A and the 
point cloud is observed in B. These dimensions can then be 
transferred into parametric modelling software, in this case 
ArchiCAD.

Figure 5: Parametric Representation of the Wall.
Figure 5 above illustrates the parametric representation 

of the wall built from the point cloud data as: 
 A – Shows the 3D model and the orthographic plan, ele-

vation and section which is automatically created.
B –Shows a section of the dialogue box which describes 

all of the parameters of the wall and its opening.
The dimensions of the wall (height, width and length) 

and its position in a co-ordinate system were calculated 
using the point cloud in RiScanpro. The thickness of the 
wall and its composite construction were measured sepa-
rately from the laser survey in this case. The materials and 
techniques that make up the walls construction can be de-
termined from image data and the model can also be tex-
tured with the position image data. The opening sizes and 
positions of the windows were also calculated from the 

point cloud and are represented by a separate set of pa-
rameters.

3.4. Plotting Parametric Models from Historic Data 

This research focuses on the recording and analysis of 
historic construction techniques used in post-medieval 
(from 1700 -1830) structures in Ireland.  The arrival of 
classical architectural styles in Ireland in the early 1700s 
marked a change in technology and the beginning of the 
modern construction industry. Before the arrival of classi-
cal architectural styles, the buildings were mainly medieval 
in the form of fortified structures [R 1994]. The style and 
construction of Irish classical architecture which is based 
on fractal like components [C 2006], geometric proportion 
and a limited range of material and texture is an ideal sub-
ject for the building of parametric components.

3.5. Historic Data - Manuscript Sources 

In the 17th and 18th century British architects studied Pal-
ladio's 1570 work Quattro Libri dell' Architettura and other 
renaissance manuscripts which subsequently have greatly 
influenced the architectural designs of the 1700s in Ireland 
and Great Britain. Palladio's principles and documentation 
of classical architecture were further developed by 18th

century architects such as: The Designs of Inigo Jones by 
the William Kent (1727) and A Book of Architecture by 
James Gibbs (1728) [J 1986]. These later publications in-
spired the architectural pattern books which were published 
in the 18th century. The pattern books were based on the 
publications of the British architects mentioned previously 
rather than directly based on Paladio’s work, creating a 
British and colonial Palladian style referred to as Georgian.

Figure 6: Illustration from William Pain’s Pattern Book 
Figure 6 is an example of an illustration from a pattern 

book showing Pain’s 1792 drawing of the Ionic and Doric 
orders [P 1792].  The patterns books contained the historic 
construction techniques used in the 18th century such as: 
geometry and principles of the external and internal struc-
ture and fabric construction; positioning of openings; pro-
portional relationship among the building's elements; and 
classical ornamentation. 

3.6. Creation of Parametric Objects Based on Historic 
Detail

  The following laser scan survey (figure 7) of a classical 
door-case constructed in circa 1730-1740 is taken as an 
example to illustrate the steps involved in parametric plot-
ting of classical detail and proportional geometry.
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Figure 7: Point Cloud of Door-Case 1730

Figure 8: Creating Parametric Objects from Historic 
Data.

Figure 9: Creating Parametric Objects from Historic 
Data.

Initially the vector object A is modelled as a 2D paramet-
ric historic data B as detailed in figure 8. The historic data 
is taken again from William Pain’s pattern book [P 1792].  
The 3D parametric objects A and B (see figure 9) are cre-
ated from the 2D vectors and the descriptive geometry of 
the historic texts, for example the capital and pediment are 
divided into modular components based on the diameter at 
the base of the column according to Palladian rules. The 
sub-component parametric vector objects A and B in figure 

9 above are mapped onto the point cloud (figure 7) to form 
the partially completed object as illustrated in figure 10 
below.

Figure 10: Partially completed plotted parametric objects. 

The component parametric objects A and B (figure 9) 
which contain details of direction, x, y, z co-ordinate values 
and construction components (i.e. the capital, base and 
column can be separated) are modified to suit accurately 
the geometry, scale and rotation of the point cloud survey. 
The parametric objects were constructed using the software 
platform ArchiCAD. If the component objects already exist 
as whole or as primitive objects in a library or data base 
they are edited to match the requirements of the survey, 
otherwise they are built from GDL script as detailed in the 
example in figure 3. As new objects are constructed they 
can be contained within a database or library to be placed 
in the complete model of the building or as components 
within the elements of the building. 
4. Conclusion 

The flow chart in figure 11 details the proposed new 
methodology, this process involves the following stages: 
collection and processing of laser/image survey data; iden-
tifying historic detail from architectural pattern books; 
building of parametric historic components/objects; corre-
lation and mapping of parametric objects onto scan data 
and the final production of engineering survey drawings. 

A

B
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Figure 11: Process flow chart point cloud to full survey 
drawings.

Reverse engineering is the process of capturing an ob-
ject’s physical dimensions, geometry, and material proper-
ties to produce orthographic plans, elevations, and section 
and 3D models [C J 2006]. The object in this case is an 
element of a historic structure, an 18th century door case.

Figure 12: Orthographic and 3D drawings
The object is brought through the design process in the 

opposite direction, from the laser scan survey to the blue-
print, revealing information about the original design and 

construction. The re-engineering process facilitates the 
analysis of the structure’s spatial geometry, construction 
techniques and materials which can then be used for future 
conservation and maintenance planning. An example of the 
product of reverse engineering is illustrated in figure 12, 
the production of 3D vector model of an 18th century clas-
sical door case based on plotting of parametric objects onto 
a point cloud survey. 

The process outlined in Figure 11 must be contained 
within a framework, this framework is proposed as:

A.  A prototype data base of parametric objects based on 
historic data. 

The following steps are proposed for the design of the 
prototype:

1. Identify a sample range of building compo-
nents for historic structures 1700 – 1830 in 
Ireland

2. Identify corresponding historic detail from 
architectural pattern books 

3. Build primitive parametric 2D objects 
4. Identify the construction detail behind the 

surface of the historic structure using his-
toric data 

5. Build library of basic architectural compo-
nents using GDL script  or Boolean opera-
tion

B.  A system for mapping the objects across platforms in 
CAD and laser/image processing software allowing for the 
plotting of the parametric objects onto the point cloud and 
image survey data.

The mapping system proposes the following user interac-
tive stages:

1. Processing image and laser survey data. 
2. Correlating laser and image survey data 

plotting the parametric objects onto the 
point cloud and image survey data. 

3. Modifying parametric objects to fit accu-
rately the geometry, scale and rotation of the 
point cloud survey. 

4. Mapping more complex shapes as textured 
models onto their component parametric ob-
jects.

5. Creating the entire building, a system re-
ferred to as Historic Building Information 
Modelling (HBIM) i.e. full engineering sur-
vey drawings.
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Abstract 
In 1938 the City of Glasgow hosted the last major public event showcasing an Empire that was set to disappear. 
The British Empire Exhibition was the most ambitious pre-war demonstration of a radical new modernist 
architecture that would dominate the British urban landscape in the 1950s and 60s. The Exhibition, 175 acres of 
densely built roadways, pavilions and palaces constructed on parkland, took one year to build and opened to the 
public for six months attracting 13 million visitors. Leading architects of the day, including Sir Thomas Tait and
Basil Spence, created structures that were as spectacular as they were pioneering. With the exception of one 
building, the Exhibition was demolished in 1939. The outbreak of war in September of that year cut short any 
lasting legacy that the Exhibition might otherwise have enjoyed. This AHRC-funded project set out to recreate all 
90 major structures, street furniture, roadways, and topography as truthfully as possible in 3D. While the 
technical method involved in creating 3D models was generally straightforward, the real issue concerned the 
relatively small amount of detailed architectural information that had survived since 1938. While the (dept) has 
considerable experience in the use of 3D laser scanning and photogrammetery, in this instance such approaches 
were inappropriate. Although a number of floor plans and elevation drawings found in architectural journals 
were used, the modelling team primarily relied on an extensive collection of still photography and movie footage 
to assist the modelling process. Crucially, it was recognised that 3D visualisation software allows inaccuracies 
and embellishments easily to be passed off as fact. To preserve the academic rigour of the modelling process and 
the integrity of the original building designs, a specialist group of architects, designers and historians was 
assembled and placed in the modelling loop to assess each building and its virtual representation as work 
progressed. All decisions, whether issues of scale or architectural detail, were either based on drawings, 
photographs or informed by the panel. They were recorded and attached to the model for future reference. 

Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): J.5 [Arts and Humanities]---Architecture; I.3.8 
[Computer Graphics] Applications. 

1. The Empire Exhibition of 1938 

Buildings that no longer exist pose a serious problem in 
attempting to reconstruct them accurately in the form of 3D 
digital models. Setting aside the argument that the every 
day environment and cultural atmosphere that buildings 
exist within is an important element in their historical 
reconstruction, providing a simple but accurate record of 
their physicality alone is demanding enough.  

In the case of buildings that were intended from the 
outset to be of a temporary nature additional problems 
exist. The British Empire Exhibition of 1938 was 
conceived in 1936 as a means of addressing several issues. 
Such an Exhibition extolling the virtues of the Empire was 
considered to be ‘overdue’ as the last one, held at 
Wembley, was in 1924. Unfavourable economic 

circumstances throughout the 1920s and early 30s, and the 
hardship endured across Britain as a result, had militated 
against such a display of imperial pomp. Glasgow, the 
second largest city in Britain at the time, and the centre of a 
vast industrial empire in its own right, was emerging from 
the depression as production and employment began to rise 
again. It seemed an opportune time to place economic 
recovery together with Britain’s previously impressive 
industrial track record in the form of a major event. Thus 
the British Empire Exhibition of 1938 was brought into 
existence as a well funded and elaborately detailed world 
event at which no expense would be spared.  

The architect Sir Thomas Tait, of the London based 
practice Burnett Tait & Lorne, was approached to create 
the master plan and set the architectural themes which were 
to be strikingly modern. Tait had previously been 
responsible for a number of major Government 
commissions in London and the towers for Sydney Harbour 
Bridge. 
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The site chosen to house the Empire Exhibition was the 
175-acre Bellahouston Park to the south and west of 
Glasgow city centre. The typography of this site was at 
once complex but rich in possibility. Dominated by a hill 
approximately in the middle of the park, Tait chose to wrap 
three main avenues and associated buildings around the 
base of the hill while surmounting it with a 100-meter high 
tower, The Tower of Empire. The architectural style 
adopted by Tait was unashamedly modernist with a hint, 
here and there, of art deco, then largely in decline. Tait was 
responsible for some of the largest buildings such as The 
Tower of Empire and The Palace of Engineering. His 
guidelines were interpreted by a cadre of up and coming 
young architects including Basil Spence and Jack Coia. 
Ninety significant buildings were constructed on site plus 
many minor ones. Water, in the form of fountains and 
lakes, was used to spectacular effect as was lighting, 
making extensive use of neon for the first time in the UK. 
Broad avenues and many subsidiary roadways were laid 
out fitted with well-designed street furniture ranging from 
impressive lighting standards to swivel topped pressed-
steel waste bins. The buildings were mostly of temporary 
construction, timber framed, with asbestos sheet and 
plywood panels. A few, such as The Tower of Empire and 
the Palace of Engineering were steel framed and sheet 
metal clad. Only one building was designed to be retained 
on site after the Exhibition closed, The Palace of Art. 

The Exhibition was opened by the King and Queen in 
May 1938. It closed on the last day of October having 
attracted an audience of nearly 13 million people. The 
buildings were sold off and dismantled quickly thereafter 
although a few that had not yet been demolished found a 
use on site during the early years of World War Two. 

In 2005 a successful bid to fund research into the 
Exhibition with the aim of constructing detailed 3D models 
of the Exhibition was submitted to AHRC. The bid was 
largely based around the argument that the legacy of such a 
significant Exhibition, both architectural and national, had 
been extinguished by the start of World War Two less than 
one year after the Exhibition ended. Thus, there had been 
little reflection or debate about the architectural forms that 
would become ubiquitous in the 1950s and 60s. 

The dilemma presented by the award however was to 
ensure that in building digital models where little primary 
information existed, invention and embellishment were 
ruled out. To safeguard the integrity of the project both 
academically and architecturally, an appropriate working 
methodology evolved. 

2. Virtual reconstruction methodology 

Every significant building erected in the UK is subject to a 
bureaucratic process centred around planning application 
and building control compliance. Despite its temporary 
nature, formal architectural procedures were followed in 
building the Exhibition with drawings prepared for 
visualisation, planning and construction purposes.  
However, in the case of the 90 buildings erected for the 
Empire Exhibition, only twelve sets of architectural 
drawings were found during the research phase of this 
project. As architects’ drawings must be considered as the 
primary source of accurate information, this was a major 
setback. 

The dearth of primary source material was partly because 
there was little need to preserve drawings for buildings that 
were no longer there, as much as for accidents, floods, fires 
etc, that befall architects offices and archived collections.  
At the same time, there appears to have been little sense 
that the buildings were pioneering and of great potential 
interest.  

Examination of the surviving architects’ drawings, 
prepared for Dean of Guild submission, revealed a further 
complication – many of the drawings show buildings that 
differ in detail from the ‘as built’ structures evident in 
photographs and cine film.  

Recourse was therefore made to secondary sources, 
principal of which were the drawings reproduced in 
architectural journals at the time, such as Architectural 
Review. Here, small-scale drawings derived from full-scale 
architectural drawings had been prepared for reproduction. 
While possibly dimensionally accurate, they did not show 
details that would make the reconstructed models more 
interesting. This raised the question: what was the 
motivation for the architectural firms to provide drawings 
to the magazine in the first place? Were they given as an 
accurate architectural record of the built structure, or were 
they idealised to promote and market the firm? Either way, 
the integrity of drawings from this source was 
questionable. If the drawings were in the latter category, 
they would obviously not reflect modifications or in situ 
adaptations necessary during actual construction.    

The other source of information was the numerous 
photographs and movies made at the time. One good set of 
colour photographs existed plus an extensive set of official 
black and white photographs that covered much of the 
Exhibition. However, the natural inclination of 
photographers to take the most obvious shots meant that 
the photographs rarely covered rear and side elevations. 
These elevations were often evident only incidentally in 
shots of other buildings.  A good set of aerial photographs 
was obtained from Simmonds Aerofilms Ltd, although they 

showed the Exhibition several months before completion. 
Other publications in the form of scrapbooks were 
published at the time and were useful in providing details 

Figure 1: An accurate Ground Plan, the first stage.
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such as letterforms and other incidental but interesting 
details.  

Cine film shot at the time, some in colour, was made 
available by the Scottish Film Archive while other films 
were contributed by members of the public in response to 
good newspaper coverage of the project. This coverage 
proved to be invaluable as many members of the pubic 
responded with support of various kinds. 

Although the consulting engineers attached to the project 
in 1938, Crouch & Hogg, now Halcrow, were approached, 
they had not retained any relevant information. However, a 
member of the public submitted a large-scale OS based 
ground plan, stamped by Sir Thomas Tait’s office, showing 
the Exhibition as it was six months before completion.  
Although inaccurate in parts, it was sufficiently complete 
to permit a more accurate version to be prepared using 
photographs and the simple ground plan published in the 
Exhibition Handbook. (See Figure 1.) 

This then was the sum total of the graphical information 
available from which to recreate the 1938 Empire 
Exhibition in 3D - hundreds of monochrome and colour 
stills, movie footage, a handful of architectural drawings 
and small-scale plans published in journals. 

2.1. The advisory panel 

Given the lack of architectural drawings, the Advisory 
Panel, identified in the original bid to oversee progress, 
assumed a more immediate importance to the process of 
rebuilding the Exhibition than originally intended.  

This panel comprised two architects, a historian and a 
designer who were well versed in the Exhibition. Principal 
among these was Emeritus Professor Andy McMillan, 
formerly head of the Mackintosh School of Architecture, 
and at the beginning of his professional life, apprenticed to 
one of the Exhibition’s architects, Jack Coia. Professor 
McMillan was thus as close to the mindset of the original 
architects as was possible nearly seventy years later. 

In a role not originally anticipated, this panel viewed 
every 3D model under production requesting updates, 
deletions or corrections to ensure that models were as close 
to the visual reference material and ‘mindset’ as possible 

and that treatments given to hidden elevations were either 
sympathetically worked or not done at all. Each model was 

subjected to this process repeatedly until it was considered 
accurate enough to comply with the project ethos.  

The viewing process was undertaken by using two 
projectors, the first projecting the 3D model and the second 
projecting photographs of the actual building. Setting up 
the 3D model in similar perspective to the photographic 
image assisted accurate estimation to be made. 

In this manner, the 3D models built for the project 
utilised all of the above source material and Advisory Panel 
expertise. It was agreed that where no information was 
available nothing would be invented beyond continuing 
what was obvious in the form of cladding or treatment of 
copes, lintels etc. To make this very clear to subsequent 
researchers, it was agreed that notes would accompany 
each model describing the reference material used to create 
it and pointing to areas where no information was 
available.   

2.2. The modelling software 

In its present state of development, the modelling software 
used to create the buildings of the Empire Exhibition has 
the ability to produce images that look real. This is at once 
very satisfying to behold but potentially misleading where 
there is an absence of primary research material. By its 
very nature, software is ‘absolutist’ in its numerical 
definition of the objects it purports to represent. This too 
can be of concern where no such primary data exists. In 
presenting such a dimensionally and photographically 
perfect world, 3D models can easily be mistaken for reality 
or as an accurate representation of something that no longer 
exists.  

If any sense of academically derived process is to be 
applied under these circumstances, a series of caveats need 
to be written into the modelling process. As software 
applies very precise parameters to every element of a 
model, so too can the assumptions held by modellers be  
transferred knowingly or unknowingly to the models they 
build. The modelling of every building was therefore 
thoroughly documented by the modelling team. They noted 
how their virtual representations were built and whether or 
not they were based on existing drawings, photographs or 
other information. The discussions made by the Advisory 
Panel were also recorded.  

2.3. The modelling team 

The modelling team were all equipped to undertake the 
above task because they were in the process of creating 
what is considered, at this point in time, to be one of the 
most detailed city models yet constructed. This was the 
City of Glasgow Model commissioned in 2005. While this 
model is made from buildings that do exist, the team were 
up to a very high standard in producing very accurate, 
photoreal models.  

3. Model development 

3.1. Site 

The contours of the terrain at Bellahouston Park and the 
placement of all the Exhibition buildings were based on the 
developed pre-1938 site plan. Through our research, it was 
identified that while some of the buildings were not 
indicated on this plan, the location of existing vegetation as 

Figure 2: Projecting real and virtual images side-by-side
for assessment by the Advisory Panel.
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well as the contours of the site were. Bellahouston Park is 
dominated by a hill which thus became a significant 
landscape feature of the Exhibition. This large-scale 
drawing was digitally scanned and imported into 2D CAD 
software. The drawing’s contour lines, roads and pathways 
were traced using series of splines and this was then 
exported into the 3D software to derive a terrain.  

The placement of the trees was based on the original site 
drawing, with smaller scale vegetation located from the 

aerial and other photographs.  

3.2. Environment 

The lighting of the model was based on the Daylight 
system within 3D Studio Max. This allows for a geo-
specific lighting that corresponds to the time and date 
required for the renderings or animations. All of the project 
lighting is based on July 15th, 1938 under a cloud free sky.   
Given the actual conditions of the event, the software does 
allow for exceptionally cloudy or rainy lighting conditions. 

3.3. Architecture 

Of the entire Exhibition only one building, The Palace of 
Art, is currently in existence. This building was 
photographed and physically measured to derive its 3D 
representation. 

Although, as noted, there was a lack of architectural 
drawings to generate the 3D buildings, there was an 
abundance of original photographs collected in advance 
and during the modelling. In total there were over 230 
colour and back and white paper photographs. All of this 
information was digitally scanned and filed according to 
each venue. All but three buildings had clear imagery of 
the front and entry facades. The less photogenic rear 
facades or service entrances were not well documented. 
Occasionally these facades would be picked up incidentally 
but the majority of detailing for these areas was based on 
advice from the expert panel. 

Based on the irregular collection of images and previous 
experience in the development of the Virtual City of 
Glasgow model, it was determined that single image 
photogrammetry was not an appropriate solution for this 
particular project. The layout and proportions were based 

on ortho-rectification in a combination of Adobe 
Photoshop and Autocad.  

Heights and dimensions of buildings that originated from 
photographs were based on a variety of visual cues. 
Standardised panel systems, which were extensively used 
in the Exhibition construction as well as entryway steps, 
provided the modellers with guidance. Unfortunately, the 
virtual representation of a number of buildings was based 
on dimensions derived from people standing in front of 
structures.  

4. Model output 

The output for the project includes print-quality images, 
DVD and web animations and an extensive web site. It was 
determined that the best way to visually describe each 
building was to use a Quicktime 360 degree-like viewing 
system. Every building is rendered as a Flash .swf file 
using F3DV plugin software, enabling an interactive 360-
degree photorealistic view. Each individual file was then 
incorporated into its specific web page.  

In addition to the website, all research materials collected 
during the project as well as the digital resource has been 

placed, for public consumption, in the Interpretation Centre 
at the House for an Art Lover which happens to be located 
in Bellahouston Park, the site of the original 1938 
Exhibition.  

A second and smaller successful application to AHRC 
under the Knowledge Catalyst Scheme has been made 

Figure 3: The 3D model of the 175-acre Exhibition site.

Figure 4: The 3D model of The Tower of Empire.
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which will allow for the commercial exploitation of parts 
of the digital resource.  

5. Conclusion 

While a fully accurate reconstruction of any structure that 
no longer exists is impossible to achieve, the authors 
believe that the procedures utilised in the 3D reconstruction 
of the British Empire Exhibition provide a basis for a 
‘qualified’ level of accuracy. Digital embellishments within 
the structures were eliminated and where judgements were 
made in the absence of fact, notes were attached to the 
model listing actions and assumptions. With continuing 
improvements in software capability and the consequent 
desire to take realism to new levels of user experience, 
attempts to recreate the past, as there surely will be, must 
be approached with enthusiasm and caution in equal 
measure. 

I. Johnston, D. Pritchard / Recreating the 1938 British Empire Exhibition 
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6.
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Figure 7. Livia’s Villa, reconstructed cubiculum in transparency 
on the actual structures.
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Abstract

Noh is a form of classic Japanese musical drama that has been performed since the 14th century. Here we propose
a technique for visualization of Noh gossamer costume. The realistic rendering of Noh gossamer costume can be
achieved by using the bidirectional texture function (BTF) of the gossamer woven fabric, which is acquired from
a rectangular sample. For rendering the Noh gossamer costume at a high speed, we use depth peeling technique
and present two effective improvements using latest programmable graphics processing unit (GPU) to accelerate
the interactive rendering. First, besides fragment shader, we also use geometry shader to perform the z-range
culling operation. Then the unnecessary rasterization of those triangles already selected and rendered can be
avoided. Second, path coherence is exploited in our system to accelerate the process. Our goal is to reuse the
rendering result of the source frame for speeding up the realistic rendering of current frame. Visual artifacts are
kept under control by using an error metric that quantifies the discrepancy between the source and target frame.
The visual error computation is accomplished by GPU. The time complexity of our interactive rendering technique
only relates with the resolution of output window.

Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): I.3.3 [Computer Graphics]: Picture/Image generation
I.3.7 [Computer Graphics]: Three-Dimension Graphics and Realism

1. Introduction

Figure 1: (a) Example of Japanese Noh Gossamer Costume.
(b) Closeup of gossamer textile.

Noh is a classical Japanese performance form which com-
bines elements of dance, drama, music and poetry into one
highly aesthetic stage art. It has been performed since the
14th century and is still popular throughout Japan now. Cur-
rently there exists many ancient Noh costumes. Some pho-
tos of Noh costumes are shown in Figure 1. The oldest sur-

viving Noh garments date from the 15th century during the
reign of the sixth shogun, Yoshimasu (reigned 1440-1473).
For protection reason, these precious culture heritage can not
be exhibited frequently. The aim of our research is to digi-
talize these heritages and provide an interactive and flexible
observation way to the users. We think it will be helpful to
make more and more people become familiar with Japanese
Noh art. There are two problems need to be addressed, how
to represent the surface appearance of the woven fabric and
how to provide interactive walkingthrough.

Fabric’s mesostructure plays an extremely important role
in the reflectance behavior of cloth. According to how the
mesostructure is reconstructed, cloth rendering techniques
can be divided into two types. The first strategy explicitly
models the mesostructure, renders it using different lighting
models and rendering techniques and thus lack generality.
The second category measures the reflectance properties of
a given textile and then uses the result for realistic rendering.
The optical behavior of the yarns and the fabric mesostruc-
ture can be described by the bidirectional texture function
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(BTF), which describes how a planar texture probe changes
its appearance under different illuminating and viewing di-
rections. Considering of the uncertainty of yarn material and
weave of Noh costume, we follow the second technique
which is based on the measured BTF data.

In this paper, we focus on processing the Noh costumes
made by gossamer textile which refers to those with loose
open weave, as shown in Figure 1. The significant inter-
vals between yarns make the gossamer Noh costume highly
transparent. We achieve the interactive transparency render-
ing of Noh gossamer costume by depth peeling technique
[Eve01], which is a simple and robust algorithm for resolv-
ing order-independent transparency rendering on commod-
ity graphics hardware. Depth peeling approach does not re-
quire sorting geometric primitives and can deal with inter-
secting polygons. However, its principal drawback is that a
scene with maximum depth complexity D must be rendered
D times. We enhance our depth peeling based transparency
rendering in two effective ways to allow fast walkingthough.

Most of current depth peeling based algorithms perform
the z-range culling step in fragment shader. Thus the whole
model need to be geometric transformed and rasterized in
each rendering pass.

Making use of the horsepower of geometry shader, the
latest programming component of GPU, we discard the
polygons which have been wholly selected and rendered in
geometry shader to avoid the unnecessary rasterization of
them. Thus each rendering pass except the first one can be
accelerated.

Our system further accelerate the interactive rendering of
Noh gossamer costume by taking advantage of the coherence
between adjacent frames.

In most cases, the appearance of the scene changes lit-
tle from frame to frame when a viewer navigates through
the virtual environment. We exploit this path coherence by
caching one frame for possible reuse in many subsequent
frames. The depth images representing different layers of the
source frame are warped to current frame and then resorted
to get correct transparency under current viewpoint.

Through this way, the complexity of our interactive ren-
dering algorithm only relates with the resolution of the out-
put window. Considering of the big number of polygons
needed to describe various details of cloth (drape, crease
etc.) and the possible several transparent objects in the scene,
our interactive rendering efficiency can be improved through
making use of the path coherence. The interactivity of our vi-
sualization system is also guaranteed by executing the depth
image warping operation on GPU. No retrieval from GPU to
CPU is necessary.

An error metric that quantifies the discrepancy between
the appearance of the cached depth images and original ge-
ometry is used to determine whether the warped depth im-
ages are likely to provide an adequate approximation of cur-

rent frame. The error is calculated for each fragment and
also accomplished by GPU. We use occlusion query [Cra02]
to know the number of fragments whose error for current
frame is larger than some user specified threshold. When
there are too many ’fault’ fragments (also indicated by some
user defined number), the next frame is rendered by the orig-
inal geometry and exactly BTF mapping and cached as the
new source frame.

The difference between our accelerated interactive visu-
alization technique and other depth image based rendering
(DIBR) algorithm such as LDI [SGwHS98] is that our ap-
proach does not require a pre-sampling stage while it is nec-
essary for most other DIBR systems. Most DIBR systems do
not use scene geometry during interactive rendering no mat-
ter whether it is available or not. However, our system reuse
the scene geometry when the cached data cannot meet the
requirement of rendering current frame.

The main contribution of our approach is as follows:

• Propose an system of digitalization and interactive visual-
ization of the culture heritage, Japanese ancient Noh gos-
samer costumes.

• Successful accelerate depth peeling algorithm for order-
independent transparency rendering by getting rid of the
rasterization of those polygons have already been wholly
selected in the previous rendering passes. To our knowl-
edge, other depth peeling approaches haven’t included
this effective step.

• Gain an satisfied speedup of walkingthrough by success-
ful combination of geometry-based and image-based ren-
dering. The switch between the two rendering strategies
is flexibly controlled by the per frame error calculated on
GPU. No pre-computation is needed.

2. Related work

2.1. Visualization of woven cloth

Modeling and rendering of textiles and clothing keep be-
ing an active research area in computer graphics because
of their widespread presence in our daily life. Generally
speaking, cloth can be divided into two types, knitwear
and woven cloth. Rendering of knitwear focus on cap-
ture the fluffy nature of wool and the resulting self-
shadowing due to the volume occupied by thick woolen yarn
[GRS95, DLHS01, CLZ∗03]. For woven cloth, the complex
weave patterns needs special representation and creation
techniques. [AMTF03b, AMTF03a] addresses the problem
of visualizing arbitrary complex weave patterns. [SSK03]
achieve the efficient and realistic visualization of cloth by
using BTF. Instead of fitting some BRDF model, [SSK03]
interactively renders cloth by using a principal component
analysis of the captured BTF data. Our system adopts the
same strategy for reproducing surface appearance of Noh
costume. We also resolve the transparency rendering of
cloth, which hasn’t been addressed by [SSK03].
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2.2. Transparency rendering

The major challenge for rendering transparency is that, to
achieve the correct compositing effect, the entire model
needs to be resorted whenever the view point or scene
geometry changes. On the contrary, only the front-most
parts influence the rendering of opaque objects, which is
a minimum-finding problem. Sorting is an time consuming
and tedious step especially for complex scene and constantly
deforming objects.

There exists a variety of techniques that exploits the mas-
sive computation power of the z-buffer graphics hardware to
implement the crucial sorting task for transparency render-
ing.

Depth peeling [Mam89, Eve01] is the most widely used
one due to its simplicity and robustness. The technique re-
quires O(N) rendering passes to render order-independent
transparency with depth complexity N. The total time com-
plexity is O(N2) as each render pass requires passing down
all transparent geometry. [WGER05] improves the time
complexity of depth peeling from quadratic to linear, but
requires the application to sort objects into depth batches.
[LWX06] proposes an acceleration by peeling multiple lay-
ers simultaneously per rendering pass via multiple rendering
target (MRT) technique and read-modify-write (RMW) op-
erations, which is similar with [BCL∗07]’s k-Buffer. Other
improvements, such as [Wit01, AMN03], lack generality as
they require features not available in current generation com-
modity graphics hardware. Exploiting the power of latest ge-
ometry shader, we propose another effective enhancement of
depth peeling technique without any hardware modification
requirement. Our improvement of depth peeling can be eas-
ily integrated into other depth peeling based method.

2.3. Coherence in computer graphics

Coherence is based on the principle of locality, whereby
"nearby" things do have the same or similar characteris-
tics. Coherence properties have been exploited in a variety
of different methods and techniques [Grö92,HZ81,SLS∗96,
Mar99, BWPP04, IH05]. [SLS∗96] exploits path coherence
to accelerate walkthroughs of geometrically complex scenes.
In the course of a walkthrough, images recently used are
cached for reuse in subsequent frames. The visual artifacts
are controlled by an error metric. The basic idea behind
our acceleration method for walkingthough is similar with
[SLS∗96]. However, instead of estimating the error in object
space as in [SLS∗96], our system qualifies the discrepancy
by directly evaluating the rendered image by using the horse-
power of GPU.

3. Measurement

We carried out the measurements using Optical Gyro Mea-
suring Machine (OGM). As shown in Figure 2, OGM in-

cludes a four-axis motion device that can position a cam-
era and a light source independently anywhere on the hemi-
sphere under computer control. The measuring and post-
processing step of the BTF data of gossamer textile is similar
with [SSK03]. Please refer to [SSK03] for the details. The
only difference is that the textile needs to be separated from
the background in all the captured images. By using black
background, most of the separation work can be automati-
cally accomplished by comparing each pixel’s RGB value
with some threshold.

Figure 2: (a) OGM. (b) Illustration of OGM’s motion device.

4. Transparency rendering

As mentioned earlier, our solution to order independent
transparency rendering of gossamer Noh costume is based
on the depth peeling technique. For clarity, we first give a
brief introduction of the classical depth peeling approach
and then describe our effective improvements using geom-
etry shader.

4.1. Brief Review of Depth Peeling

Depth peeling, described in general by Mammen [Mam89]
and for GPUs by Everitt [Eve01], solves order independent
transparency on the GPU by multi-pass rendering. Within
ith pass the ith layer (nearest to the eye) is selected and
rendered. The layers-so-far buffer is maintained to accu-
mulate the transparent layers already rendered. Besides the
ordinary z-buffering, each pass performs an additional z-
range culling, which only accepts fragments that are behind
the corresponding z in the layers-so-far buffer, in fragment
shader. The peeling process stops until no more transparent
fragments are rendered (this can be determined by occlusion
query [Cra02]).

The principle drawback of depth peeling is that the al-
gorithm needs O(N) rendering passes where N is the layer
number of transparent fragments in the scene. Each pass re-
quires a complete geometric transformation and rasterization
of all transparent polygons. Some scenes, such as particle
systems for smoke, require O(N2) rendering time, where N
is the number of primitives and can be very huge.
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4.2. Z-range culling in geometry shader

Most of the existing depth peeling methods perform the z-
range culling operation and discard fragments in fragment
shader. Then those geometric primitives have already been
wholly selected and rendered also need to be transformed
and rasterized in the remaining rendering passes, which is
meaningless and should be avoided. However, before the ge-
ometry shader is available, it is almost impossible to do z-
range culling operation in vertex shader as one polygon can
fall into several layers and usually each vertex shader can not
fetch the information of the corresponding vertex.

Figure 3: Picture from DirectX 10 documentation that rep-
resents the graphic pipeline.

Nvidia opened geometry shader at November, 2006. Ge-
ometry shader stage take place between vertex shader and
viewport clipping stage, as shown in Figure 3. It operates
on the assembled primitives transformed by vertex shader
and can emit zero or more primitives, which are rasterized
and ultimately passed to pixel shader. Thus we can per-
form another z-range culling in geometry shader and forbid
those polygons whose vertices are all before the correspond-
ing z in the layers-so-far buffer to be passed to the view-
port clipping stage. Those unnecessary rasterization can be
avoided in this way. Our effective enhancement does not
require any hardware modifications and can be integrated
into other acceleration techniques of depth peeling such as
[WGER05, LWX06].

5. Interactive visualization

As a viewer follows a continuous path through a virtual
environment, there is typically considerable coherence be-

tween successive frames. Thus we are activated to exploit
this coherence to accelerate the interactive rendering of gos-
samer Noh costume. Our system caches the depth images
representing various layers rendered in one frame and uses
them to render several subsequent frames. Instead of simply
reusing the same images, we warp the cached depth images
to current view point.

5.1. Depth image warping on GPU

Depth image warping, one of the key techniques of Image-
Based rendering (IBR), transforms the pixels of the source
image to the target image by using some 3D warping equa-
tion. The most widely used 3D warping equation is devel-
oped by McMillan and Bishop [MB95, McM97]. McMillan
and Bishop emphasized a non-Euclidean formulation of 3D
warping, which is useful for warping images acquired with
unknown or poorly-known camera calibration [Mar99]. And
their equation doesn’t compute the target pixel depth explic-
itly. However, our interactive rendering system can easily
fetch the "camera" parameters and needs the warped depth
to get the correct transparency of the target frame.

As shown in Figure 5, for a given target viewpoint, the 3D
warping can be divided into two steps, first reverse project
the source image to 3D object space and then re-project them
to the target window space. OpenGL/Direct3D, the premier
environments for developing interactive graphics applica-
tions, perform the similar procedure when rendering 3D ob-
jects. Thus, same as [JBtW04], we adopt another 3D warp-
ing equation which is accordant with the rendering pipeline
of OpenGL/Direct3D. The vertex transformation in render-
ing pipeline is shown in Figure 5.

Figure 4: The vertex transformation in rendering pipeline.

Suppose Pob ject = [xo,yo,zo,1]T , we have

Peye = [xe,ye,ze,1]T = Mmodel−view ×Pob ject (1)

Pclip = [xc,yc,zc,wc]
T = Mpro ject ×Peye (2)

Pndc = [xndc,yndc,zndc,1]T = Pclip/wc (3)

(-1≤ xndc,yndc,zndc ≤1)
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Pwin = [xw,yw,zw,1]T = Mviewport ×Pndc (4)

Suppose the window width and height are W and H pixels
respectively, 0≤ xwin ≤ W , 0≤ ywin ≤ H and 0≤ zwin ≤ 1.
Smaller z means nearer to the viewpoint.

Combine equation 1 → 4, we can get the transform equa-
tion from object space to window space

Pwin = MA ×Pob ject (5)

MA = 1/wc ×Mviewport ×Mpro jection ×Mmodel−view (6)

The 3D warping equation can be written as

Pdwin = MwarpingPswin (7)

Mwarping = MtAM−1
sA (8)

Figure 5: The 3D warping equation accordant with the ren-
dering pipeline.

By using equation 8, each pixel can perform its 3D warp-
ing independently and efficiently on GPU although the com-
putation seems complex. And all the necessary parameters
can be easily fetched through some 3D API. We use a ver-
tex shader to perform this step as a vertex shader enables
user to freely define the transformation matrix of vertices.
After all the depth images are warped, a fragment shader re-
sort and then blend the resultant depth images. Through this
way the complexity for getting correct transparency render-
ing changes from N2 to n2, where N is the number of poly-
gons of the scene geometry and n is the window resolution.

5.2. Error Metric

As described above, our system warps every pixel in a ge-
ometrically correct manner as we use images with per-pixel
depth (depth images). However, the mapping between source
and target depth image pixels is not one to one.

• Folds : As shown in Figure 6 (a). Pt and Qt should be
blended according to their depth. However, there is writ-
ing crash problem when we do 3D warping by vertex
shader, the correct blending can not be guaranteed in this
case.

• Holes : As shown in Figure 6 (b) and (c). Holes can be
filled by rasterization. However, it will decrease the image
quality.

Thus we need an error metric, which, given source and tar-
get view point and source depth images, quantifies the differ-
ence between the appearance by warping depth images and
rendering the actual geometry. If the difference is smaller
than some user-specified threshold ε, the approximation is
deemed acceptable. An important requirement for an accept-
able error metric is that it must be suitable for parallel com-
putation as we want to perform all the computation on GPU.

Our error metric is

Err =
i=D

∑
i=1

|Nti −Nsi|+max(
∣
∣
∣
−−−→
PtiQti

∣
∣
∣−

∣
∣
∣
−−−→
PsiQsi

∣
∣
∣) (9)

+max(
∣
∣−−→PtiEt

∣
∣− ∣

∣−−→PsiEs
∣
∣)+max(

∣
∣−−→PtiPsi

∣
∣)

where D is the number of layers, s means the source frame
and t means the target frame.

•
i=D
∑

i=1
|Nti −Nsi|. Nsi and Nti are the numbers of non-empty

pixels in depth image i, i.e. layer i, of source and target
frame respectively.
This item is used to qualify folds. Nsi and Nti are fetched
by occlusion query, which is also the necessary step of
classical depth peeling.

• max(
∣
∣
∣
−−−→
PtiQti

∣
∣
∣−

∣
∣
∣
−−−→
PsiQsi

∣
∣
∣). Psi and Qsi are any pair of adja-

cent non-empty fragments in the same depth image i of
source frame. Pti and Qti are in target frame.
This item measures the distance of two adjacent fragments

after 3D warping. We use it to quality the holes.
∣
∣
∣
−−−→
PsiQsi

∣
∣
∣

always equals to 1 (pixel).
∣
∣
∣
−−−→
PtiQti

∣
∣
∣ needs to be evaluated

in geometry shader as it needs the information of at least
two pixels. We use a geometry shader in the rendering
pass which performs depth image warping to calculate
this item.

• max(
∣
∣−−→PtiEt

∣
∣− ∣

∣−−→PsiEs
∣
∣). Es and Et are the source and target

view points respectively.
This item measures change of the distance between the
depth image pixel and the viewpoint. We adopt this item
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Figure 6: The mapping between source and target depth image pixels is not one to one.

to estimate whether there are some parts not fallen into the
view frustum of the source view point visible to the target
view point.

∣
∣−−→PsiEs

∣
∣ is calculated by a fragment shader dur-

ing rendering the source frame and stored into a texture.
∣
∣−−→PtiEt

∣
∣ and

∣
∣−−→PtiEt

∣
∣− ∣

∣−−→PsiEs
∣
∣ are calculated in the vertex

shader performing 3D warping.
• max(

∣
∣−−→PtiPsi

∣
∣).

This item is designed to qualify the error of BTF texture
mapping. When the window space coordinates of a ver-
tex doesn’t change much in source and current frame, we
avoid texture mapping operation for current frame. This
item can also be calculated in the vertex shader perform-
ing 3D warping.

As it is hard to perform on-the-fly operations such as sum
or maximum on GPU, we translate max operation in equa-
tion 9 to comparison operation, i.e. comparing the corre-
sponding value to some user-defined threshold for each item,
and discard the primitives fail to pass the test. Then the result
of equation 9 can be returned to our system through occlu-
sion query.

When the warping result of cached depth images cannot
guarantee the rendering quality of current frame, we use the
scene geometry and BTF data to render the current frame.
Most DIBR system prepares source depth images in pre-
computation stage and do not use scene geometry during in-
teractive walkingthrough. We choose to re-render the scene
using the original geometry when necessary because the pre-
computation stage can be omitted and new objects can be
added to our scene during interactive walkthrough.

6. Experimental Result

We have done some experiments to evaluate our approach.
The results were obtained under Windows XP Service Pack
2 on a 2.80GHz Pentimue, 2GB RAM machine. Our graph-
ics accelerator is Nvidia GeForce 8600 GT with 256MB on-
board memory. The Noh costume model we used is scanned

by VIVID 910 and the Noh costume belongs to the Tsub-
ouchi Memorial THEATRE MUSEUM, Waseda University,
Japan. The model includes 76,212 vertices, 150,013 trian-
gles and 4 layers in most cases. Figure 7 shows the visual re-
sult of our system, rendered at a 512×512 resolution. Com-
paring with the traditional interactive visualization method,
i.e. update each frame with depth peeling and re-generating
view-dependent texture mapping our accelerated method can
gain a acceleration of 40%. The frame rate can be improved
from around 8 FPS to almost 12 FPS. We set the threshold
of (

∣
∣
∣
−−−→
PtiQti

∣
∣
∣−

∣
∣
∣
−−−→
PsiQsi

∣
∣
∣), (

∣
∣−−→PtiEt

∣
∣− ∣

∣−−→PsiEs
∣
∣), and (

∣
∣−−→PtiPsi

∣
∣) as

4 pixels, 0.2 • ∣
∣−−→PsiEs

∣
∣, and (0.1 • ∣

∣−−→PtiPsi
∣
∣) respectively. The

primitives which can not pass any of the last three items of
comparison of Equation 9 is discarded. Then the result of

9 can be evaluated by
i=D
∑

i=1
|Nti −Nsi| where Nti is known by

occlusion query. Our system will render the next frame by

traditional method if
i=D
∑

i=1
|Nti −Nsi| < 0.1

i=D
∑

i=1
Nsi

7. Conclusion

We have presented a system for interactive visualizing the
precious ancient Japanese Noh gossamer costume. Our sys-
tem use the bidirectional texture function (BTF) acquired by
OGM and depth peeling technique to achieve the realistic
transparency rendering of Japanese Noh gossamer costume.
We also adopt two effective acceleration method in our sys-
tem to guarantee the interactive walkthrough.

• Do the z-range culling operation in both geometry and
fragment shader. The un-necessary rasterization of those
already wholly peeled polygons can be avoided.

• Making use of the coherence between adjacent frames,
cache the result of one frame and reconstruct the next sev-
eral frames using the cached data. Suppose scene geom-
etry has N polygons and the output window has n reso-
lution. Comparing with the traditional rendering method,
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Figure 7: Interactive rendering result of our system.

the time complexity of our interactive rendering scheme
changes from N2 to n2 and has no relationship with the
input complexity. Note that N > n in most cases.

We only consider the transparency of gossamer textile
in this paper. In the future we will concentrate on how to
achieve efficient translucency rendering.
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for Mobile AR
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Abstract
iTACITUS is a sixth framework programme project and aims to privide a mobile cultural heritage information system for

the individual. By combining itinerary planning, navigation and rich content on-site information, based upon a dispersed
repository of historical and cultural resources it enables a complete information system and media experience for historical
interested travellers.

This paper covers the development of a “Mobile Augmented Reality (AR) Guide Framework” for Cultural Heritage (CH)
sites. The framework delivers advanced markerless tracking on mobile computers as well as new interaction paradigms in
AR featuring touch and motion capabilities. In addition to visual components like annotated landscapes and superimposed
environments the framework will feature a reactive accoustic AR module.

The markerless tracking is based on optical flow. Only pure camera rotation is estimated, assuming the user is staying in
place. The system is capable of running at real-time frame rates on mobile computers which allows for wide range of
applications both indoors and outdoors.

The visual AR application gives users the ability to explore the digital information about the site in a very straight way. By
holding a mobile computer in front of a point of interest the user immediately gets further information as AR overlay on the
screen. This effect appears like looking through the mobile computer's display and seeing the real world enhanced with
virtual objects or information. Virtual Objects are reacting on the user's position. Direct interaction with the virtual objects is
possible for example by touching the display or shaking the mobile computer.

Spatial accoustic AR transports a place's original ambience. While walking through a room the user gets an accoustic
impression about how the place has been before, about people and their activities by listening to the conversations and the
environment sounds. Due to the 3D position of the sound the user will create himself an spatial image of the situation.

CR Categories and Subject Descriptors: I.3.1 [Input Devices]: Motion Detection, Touch Screen; I.3.6 [Interaction
Techniques]: Motion Interaction, Touch Interaction; I.3.7 [Three-Dimensional Graphics and Realism]: Annotated Landscape,
Superimposed Environments; I.3.8 [Applications]: Mobile AR Framework for CH Site

1. Introduction

iTACITUS is a sixth framework programme project and
aims to provide a bespoke cultural experience for the
individual, based upon a dispersed repository of historical
and cultural resources, enabling both location-based and
location-independent services.  The services developed will
include audiovisual, Augmented Reality (AR) and
organisational components, and will be delivered in a
flexible and timely fashion.

iTACITUS investigates new methods of exploring
cultural heritage sites with mobile computers. Using
emerging technologies, iTACITUS aims to provide the
mobile user with the most complete Augmented Reality
experience possible, allowing dynamic, user-directed walk-
throughs of the historical place of interest on their mobile
computer. These advanced features are combined with
itinerary planning, navigation and on-site information into

a full featured cultural heritage guide based on open
standards and public information.

Our part in the project is the development of a Mobile
Augmented Reality Guide - an easy to use and flexible
information system for retrieving information on-site based
on advanced novel interaction and tracking paradigms.

With Augmented Reality we are entering a complete new
way of visualization in spatial environments. Visualization
in AR is no longer a projection on separate flat surfaces
like monitors, PDAs or projection screens, but places
context sensitive digital data into the real world and thus
creates annotated landscapes and superimposed
environments. Like placing signs and markers in cities and
on roads one is able to place information right on the spot
where it affects. Further more these digital signs are able to
react to external influences like changing data sources or
user interactions. The mobile computer's display becomes a
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filter screen that reveals hidden information by looking
through it. In addition to the visual module a spacial
acoustic Augmented Reality module recreates acoustic
scenes and moods of places in the past. This is a big step
but also a challenge for designing user interfaces and
visualizing information.

These features are working at speacially prepared spots
at Cultural Heritage Sites. These areas will be visually
accentuated and will automatically trigger the mobile
computer to give the user feedback as soon as he enters the
prepared area.

There have been several approaches of developing mobile
information systems for cultural heritage sites in the past.
Early projects had to fight with technology and hardware
restrictions. Like one of the well known early projects
Archeoguide [VIK*02] where ancient greek architecture
and ancient Olympic sports events were displayed as visual
overlays through a head mounted display direct at the site
(Figure 1). Large and heavy bagbacks with high technology
gear, large GPS antennas and heavy uncomfortable head
mounted displays were needed in order to reach the goal of
positioning the user at the site and displaying context
sensitive information on the spot. Others tried it with small
and mobile PDAs had to struggle with low computing
power, short battery life and the need for developing
custom software.

These projects were milestones in mobile cultural
heritage visualization via Augmented Reality but never
reached a product stadium due to the technical restrictions,
the cost of the hardware setup per user at that time and thus
the logistics needed at cultural heritage sites for
distributing and maintaining the complicated hardware. But
the success of these applications was only a matter of time:
increasing computer power, affordable standard devices
(i.e. ultra mobile computers) with a long battery life and
the development of advanced markerless tracking
algorithms.

Figure 1: 2002 - Archeoguide Application Scenario

With a new generation of mobile computers like the
UMPC and its successors the ultra mobile computers Sony
UX and OQO the goal of mobile Augmented Reality at
cultural heritage sites finally seems to become achievable
from the hardware side. These devices feature standard
operation systems like Linux (x86) or Windows (x86) and
thus do not need separate development like on embedded
hardware like PDAs with Windows Mobile Operation
Systems. But these devices will only fill the gap between
todays mobile computers and full featured mobile phones
in the future which everyone will carry around and thus
will be the ideal platform for mobile Augmented Reality.

Industrial Augmented Reality applications like digital
manuals or CAD verification are often playing in a well
known area or in a prepared environment. Unlike at
Cultural Heritage sites it is normally not possible to change
the environment in order to prepare the area for user
tracking. There are comprehensible restrictions for
changing the site's appearance by adding visual prominent
elements like markers or flashing devices. Furthermore in
most cases the area is too large and the budgets too small to
install ultrasonic or magnetic tracking systems. These are
powerful arguments for a markerless visual tracking
method for Augmented Reality on cultural heritage sites. It
is the only solution that is completely independent from
artificial elements in the environment and thus fits the
needs and restrictions of cultural heritage sites.

The technology we are developing in order to create a
seamless Augmented Reality experience on mobile
computers is a markerless tracking based on optical flow: A
"Visual Feature Tracking Compass". Point features are
tracked using the well-known Kanade-Lucas-Tomasi
Tracker (KLT). Only pure camera orientation is estimated,
assuming the user is staying in place.

The visualization is based on open standards (X3D). Not
only to guarantee seamless integration of existing media
like 3D reconstructed architecture. But also to design the
applications with the long term availability and usability
for digital archives in mind.

2. Project Overview

iTACITUS aims to provide a bespoke cultural
experience for the individual, based upon a dispersed
repository of historical and cultural resources, enabling
both location-based and location-independent services. The
services developed will include audiovisual, VR and
organizational components, and will be delivered in a
flexible and timely fashion.

iTACITUS will investigate new methods of representing
historical sites virtually. Using emerging technologies,
iTACITUS aims to provide the mobile user with the most
complete AR and VR experience possible, allowing
dynamic, user-directed walk-throughs of the virtual place
of interest on their mobile computer.

iTACITUS will allow the customization of personalized
walking and public transport tours in urban areas. A tourist
will initially have an interactive session with iTACITUS,
during which an itinerary is designed on the basis of the
expressed interests and preferences, including the relevant
public transport information and walking directions. Once
the tour has been created the tourist will be guided through
the areas of interest whilst relevant information will be
presented by iTACITUS on the user's mobile computer at
the appropriate points. iTACITUS will prompt the user
should they fall behind schedule or wish to spend more
time at a particular attraction, and shall be flexible enough
to allow for replanning of the itinerary at any point.

iTACITUS will develop a system that local authorities
will be able to employ to encourage cultural tourism.
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The European project partners feature a broad range of
knowledge and experience in the area of navigation,
transportation and cultural heritage: British Maritime
Technology (BMT, United Kingdom), TXT e-Solutions
(Italy), Fraunhofer Institute for Computer Graphics (IGD,
Germany), National Technical University of Athens
(NTUA, Greece), Hampshire County Council (HCC,
United Kingdom), Centro Studi sui Sistemi di Trasporto
S.p.A. (CSST, Italy).

3. Scenarios / Situations at Cultural Heritage Sites

In order to evaluate the project's applications we have
chosen two Cultural Heritage sites that will use iTACITUS
software from January 2008 on: Winchester Castle in
Hampshire County, Great Britain and Reggia Venaria Viale
near Turin in Italy (Figure 2).

Figure 2: Winchester Castle and Reggia Venaria Viale

The typical scenario will look like this: A visitor
equipped with a personal or a rental mobile computer
enters the cultural heritage site. The site features
completely recreated buildings and artifacts but also some
partly recreated buildings and ruins. He walks around and
reads some public available websites or listens to a podcast
about the site on his mobile computer until he reaches a
marked spot on the site where he immediately gets a signal
about a point of interest (vibration, sound, visual alert) by
his mobile computer. Looking on the screen he recognizes
that the iTACITUS software switched from the browser
based information mode into full screen Augmented
Reality mode. The video of the computer's camera on the
front is displayed in real time on the screen. It seems like it
is possible to look through the display.

While moving the UMPC around and looking through
the display the visitor recognizes elements on the screen
that are not existing in the real surrounding. They seem to
stick on certain objects in the real world. These elements
are virtual information overlays in the form of icons
describing the hidden content. As soon as the user is
focusing on an overlay above one of the statues in the area,
deeper information about the underlying object pops up.
The information consists of images showing the original
appearance of the statue and a short readable text. At this
stage the information overlay and the camera image can be
"freezed" in order to concentrate on the content. The
information overlay disappears when the user moves the
computer away.

In front of a ruin the computer again tells the visitor
about available information. Again the display shows the
camera image. While looking through the display and
moving it over the ruin the visitor recognizes the difference

between the real surrounding and the image on the screen.
On the screen the ruin appears in its original appearance.
All the broken statues are standing again on the pillars in
front of the building. In its center water is running from a
small fountain.

In order to create this imagination photo realistic 3D
models of the former building and the statues are mapped
on the real objects.

While walking through a long hall inside a building the
computer again remembers the visitor about available
information. This time the display does not show the video
image. Instead of visual overlays the visitor hears virtual
sounds that are located in the area. The sounds are
changing their intensity as he walks around in the hall. He
listens to conversations between invisible people from the
past. Doors and the floor are creaking from different
directions. As soon as the visitor leaves the room the
sounds are disappearing.

4. Interaction Paradigms

During the last years some interesting interaction
paradigms digged up the computer games industry.
Intuitive interactions like touching, moving, tilting, shaking
have been around for years and used in many experimental
applications. Nintendo put these features in affordable
hardware and created exciting and simple applications
around it and thus established a new era of computer
games. The Nintendo DS handheld gaming console with its
touch screen interface and the Nintendo Wii with its motion
sensitive “WiiMote” controller are outselling their
competitors.

In iTACITUS' Augmented Reality module we are
adapting and improving these successful and now well
known interaction paradigms bringing them to another
level with Augmented Reality. People using the application
at cultural heritage sites will simply know how to interact
with digital overlays out of the box without an additional
learning process because they already have done it before
at home. Furthermore we are introducing a spacial acoustic
augmented reality mode that recreates an interactive sound
simulation of scenes from the past.

4.1 Visual Augmented Reality Application

The visual Augmented Reality application gives users
the ability to explore the digital information about the site
in a very straight way. By holding a mobile computer in
front of a point of interest the user immediately gets further
information as an Augmented Reality overlay on the
screen. This effect appears like looking through the mobile
computer's display and seeing the real world enhanced with
virtual objects or information.

Within the cultural heritage site several spots are
prepared for this application. The user will recognize these
visually marked areas. Once he arrives at the spot he will
get a message from the system and the iTACITUS
application switches from the browser based information
mode into Augmented Reality full screen mode. From here
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on the visitor is enabled to explore the area around him
with his mobile computer.

On the display of the mobile computer the user sees a
live video from the camera on the front. It seems that he
can look through the device's screen. He moves the
computer around until a virtual overlay appears (Figure 3).
These overlays are divided into two visual categories. On
the one side there are objects that fit into the scene like
recreated paintings, statues or architecture. On the other
side there are abstract context sensitive information
overlays showing images, texts and videos about that spot.
The most simple overlays will reveal detailed information
on the screen as soon as the user stops and focuses the
overlay. The information automatically disappears when
the user moves on and explores other parts of the area. The
selection task works simply by focusing on an object and
does not need an additional action like clicking or pressing
buttons on the device. Therefore no learning and
introduction process is needed in order to show the user
how to reveal the underlying information. The first time he
rolls over an information layer all questions about how to
use the application will be answered.

Figure 3: See through AR with UMPC

Other more advanced overlays are demanding more
interaction by the user in order to create a much more
fetching story by interacting with the environment itself.
This is achieved by using the mobile computers touch
sensitive screen and the motion determination of the
“Visual Feature Tracking Compass”.

Touch interaction enables a direct physical interaction
with the virtual object in the scene. This interaction starts
with a simple tip for its activation. Like tipping on a real
person's shoulder for starting a conversation this activation
starts for example a conversation with a virtual character
like a virtual tour guide or presses a button on a wooden
chest and opens its lid.

Another feature is the rubbing and shaking effect. It
enables the user to rub hidden information free like
removing dirt from an archaeological artifact with a brush
or shaking it until the dirt falls off. By moving with the
finger fast over the overlay more and more of the digital
dust withdraws and exposes the underlying information. In

a variation this rubbing effect becomes a tickling effect
when a virtual character tries to hide information.

The well known drag and drop interaction works in this
Augmented Reality environment exactly like it works on
our computer desktop. Thus applications using this feature
are obvious. Putting one virtual object onto another
activates a certain task defined by the second object and
articulated by its appearance. This feature enables
possibilities to pick up virtual objects like keys, take them
with you and use them in another place for opening doors
and chests. Also games about solving puzzles by sorting
objects in a certain way are possible.

Figure 4: Interaction via motion determination

While touching the display and thus interacting with
virtual objects acts as a direct interaction, motion
determination and its effects works as indirect
manipulation of the scene. Several unique gestures can be
detected via motion determination by the “Visual Feature
Tracking Compass” and are implemented in the framework
as standard interactions: Shaking, nodding, leaning and
rotating (Figure 4).

These physical interaction modes do have multiple
effects depending on scene and story:

Shaking: Like the other modes it does not have a fixed
effect but can be interpreted in different ways. Shaking the
head and communicating disapproval could be a reaction
on a question asked by the system or a virtual character.
But it can also be interpreted as shaking away dirt from an
archaeological object like the rubbing effect of the touch
interface. In this case both interface modes (touching and
physical) can be combined by selecting an object with the
finger and shaking it.

Nodding: The nodding effect works quite similar in order
to approve a question or select an object and move it up
and down.

Leaning: By leaning the mobile computer to the left or to
the right side it is possible to define a direction the selected
object should move to. Here the physics functions of our
Mixed Reality framework (instantreality) come into play
and improve the level of realism of the scene.
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Rotating: Moving the mobile computer circularly in the
right or left direction defines a turning or a roll up motion
of the object. This will for example be used to roll up a
cable winch, opening a safe or controlling a rope bridge. 

The technology for the position tracking and motion
determination of the mobile computer and thus for the
placement of the virtual objects is called "Visual Feature
Tracking Compass“. It uses computer vision algorithms to
calculate the orientation of the mobile computer without
any preparation of the environment (like markers, etc). The
tracking software is an enhancement of Fraunhofer IGD's
VisionLib computer vision software.

4.2 Acoustic Augmented Reality Application

Acoustic Augmented Reality has always been there. At
airports, train stations or in shopping malls automatic
messages have been transported via loudspeakers into the
area. This acoustic information layer overlays the real
sound layer like visual augmented reality overlays the
users' field of view.

Figure 5: Acoustic and visual illustration of the scene

Our application uses spatial acoustic AR for transporting a
place's original ambience. While walking through a room
the user gets an acoustic impression about how the place
has been before, about people and their activities by
listening to the conversations and the environment sounds.
Sounds that don't exist anymore or that are too silent to
hear with all the civilization noise around are revived. Like
the church bell some streets away or the noise of wooden
chariots in the cobblestone lane where today cars are
driving with rubber tires on asphalt. Due to the 3D
position of the sound the user will create himself an
individual spatial image of the situation. Like every reader
of a book has a slightly different image of the story in his
mind each visitor will have another image of the
soundscape in his mind. But in order to assist the visitor's
fantasy original paintings, drawings and documents are
displayed on the screen (Figure 5). By showing abstract
impressions and additional information they are
transporting a glimpse of the scene and the time.

The placement of acoustic overlays does not have to be
as accurate as visual ones. Slightly misplaced sounds will

not be recognized by the user. Thus in comparison to the
visual modules the acoustic module is not fixed at certain
prepared points with a small radius but plays in a broader
area. The tracking technology for this application is
dependent on the CH site's environment. Outside the rough
positioning is achieved by GPS and the orientation by the
"Visual Feature Tracking Compass“. For indoor situations
without GPS reception there are alternative concepts. A
rough “Bluetooth Proximity Detection” is already
complete. It consits of bluetooth beacons that are placed at
the points of interest. Due to the beacon's adjustable field
we can define its active radius. This is achieved by setting
the bluetooth module's field strength and modification of
its antenna. The next step will be a more accurate approach
based on bluetooth triangulation.

In addition to the intuitive and fanciful aspects this
module gives cultural heritage sites also a cheaper
alternative to expensive 3D recreations and characters. The
success of podcasts shows us that informative shows
created by amateurs feature a very high quality in content
and technique. But even the professional production of an
interactive audio play goes with a very low budget.

4.3 Augmented Reality Information Layers

The visual Augmented Reality application concentrates
on two types of established information layers for
Augmented Reality visualizations: Superimposed
Environments and Annotated Landscapes. Both methods
have been evaluated in our research projects like the
Messel Pit and the Augmented Reality Telescope
Telescope.

4.4 Superimposed Environment

This visualization method is mostly used for integrating
spacial virtual objects into an Augmented Reality scene.
Typical applications are architectural visualizations,
recreated cultural heritage artifacts and buildings and
virtual characters.

Figure 6: Fresco overlay fits in the scene

There are two possible opposed visualization qualities
that guarantee a convincing integration of the virtual
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objects into the real environment (Figure 6). The objects
have either to be displayed in an non photo realistic way
like cell shaded or sketch rendered in order to emphasize
the artificial impression of the object and to create a high
contrast to the real environment. The second method is to
display the objects in a very high realistic way in order to
create a seamless integration into the environment. Both
methods have to assure realistic lighting conditions.
Otherwise the object will silhouette against the
environment and ruin the Augmented Reality effect.

4.5 Annotated Landscapes

Normally fully recreated and textured 3D models are not
available and most cultural heritage sites can't afford their
creation. Unlike Superimposed Environments Annotated
Landscapes are based upon existing media like images,
sounds and videos. This media is appended direct at real
objects and points of interest in the environment. Abstract
icons are placed next to the object giving a good
impression about the kind of information they are
containing (Figure 7).

Detailed information is hiding behind the icons in order
to avoid an information overload in the scene because of
too much information layers flying around. Therefore the
underlying information is only displayed by selection. We
have chosen a simple “roll over” effect like described in
section 4. The detailed information contains media like
images, sketches, paintings and movies placed in a frame
next to the icon.

Figure 7: Annotation hints at missing fresco

Like with all Augmented Reality visualizations we never
know the background lighting conditions of the scene the
information layers are displayed on. Thus it is important to
choose a visualization style that guarantees high contrast in
different lighting and background situations. We had good
results with drop shadows and outlines (Figure 7).

5. Visual Feature Tracking Compass

In order to correctly estimate the observer's position,
optical flow tracking is used. Computing the displacements
of well distinguishable points in the live image flow

provides enough information to compute the camera pose
with 3 DOF (degrees of freedom), representing it's relative
orientation according to the camera's optical center. Once
the camera orientation is successfully computed, virtual
objects can be correctly overlaid on the live image at real-
time speed.

The stability of the features engaged in this process is
important for successful optical flow tracking. But using
too complex structures can lead to high computation times,
thus rendering the tracking unusable in real-time
conditions. This is the reason why a very precise trade-off
between complexity and stability has to be made. After
evaluating different possibilities a simple but never-the-less
precise and highly repetitive point detector has been
selected. This point detector is described by Rosten at al.
[RD05]. Features are selected at corners in the image,
where at least 75% of the surrounding pixels have
intensities distinctively lower or higher than the center
point of interest. To prevent an overflow of features that
can fit this description, we force a minimum pixel distance
during the construction of the feature map, where candidate
features are considered in decreasing order of their
“cornerness”. For the purpose of successful optical flow
estimation some reasonable number of features have to be
present, practically at least 10 to 20 strong features must be
detected for stable orientation estimation.

Figure 8: Features found in the current image

Feature tracking describes the process of following points
in subsequent images that correspond to the same physical
point in the real environment explored (Figure 8). This
means correspondences between features from subsequent
frames of the image stream must be built and maintained as
long as possible. The longer the features are successfully
tracked the more stable is the camera orientation
estimation. This is why the point detector is required to be
highly repetitive. Of course this condition is vital for the
tracking algorithm, too. From the large palette of possible
approaches to that problem the Kanade-Lukas-Tomasi
tracker described in [TK91] and [ST94] has been chosen.
The idea proposed by Tomasi at al. benefits from relatively
low computation times and strong spatial correctness. In
short, tracking is based on building an image pyramid from
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the live image with levels of decreasing scale and
increasing Gaussian filtering for smoothing out smaller
artifacts in the image. Features are sought in a local
neighborhood around their previous positions. This process
is done on all levels of the pyramid starting at the coarsest
level down to the finest one. This enables to follow
features over longer distances with high precision. In case
not enough features are present for the pose computation
new ones are selected from the feature map and used in the
tracking further on. 

The procedure described up to now provides an effective
way of estimating the optical flow on a frame-to-frame
basis. However, the lack of context requires some more
temporal information to be collected and used to ensure
that the tracking does not drift over time. Therefore some
features detected in the beginning of the tracking process
are selected and marked as persistent and these are not
replaced or removed from the current set of features
throughout time. This set of anchor features helps to
stabilize the tracking process.

Once enough features have been tracked, the camera
rotation R around the center of the camera coordinate
system can be estimated. This can be assumed to coincide
with the center of the world coordinate system the camera
resides in. As we are interested in a pure rotation, camera
motion can be represented by a homography at infinity Hinf

as described in [HZ01]. However in our implementation
the homography matrix is never computed explicitly.
Instead a rotation is estimated based on non-linear
minimization of the re-projection errors of the tracked
features. The estimate of the previous frame serves as
starting point.

The general model of a 6 DOF camera projection is
described by the following equation :

where P is the position of a given point in world
coordinates, K is the matrix of the camera intrinsic
parameters, R is a 3x3 rotation matrix, t a translation
vector and p the homogeneous projection of P in the
image. The intrinsic camera parameters matrix has the
following form :

where fx and fy express the focal length in x- and y-
direction, s is the skew factor of the pixel matrix and cx and
cy denote the optical centre in pixel coordinates.

Assuming that t = (0, 0, 0)T  we can derive a formula that
relates the displacement of a given feature point in the
image plane to the relative camera rotation. Let's assume
we have a world point P with the image coordinates pinit

taken from a camera with orientation Rinit. It's coordinates
in the world coordinate system are then given by the
following equation :

Now let's assume Ract is the orientation of the current
frame, hence if both Rinit and Ract are correct the same point
P must be present in the image taken from orientation Ract

at coordinates pact given by the following equation :

Using this formula the re-projection error can be
estimated as the distance between the actual feature
coordinates and the projected coordinates. We make the
assumption that the motion between consecutive frames is
small enough so that the non-linear least squares
minimization of the re-projection errors of all successfully
tracked features converges to the correct orientation, if the
orientation of the previous frame is used as an initial guess.

Minimizing the re-projection errors between the current
and the last frame would reduce the required amount of
storage significantly but inevitably lead to drift and jitter in
the camera orientation estimate, due to the jitter in the
localization of the features. Therefore, we minimize the
error between the frame where a feature was first detected
and the present frame. As the features usually originate
from different frames the jitter is smoothed out. Moreover
the presence of many features helps for a fast minimization
convergence and keeps the whole processing time low
enough to achieve a constant frame rate of 30fps on a P4
2.4Ghz and satisfying 15fps on a Sony Vaio Micro PC with
Intel Core Solo 1.3Ghz - the intended target of application.

6. Software Platform

The complete iTACITUS software is browser based and
thus platform independent. The main target platform is a
Sony UX1XN Micro PC with Windows Vista but in the
future mobile phones and novel handheld devices will be
supported, too. The Augmented Reality Module bases upon
two integrated software parts developed at Fraunhofer
IGD's Department for Virtual and Augmented Reality:
instantreality framework and VisionLib.

The instantreality framework is a high-performance
Mixed Reality (MR) system, which combines various
components to provide a single and consistent interface for
AR/VR developers. Those components have been
developed at the Fraunhofer IGD and ZGDV in close
cooperation with industrial partners over the last years.
This project has gone public in april 2007 with the free
available instantplayer, a platform independent desktop
X3D player.

The framework offers a comprehensive set of features to
support classic Virtual Reality and advanced Augmented
Reality equally well. The goal was to provide a very
simple application interface while still including the latest
research results in the fields of high-realistic rendering, 3D
user interaction and total-immersive display technology.
iTACITUS will feature instantreality's browser plugin that
is in development right now and will be released in fall
2007.

pact=K Ract Rinit
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VisionLib is a complementary tracking system for
Augmented Reality. It combines different tracking
algorithms modular in order to create the ideal result in
different scenes. iTACITUS' “Visual Feature Tracking
Compass” is a custom module for markerless tracking at
cultural heritage scenes. VisionLib is integrated as
instantvision in the instantreality framework. It enables the
less experienced developer rapidly integrating advanced
computer vision in X3D scenes.
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Abstract
This paper presents the Itinera project, which has been realized thanks to contributions from the EU and the Region of 
Puglia for the Digital Content Industry. The Itinera project has been promoted to improve digital access to cultural 
content. 
The project aims to realize a Competence Centre inside the Human Sciences Department of Foggia University. The 
Centre will become a guide for the creation of certified digital contents regarding archaeology. Through activation of 
tools and skills in the digitisation of content field, 3D modelling, knowledge management and e-learning, the Centre 
hopes to define and share good working practices for the process of digital content creation in archaeology. 
The project also hopes to furnish services for research and use of Cultural Heritage. 
In the paper we wish to stress the fact that the quality of Digital Content depends on the ability to communicate 
archaeological methodology together with contents (www.itinera.puglia.it). 

Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): I.3.8 [Computer Graphics]: Applications, J.2 [Computer 
applications]: Archaeology.

___________________________________________________________________________________________________

1. Introduction: what does Itinera hope to realise? 

The project aims to develop the Digital Content Industry 
in Puglia by realising a Competence Centre and laboratory, 
which can act as a reference point for the creation of digital 
content such as 3d models regarding archaeology. 

By bringing together skills and tools, the Centre hopes to 
produce shared and certified methodologies in the creation 
of high level digital content for the cultural heritage 
industry. The content will be oriented towards protection, 
research, and valuation. Methodologies will be based on 
formal and certified procedures in the digital content 
creation process. The procedures will include digitisation, 
archiving and preservation of data. 

The Centre will create specific learning paths through 
which to share the right procedures and know-how. It will 
also produce working prototypes to illustrate 
methodologies and good practices involved. Through the  
prototypes we hope to widen knowledge of Apulian 
archaeological sites. 

2. Methodology and good practices in the laboratory 

The starting point for our project has involved the 
question of how to practically realise high level digital 
content for archaeological heritage.  

To this end we have decided to move the process of 
realising high level digital content through the 
communication of the entire archaeological methodological 
process.

While a 3d reconstruction can never be “exact” 
[Bar2001; Bar2002], many elements contribute to the 
reliability of reconstruction, starting from methodology 
used during excavation and accurate interpretation of 
stratigraphy and remains. If we can describe and 
communicate the procedures that lead us to our conclusions 
and to the model (or possible models) we will obtain “high 
level digital content”. 

The first step has therefore been to digitise 
documentation. To define a methodology for digitisation of 
archaeological documentation, it has been necessary to 
describe the “processes” involved. 

A set of documents describing the scenario, the 
methodologies and most common problems has been 
produced, to focus on different aspects of digital content in 
archaeological heritage: 

- Research and scientific documentation. 
- Communication & e-learning. 
- Digital preservation and intellectual property. 
- Data and workflow management systems. 

The next step has been to study, describe and test 
guidelines and pipelines for 3D documentation of the 
excavation process. Initially a study of the different 
processes of digitisation was carried out involving the 
partnership of various companies and public institutions. 
Specific guidelines for digitisation were collected and 
created; these are now being tested on a sample (see 
description of prototype below). 

Meanwhile the laboratory has been set up with 
appropriate hardware, software and a group of trainee 
laboratory personnel. 
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Figure 1: Itinera workflow map

The development of a methodology has allowed us to 
define good practices to the following ends: 

- the creation of a digital documentation object; 
- the management, archiving and preservation of data; 
- the use of instruments such as total stations and 3D 

laser scanners; 
- the use of software tools to manage workflow; 
- the use of software tools to model objects and 

stratifications. 
The above procedures are currently being elaborated 

during on -the -job training for laboratory personnel 
organized by internationally renowned experts, who work 
in the ICT application field for heritage sites and similar 
projects.

The training will touch on a wide range of applications, 
from new techniques and tools such as photomodelling and 
laser scanning to DBMS and knowledge representation. 

The first months of work have focused on developing a 
method for 3D documentation of archaeological data from 
excavations with the emphasis on elaborating and testing 
good practices and software pipelines for digitisation of 
archaeological documentation. 

Itinera’s good practices and guidelines are being 
developed from guidelines developed by several Italian and 
international projects (e.g. ICCD and MinervaEurope). 

The Competence Centre will look to adapt and extend 
these practices to the process of digitisation of 
archaeological documentation. 

Figure 2: The Itinera Lab

So far two different pipelines have been set up: one for 
extracting 3D from archive documentation and a second for 
digital born documentation realised during excavations. 

- Legacy and archive documentation, aiming to 
extract a 3rd dimension from ordinary documentation.
Given that excavation is a destructive practice, the majority 
of archaeological data is destroyed after it has been 
exposed. This implicates that their analytical cataloguing is 
the only way to preserve the greatest information possible 
[GPS*2006]. This process brings about a significant 
problem. Once the excavation has been completed, often it 
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is impossible to re- examine original data and observations 
made during excavation. Archaeological knowledge is 
mostly based on projects that have been completed, where 
the available sources are publications, original data and 
written documentation. Acquired data is characterized by 
high level of diversity both from a typological (graphics, 
maps, texts) and technical point of view (data neither 
homogeneous nor standardized nor uniform according to 
scientific criteria).

Our first concern has been to realise a model in which 
old style documentation, including paper forms, slides and 
2D drawings could be implemented. These artefacts 
represent the bulk of our - and we can imagine most - 
archaeological archives. From a methodological point of 
view it is mandatory to extract from this kind of 
documentation, as much information as it is possible.

Regarding the graphic documentation we have tried to 
test for a process that allows archaeologists to transform a 
normal 2D drawing in an object containing its original 
three dimensions, and to put it in its original position 
within the stratigraphical sequence. 

Forms and pictures have been digitised following 
existing guidelines and actually they are starting to 
populate a DBMS. 

- Documentation, carried out during excavations.
Stratigraphy is a 3D object, and its documentation should 
be 3D too [attempts to build 3d environments of 
excavations: Zhu2002; FC2006; GPS 2006]. Three 
dimensionality can be a way to preserve the physical reality 
of the site, and so avoid the inevitable compromises that 
occur in the current methodology with 2D “compression”. 
Documentation should ideally represent 3D complexity, 
though the aim is not to alter the already existing 
methodology based on the archaeologists’ knowledge of 
stratigraphy, appropriate techniques and methods 
[Dan2006]. 

The recent introduction of laser scanners in 
archaeological research [CF2006] gives us an opportunity 
to experiment the reliability of this tool in the graphical 
reconstruction of deposits and stratigraphical volumes.  

3. The prototype: 3D model of an archaeological site 

Currently the field of 3D applications in archaeology is 
entering a new phase. The idea of Virtual Archaeology as 
reconstruction of monuments and sites is now out of date. 
This field has been broadened with more innovative 
applications, now that the virtualisation of the entire 
archaeological site has been made possible [BdT*2003]. 
Thanks to innovative technologies, such as laser scanning, 
photomodelling and the first experiments with GIS 3D, 3D 
has been introduced in archaeological research. These 
technologies, first used in popular communication and for 
architectural reproductions, have not been particularly 
innovative per se, but have made it possible to work more 
efficiently and to facilitate the realization of these projects.   

While 3D has become a research instrument in 
archaeology [Hod1999] applied mostly to the 
documentation or reconstruction of monuments, we would 
like to extend this methodology to every moment of the 
excavation process, from the recording of layers and 
objects to the interpretation and communication of results. 

Survey techniques and 3D models are the ideal solution 
to the challenge of reconstruction, which has always been 
present and will continue to be present in archaeology. 
Since 3D application has been introduced in archaeological 
research giving rise to pioneering experiments and 
innovative methods, the most interesting fact is that 3D 
application is rapidly “invading” the field of interpretation, 
thereby creating new processes and contributing to 
innovative results. 

The 3D model of an archaeological object must first of 
all be a measurable representation of something that exists 
and that allows us to identify the processes of creation and 
transformation it has undergone. 3D models should ideally 
contextualize scientific data not only at a communicative 
level, but also at an investigative level [For2006]. 

Figure 3: Aerial view of the Faragola site in 2006.

A small sector of a large late Roman villa in Southern 
Italy has been chosen as a prototype [see also VDS2008].
The villa of Faragola is a large, complex rural site, 
featuring important luxury structures dating to the Late 
Roman period and belonging to the baths and the 
residential zone that date to between IV and VI century. 

The room chosen for the experiment is an important 
space in the organization of the villa which has been 
interpreted as a cenatio aestiva, or banquet hall. The floor, 
which is composed of marble slabs taken from a former 
building, includes three panels realized in opus sectile
made of small glass pieces. Another interesting feature of 
the cenatio is the stibadium where parts of the original 
marble decoration are preserved. This structure is one of 
the few known stibadia in the Roman world [VDT2004].  
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Figure 4: General view of cenatio and stibadium. 

Innovation with the 3D model that Itinera aims to realize 
does not lie so much in the virtual reconstruction of an 
archaeological site, but in the description of the 
stratigraphical excavation process, the relationship between 
the Stratigraphical Units and their sequence in time and 
space. This is done by means of a re- examination of 
excavation documentation and new surveys using 
innovative instruments [first attempt: DMS*2007]. 
The work started with the digitisation of overlays and 
graphic documentation. Following a path already 
experimented [VDS2007] a 3D model of stratigraphy has 
been realized, and a set of good practices for digitisation of 
2D drawings has been described. 

Figure 5: Example of digitisation of layers starting from 
overlays.

The workflow consists in: 
- Acquiring. The first step of this procedure implies 

acquiring overlays drawn during excavations. 
Transparent sheets were first of all scanned and 
retouched. We used a flatbed scanner at a resolution of 
300dpi, and then the image file produced was retouched. 

- Importing and referencing. The image was inserted as a 
raster image into a CAD application, and referenced to 
the main coordinate system of the excavation.  

- Digitising. The image is digitised with a 3D polyline; 
then every vertex of the polyline was Z moved to its 
original height. If there was no height measured near the 
layer borders, the closest height was chosen. Points are 
added corresponding to height (flags) of the surface of 
the layer. 

- Meshing & Modelling. Surfaces could easily be drawn 
using curves and points. Finally surface patches of the 
layers were generated. 

- Linking. Metadata from written documentation are linked 
to 3D objects. 

4. Tasks for the future 

A communication plan describing all the project 
activities is currently being elaborated, focusing on the 
audiences who might be interested in project results. 

A short e-learning course will be implemented in an 
open source Italian platform, DOCEBO 
(www.docebo.org). These easily manageable e-learning 
modules are being designed to facilitate learning and 
putting into practice correct procedures and good practices 
defined during the project. Such multi-media lessons will 
be made available to public and private institutions 
working in the territory and within Cultural Heritage, 
which will receive support from the Competence Centre. 

The 3D model will be implemented in the GIS 3D 
platform, already available from the Province of Foggia 
Authority. The methods of consultation, by way of a virtual 
flight over the territory will enable the user to participate in 
innovative forms of interaction. The possibility of seeing 
the layering of various elements found in the old and new 
landscapes will aid the study, management and promotion 
of the territory.  

This model is the first “raw” step in devising a more 
complete model that will be a useful instrument for the 
valuation and management of the territory and its cultural 
heritage sites. 

5. Conclusion 

The aim of every archaeologist is reconstruction. This 
was important long before computers existed and therefore 
one can say the reconstruction is not solely a 
communication problem.  

In spite of this, archaeologists often make a totally 
anachronistic distinction between scientific and popular 
communication. Paradoxically, the more innovative 
methods are neglected in favour of the more common 
methods. Thereby reconstruction is often entrusted to those 
outside the world of research, where there is no guarantee 
of quality and reliability of content. 

The lack of interest among researchers makes it seem as 
if archaeologists have lost touch with the potential of 
archaeology in society as a whole [Loc2003]. To 
communicate in a popular but evolved way - to transmit 
facts and knowledge apart from research results and 
thereby communicate the same process by which the results 
have been acquired should be the challenge for researchers. 

The challenge of our project is to communicate and 
divulge the entire research methodology process from 
analysis to synthesis. The public should not be left out in 
the cold. Communication of good practices can contribute 
to the propagation of a less romantic and more reliable 
view of archaeology. 

This project not only deals with the creation of 
reconstructions that are more reliable and therefore more 
real than the ones available these days, but it also 
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Figure 6:  Exploded view of part of the stratigraphical sequence.

communicates doubts and possibilities, thereby making 
apparent the continuous exchange between the objective 
aspects of stratigraphy and the interpretative choices. 

3D has been shown to be a very important instrument for 
the management and visualisation of any possible doubt 
and uncertainty. In fact, every synthesis, every 
reconstruction, beyond general knowledge, contains also 
uncertainties and leaves doubts that can and have to be 
managed and also communicated as an integral part of the 
final result. 

The Digital Content Industry will also find in the 
Competence Centre a useful reference point for the 
production and certification of content and in the definition 
of standards. 

The working group intends to preserve skills and tools 
elaborated during activities. We hope to consolidate the 
team, and the network between public institutions and 
companies. We hope the Centre acts as the hub for new 
projects and continues to improve the spread of Digital 
Content Industry in our region. 
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Abstract
This contribution explores the notion of obtaining an approximate rate of return for an internet presence, whilst
taking into account the resource limitations of the heritage sector. Having an approximate monetised value for the
internet as a mechanism for site marketing and visitation would be a useful indicator for heritage site managers,
however, the cost and complexity of this could make this beyond the reach of most heritage sites. A monetised
value would help managers understand the potential rate of return on web sites. Such information could have a
strategic value for the marketing and operations of the site. The paper also considers how electronic means may
be an ideal mechanism for capturing visitor data which can then be used for sophisticated economic analyses.

Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): K.6.1 [Project and People Management: Strategic
information systems planning.]:

1. Introduction

In the last decade, an Internet presence has become a pre-
requisite for many heritage sites and attractions. Having an
approximate monetised value for an internet site’s contribu-
tion to the local economy would be a useful indicator for
heritage site managers; however, the cost and complexity of
this could make this beyond the reach of most heritage sites.
Obtaining a monetary value for the impact of an internet site
is problematic, because the response rates to web-based and
paper-based questionnaires is declining across Europe. Fur-
thermore, the use of staff or contractors to conduct visitor
surveys is time consuming and expensive. However other
technologies can be used to acquire visitor data which can
then be used to determine impacts, in this case study audio
guides are used to acquire visitor data. It is becoming in-
creasingly clear that technology not only makes an impact
but it provides a mechanism to measure and assess the im-
pact it makes and the impact of heritage sites. This chapter
explores the notion that an approximate rate of return for an
internet presence could be obtained, whilst taking into ac-
count the resource limitations of the heritage sector. Such a
monetised value would help managers understand the poten-

tial rate of return on web sites. This information could then
have strategic value for the marketing and operations of the
site. The following data is based on the case of the Royal
Pavilion, Brighton. It shows how simple visitor question-
naire data collected using audio-guide handsets at the Pavil-
ion can be used as the basis for comparatively sophisticated
economic analyses.

2. The cultural good

In order to assess values and perceptions it is necessary to
understand the nature of the cultural good being studied. The
Royal Pavilion is intimately linked with both the develop-
ment of Brighton and the seaside. Although many factors
have contributed to Brighton’s success, such as the popu-
larity of sea bathing, and its proximity to London, it was
Prince George’s decision to build his seaside villa, the ’Ma-
rine Pavilion’ in 1787, that was to truly elevate Brighton’s
fortunes above that of its competitors [Rob39]. The con-
struction of the Palace continued until 1823 and became in-
creasingly lavish. Unlike the beaches at Hastings and Wor-
thing the pebble Beach at Brighton is not particularly com-
fortable, and the water is deeper, but Brighton eclipsed its
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neighbours to the east and west. This is because the town be-
came a fashionable social centre because of its royal associ-
ations. The town became the de facto seat of the Royal court
for part of the year so those wishing to gain influence could
not simply choose another sea bathing resort. For all prac-
tical purposes the period of his residence during any year
constituted the season [Mel09]. These visitors to Brighton,
many of whom would have been from the upper echelons of
society, would have been an additional bonus to the Brighton
economy as they spent their money on food, lodgings, and
entertainments of all sorts. In the 1830s economic recession
and increasing competition from other seaside resorts curbed
Brighton’s population and building boom (with population
only growing by 13.5% between 1831 and 1841). The open-
ing of the London Brighton railway in 1841 led to Brighton’s
second economic boom. The coming of the railway was such
an important phenomena for the town that between 1841 and
1851 the population rose by 18,908 (42%). This additional
influx of residents and visitors to the town would finally lead
to the undoing of the pavilion as a Royal residence. Queen
Victoria did not appreciate the lack of privacy of the Pavilion
and sold the palace to Brighton Corporation for £53,000 in
1850.

3. The deployment of audio guides

OnApril 26, 2006 the Royal Pavilion Brighton, deployed au-
dio guides using funding obtained after an independent dis-
ability audit highlighted the need (see figure 1). The audio
guides are now available to all users as part of the entrance
fee. The service is designed to complement information pro-
vided by the staff, guidebooks and guided group tours al-
ready available in the Royal Pavilion.

Figure 1: The technology impact context for the deploy-
ment of audio guides at the Royal Pavilion Palace, Brighton
[MKS06]

4. Marketing and visitor data generation

The audio guides have the ability to generate basic impact
data on two levels:

• Usage statistics: Simple usage statistics (cybermetrics)
can be gathered from the handsets which can be used to

determine how long visitors use the devices for, which
particular commentaries are most widely listened to, etc.
This data can be used for operational purposes.

• Visitor questionnaires: Possibly the most important addi-
tion function that some digital audio guide handsets have
is the inclusion of simple exit questionnaires for the users.
Paper-based questionnaires have long been the main-stay
of museums and heritage sites, however, these have be-
come problematic for a number of reasons including:

Cost: paper and printing costs need to be considered -
each questionnaire, whether used or not, has an incremen-
tal cost. This cost is often exacerbated by increasingly low
visitor response rates for paper-based questionnaires. Visi-
tor response: : visitors are becoming increasingly reticent
about answering questionnaires. In many parts of Europe
the excessive use of postal marketing questionnaires has
turned public opinion against filling out questionnaires. The
response rate for internet and e-mail questionnaires is also
decreasing as users are overloaded with such surveys. Also
many questionnaires are left for visitors to fill out at the
close of the exhibition/site, at this point visitors often ex-
hibit ’exit oriented’ behaviour. Many visitors are also reti-
cent about giving out personal information. Response rate
can be limited by factors as simple as the availability of
pens, and a flat surface to write on. It has become evident in
the last decade that better results are obtained from having
researchers conducting face-to-face questioning. Obviously,
this incurs a much higher cost.

However, data from the deployment of audio guides at the
Royal Pavilion has shown that the response rate from the
audio guide handset questionnaires is far higher than the tra-
ditional paper questionnaires. A number of reasons can be
posited for this.

• Easy to use: unlike a paper questionnaire the visitor does
not need to do anything extra to answer the questionnaire
(no need to find a pen, or place to write). The question-
naire is generated as soon as the tour is at an end, and
because the visitors have had the opportunity to become
familiar with the use and functionality of the device dur-
ing the tour there is little additional input required.

• Security: visitors perceive the handsets to be a secure
medium to provide low level personal information. There
is no chance of any personal information being left lying
round.

• Novelty: it could be that there is a novelty issue associated
with filling out a questionnaire on a portable device.

Cost: once the cost of producing the e-questionnaire is
incurred all subsequent uses of are free, there is no incre-
mental cost. Furthermore, costs are reduced in the analysis
of the data. Because, the visitor data is ’born digital’ its ini-
tial analysis can be automated. This is crucial; often visi-
tor questionnaires are left un-analysed at heritage sites, be-
cause there are often insufficient qualified staff resources to
conduct the research. The conversion of written question-
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naire data to electronic form is very time consuming and can
be prone to error. Automated analysis therefore, reduces the
time, errors and financial resources required to gain market-
ing information and impact data from questionnaires. Lim-
itations: by necessity the questionnaire deployed on audio
guides handsets have to be short and inevitably simple (an-
swers are limited). However, even these limited questions
can be used as the basis for some comparatively sophisti-
cated analyses (for example, estimates of the contribution of
the site to the local visitor economy). Of course, the use of
e-questionnaires could be included in PDAs or other mobile
technology at heritage sites (as well as web sites, on phone
systems, etc).

5. The contribution of the site to the visitor economy

The long-term implications of both the construction of the
pavilion by the Prince and its purchase and preservation by
the town can be seen in the success of the town as a tourist
destination and the perceptions of the city by today’s resi-
dents. Brighton and Hove city council devotes considerable
resources towards the upkeep of the historic fabric of the
Royal Pavilion. Through the Brighton and Hove Museum’s
service it also runs the site on a daily basis. One of ser-
vices provided by the council is the Royal Pavilion web site
(http://www.royalpavilion.org.uk/); this pro-
vides information about the site for the public. Because of
the tourist nature of the site some visitors actually find out
about the Pavilion on the internet. If these figures are inte-
grated into a single measure they can be used to provide an
approximation of the value a site has to the visitor economy
and the added value that the internet site brings to the visitor
economy. To achieve this three values are needed:

• The value of the visitor economy
• The number of visitors who come to the city primarily to
see the Pavilion

• The number of visitors who found out about the Pavilion
on the internet.

Together these figures can be used to determine the con-
tribution that the web site makes to the local economy.

• The value of the tourist economy to the town/city/area be-
ing studied can be obtained from sources such as local
government, tourist information offices, etc.

• The number of visitors who came to a location for the pur-
pose of visiting the site being studed can be obtained from
questionnaires either conducted on site, off site (for exam-
ple by local government). For example, at the Royal Pavil-
ion the question asked was:”What is your main reason for
being in Brighton today?”Suggested responses could in-
clude; on holiday, day trip, work, visiting friends and fam-
ily, study, shopping, and visiting the site being studied.
Obviously, the more sources that this data can be acquired
from is better for cross-correlation. In the Brighton sur-
vey visitor responses to the question "What is your main

reason for being in Brighton today?" were obtained from
both the face-to-face questionnaire and from the ques-
tionnaire on the audio guide handset. This figure gives
an indication of the number of visitors who came to the
city specifically to see the Pavilion. The injection of cap-
ital into the city that these visitors make is therefore at-
tributable to the Pavilion.

• The number of visitors who found out about the site from
the internet - this information would be obtained from on-
site questionnaires. At the Pavilion the question ”How did
you hear about the Royal Pavilion?” was used. The op-
tions given could include; word of mouth, from a local
resident, leaflet, poster, internet, TV/Radio, tourist infor-
mation centre, the press, an inclusive tour. It is essential
that only one response is allowed for this question.

It is apparent that all these sources of information are
easily accessible to a heritage site manager. The calculations
are comparatively simple and can be done in-house without
the need for expensive external resources. The value of a
heritage site to the tourist economy can be calculated as
follows:

V
100 ×Pv =Cve

Where:

• (V) The value of the tourist economy to the town/city/area
being studied.

• (Pv) The percentage (%) of visitors who came to a loca-
tion principally for the purpose of visiting the site being
studied.

• (Cve) The value of the site to the tourist economy to the
town/city/area being studied.

6. The value of the internet site to the visitor economy

The value of the heritage site to the tourist economy can be
used to provide an estimate of the value that the heritage
site’s internet presence makes to the tourist economy.

Cve
100 × Iv =Vi

Where:

• (Cve) The value of the site to the tourist economy to the
town/city/area being studied.

• (Iv) The percentage (%) of visitors who found out about
the site from the internet.

• (Vi) The value of the internet site to the tourist economy
of the town/city/area being.

These data, if not collected already, are comparatively
simple to acquire. The search for indicators, especially mon-
etised ones, is an important part of the research agenda in the
heritage field (as well as other sectors such as social enter-
prise).
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7. Choice of measures and indicators

These measures developed have the following benefits:

• Relevance: Because of the nature of Brighton and Hove
as a tourist city the contribution that the Royal Pavilion
makes to that economy is crucial, especially considering
the public funding of the site. However, because of the
ubiquity of web sites at heritage sites the technique po-
tentially has a much wider application.

• Measurability: The quantitative nature of the data means
that it is easily measurable.

• Availability: The information needed to conduct the cal-
culations is readily available.

• Comparability: If the technique is adopted at other her-
itage sites the method can be used as the basis for bench-
marking on a case-by-case basis.

• Cost of data collection: Survey data is resource intensive
to collect. But, many heritage sites do use questionnaires;
the addition of the relevant questions would not increase
the cost substantially. Furthermore, it has been shown at
the Royal Pavilion that the ICT itself can be used to collect
the data.

• Complexity of formulating the measure: The measure is
comparatively simple to formulate and would not require
external resources to implement. The analysis is relatively
simple.

• The limitations: The methodology is easily accessible to
heritage site managers, however, it does provide a ’yard-
stick measure’. This is because of the following reasons:

1. The valuation is based on areas which have defined
tourist (visitor) economy.

2. The valuation is based on an estimate of an estimate.
3. Small differences in the results from the questionnaires
can have a big effect when extrapolated up to the level of
visitor economy.

4. " In order to enhance the accuracy of the contribution that
a heritage site makes to the local economy, two or more
sources for the question should be considered. This will
make it apparent if the results are comparable and if the
mean of the values is obtained this will help to reduce any
biases inherent in the collection mechanisms. Increasing
the number of acquisition mechanisms will increase the
costs to a heritage site.

8. Monetising the value of the Royal Pavilion to the
local economy

Two different data sources were used to determine how vis-
itation was influenced by the Pavilion. A face-to-face sur-
vey and the data derived from the audio guide questionnaire.
In the ’Brighton Survey’ face-to-face interviews took place
between March and July 2006, and gave rise to 650 valid
questionnaires. Interviews took place on both weekdays and
weekends between 10.00 am and 6.00 pm. The interviewers
were tasked with interviewing equal numbers of visitors and

residents. In order to ensure that a broad spectrum of visitors
and residents were interviewed seven survey sites were cho-
sen cross the city. These included five sites in the city centre,
which were complimented by two outlying collection points
on the eastern and western borders of Brighton and Hove
at Brighton Marina and George Street, Hove. The combina-
tion of these collection sites provides a sufficiently wide ge-
ographical spread. The Brighton Survey asked the question:
”Has your visit to Brighton been influenced by your wish to
see the Pavilion?” The responses were from not at all to ’very
much’. Furthermore, the audio guide handset questionnaire
asked the question: ”What is your main reason for being in
Brighton today?” Using the methodology developed above
the following results were obtained for the impact of the
Royal Pavilion on Brighton and Hove. Brighton and Hove
had an estimated tourist expenditure of £430 million in 2006
(Brighton and Hove Council visitor data).

• 4%of the visitors questioned in the Brighton Survey came
to the town primarily to see the Pavilion. They were ’very
much’ influenced in coming to Brighton by their wish to
see the Royal Pavilion.

• 5.5% of the visitors questioned using the audio guide
handset questionnaire came to the town primarily to see
the Pavilion.

Figure 2: Visitor responses to the question "What is your
main reason for being in Brighton today?"on the audio guide
handset.

The close correlation between the figures from these two
data sources gives an indication that they are not off the
mark. If the mean of these two values is taken to reduce any
biases in the collection methods then the figure for visitors
coming to the city primarily to see the Pavilion is 4.75%.

• Therefore, 4.75% of the £430 million tourist economy
was influenced by the wish to see the Pavilion. This repre-
sents a £20,425,000 direct contribution to the tourist econ-
omy.

• If we include those respondents from the Brighton Survey
whose visit was ’much’ (9%) influenced by the wish to see
the Pavilion the proportion is an additional £38,700,000.
Obviously, only a fraction of this larger amount can be
attributable to the role of the Royal Pavilion.
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These are ’yardstick’ measures that provide an indication
of the influence that a particular attraction has on the tourist
economy. The reason these kinds of measures are impor-
tant is that they provide heritage site managers with basic
information about the kind of economic contribution that
their sites make on the local economy. In view of the re-
source shortage at heritage sites (both financial and skills in
the fields of economics), such methods allow managers to
conduct basic economic analysis in-house without diverting
considerable staff resources, or having to bring in expensive
external resources.

9. Monetising the value of the Royal Pavilion web site to
the local economy

The base figure (direct contribution to the tourist economy)
can then be used in conjunction with other methodologies
to monetise the influence that technology has on the visita-
tion to a local economy. The visitor responses to the question
”How did you hear about the Royal Pavilion?” on the audio
guide handset questionnaire can be used to provide an indi-
cation of the role that the internet played in site marketing.

Figure 3: Visitor responses to the question ”How did you
hear about the Royal Pavilion?”on the audio guide handset.

The handset questionnaire indicates that 5.1% of the visi-
tors heard about the site on the internet. If this is aggregated
up to the direct contribution that the Royal Pavilion makes to
the visitor economy then, it is seen that the direct marketing
contribution of the internet is £1,041,675 to the local econ-
omy. Because the development of the web site at the Royal
Pavilion is funded by the local council (and therefore the res-
idents of Brighton and Hove), the contribution to the visitor
economy that the web site makes is important. Clearly the
development and running costs of the web site are more than
covered by the economic impact that it has on the city.

10. Conclusion

The measures developed allow heritage site managers, to ob-
tain a monetised approximation of the value that their Inter-
net site has on the local economy. It is apparent that ICT
alone can deliver the entire dataset required for the calcula-
tion although the more data sources that are utilized the more

accurate the results will be. The Royal Pavilion audio guide
handset questionnaire has provided just such a dataset. As
an approximate guide the Royal Pavilion web site makes an
annual contribution of one million pounds to the Brighton
tourist economy. The cost of production and maintenance is
therefore clearly covered by its economic and financial im-
pact on the local economy.
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Abstract
The BRICKS-Desktop is a GUI allowing the digital librarian to interact with the Digital Library Management
System (DLMS) BRICKS, which has been developed in the context of the FP6 European Project “Building
Resources for Integrated Cultural Knowledge Services". Small cultural heritage institutions requiring to
implement, publish and manage their databases face many problems, of a technical and an economical nature.
While the BRICKS DLMS provides services to share information in an easy and inexpensive way, the
BRICKS-Desktop copes with user interaction and information visualization, offering an easy to use Digital
Library (DL) GUI Subsystem. The BRICKS-Desktop allows to browse and manage collections of digital
objects, import/export digital objects, perform cross-language search, documents visualization, and so on. The
BRICKS-Desktop offers a twofold benefit: a) it supplies a ready to use GUI for expert users of DLs, and b) it
allows to build more complex and user oriented GUIs for specific DL tasks, supplying the building blocks (as
plug-ins) that hide the interaction with the DLMS. The user interface of the BRICKS-Desktop is built
following the desktop GUI paradigm; the implementation of facilities like drag and drop hides to users the
distributed nature of the underlying digital objects repository. The Bricks Desktop is based on OSGi
technology, its functionalities are implemented as services deployed by specific bundles; functionalities can be
then added or removed simply by manipulating bundles.

Categories and Subject Descriptors (According to ACM CCS): H3.7 Digital Libraries

1. Introduction

The main goal of the BRICKS project has been to
design and develop an open and service-oriented
infrastructure that could be used to build Digital
Library Systems allowing users to share knowledge
and resources in the Cultural Heritage domain
[ACM07]. The BRICKS project has been funded by
the EC in the Sixth Framework Program, under the
IST priority (contract no. 507457); details on the
overall project goal and the list of partners involved
in the consortium can be found at [BCO]. A widely
accepted attempt to define a formal model for

Digital Libraries is in [GFWK04], which defines a
Digital Library as consisting of a repository, a set of
metadata catalogs for a set of collections in the
repository, and a set of services for a society of
users. A collection is a set of digital objects. A
digital object can be either a simple stream or a
complex composition of multimedia objects. The
services of a DL must include indexing, searching
and browsing on the stored objects. The society of
users is the highest level component of the DL,
including information needs, use, privacy,
ownership, intellectual property right, security, and
other user-related concepts. Recently the Digital
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Library Manifesto [CCI*07], an attempt to create a
Reference Model of DLs, has been published.

In the context of the BRICKS project, two major
implementation teams were created, the first one
dealing with the design and implementation of
services for building Digital Library Systems (called
foundation) and the latter dealing with applications
for the BRICKS DL Users Community (based on
the foundation and called pillars). The foundation
has been implemented as a set of components that
collectively make up the BRICKS Digital Library
Management System (DLMS). In the following
DLMS and foundation will be used interchangeably.
The design of BRICKS DLMS has been strongly
influenced by the Digital Library Manifesto. From
the digital librarian perspective, the BRICKS DLMS
provides a set of APIs covering his/her basic needs.
However, in order to exploit these APIs the librarian
must write application code implementing every
task he/she needs to do. The BRICKS-Desktop is a
special pillar which makes available in a user-
friendly way the underlying powerful functionality
of the BRICKS DLMS for organizing, managing,
controlling, and reporting the digital library content.
By means of this easy-to-use but very sophisticated
GUI, the librarian has the possibility to create or
update collections of digital objects (including both
content and the associated metadata), browse and
search the DL space accross languages, create new
collections from query results, import and export
content and metadata, manage digital and
Intellectual Property Rights as well as ontologies,
annotations, and personalization of query and query
results. If we imagine the BRICKS DLMS as a
complex aircraft transporting and disseminating
information, then the BRICKS-Desktop is the
aircraft console.

After briefly describing the BRICKS conceptual
model and the foundation components, this paper
illustrates in details the BRICKS Desktop
functionalities and its interaction with the
underlying foundation components, in order to
illustrate how a pillar can be built in BRICKS.

2. The BRICKS DLMS: an overview

A BRICKS Digital Library consists of a set of
nodes, based on a peer-to-peer architecture, called

BNodes. A BNode represent an installation of a
subset (possibly all) of the foundation components,
and it is not specifically related to a single machine.
Each component publishes its interface as a web
service; pillars, applications or other foundation
components will use these services to interact with
the BNode. The digital objects stored in a BNode
are grouped in collections. A collection in BRICKS
is called physical if it contains digital objects,
virtual (or logical) if it contains references to digital
objects. A dynamic virtual collection can be defined
as a stored query: the content of the collection is the
result of the evaluation of the corresponding query,
and is performed each time the collection is
accessed. Every digital object has associated a set of
metadata records, which describe it. Each metadata
record conforms to an ontology, which is expressed
in the Semantic Web language OWL
(http://www.w3.org/TR/owl-features). BRICKS
does not make any commitment towards a specific
metadata model, but rather allows to use any model,
as long as it can be expressed in OWL

3. The BRICKS Desktop

A BRICKS pillar is an application that uses the
services implemented by BRICKS foundation
components to enable community of users to access
and manage the Digital Library. Since foundation
components interfaces are published using Web
Services such an application will use the SOAP
protocol to obtain service objects from a BNode,
this means that it could be built using any
technology that supports web services (see Figure
1). The BRICKS-Desktop pillar is based on Eclipse
RCP technology [RCP] that is implemented using
an OSGi platform [OSGi]. Being the desktop and
the DLMS architectures both based on the SOA
paradigm, it has been quite easy to design and
implement the BRICKS-Desktop as an extensible
application whose functionalities can be added or
removed, obtaining then a customizable GUI which
can be used from various kind of end users. Figure 1
shows how the BRICKS-Desktop interacts with the
BRICKS DLMS: it first connects to a peer of the
BRICKS Network (BNet); once connected, it can
access every digital object it is authorized to
manage in the DL, independently from its location,
via the underlying P2P infrastructure.
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Figure 1: The Bricks communication infrastructure

3.1. BRICKS-Desktop features

Managing multimedia objects and the related
metadata in an efficient and consistent way is a
difficult task. The BRICKS-Desktop is a BRICKS
DL tool that provides a set of functionalities to the
librarian to organize, manage, control, and report
the digital library content.

Browsing digital objects. The Desktop GUI is
based on the simple and well-known metaphor of
PC Desktop. It offers two different views to explore
the network: the first one presents all the collections
and their contents regardless of the BNode where
they belong, offering an integrated vision of the
whole DL information space. The second view
shows the collections grouped by BNode. Figure 2
shows a snapshot of the BRICKS Desktop GUI; the
left panel (Explorer View) contains the above
mentioned tree viewer.
Content access. A digital object has a set of
associated metadata, and can have different
manifestations, e.g. different ways of being
rendered. The Desktop GUI provides facilities to
manage both metadata and manifestations.
When a collection or a digital object is selected,

the associated metadata are displayed in the
Property View (the bottom left panel in Figure 2).
The Property panel for DL objects provides a view
of Dublin Core fields values. Metadata instances
compliant to other metadata Schemas (i.e. CIDOC-
CRM) are accessible through a contextual menu

associated to the selected item. The central area of
the Desktop GUI embeds an HTML Browser that is
used to render the DL object manifestations. By
means of a preference mechanism, the Desktop GUI
enables the user to select an external browser as
target application to render any digital object.
Create/update/remove collections. The user can
create update and remove collections as it can be
usually done with the directories of a file system.
The Desktop GUI enables such operations either by
means of a contextual menu associated to the
selected collection or by drag and drop
functionality. Indeed all these operations are
network operations, and the User and Security
services of the Bricks Foundation will check that the
user is authorized to execute them.

Search of digital objects. The BRICKS DLMS
implements distributed information retrieval
capabilities that can be used via a simple search
based on (cross language) free text keywords, or via
an advanced search based on ontology and metadata
schemas[ACM07a]. Search functionalities have
been implemented in BRICKS Desktop using
different GUIs each one providing facilities to build
a specific kind of query. For instance the cross
language query GUI provides the list of languages
on which the translation is available, the advanced
query GUI provides the list of ontology schemas
and for each schema the list of properties that can be
used for stating query conditions. The user can issue
different searches simultaneously; as soon as a
digital object is retrieved, it is displayed so that it
can be accessed even if the query execution is not
completed. This strategy is made necessary by the
distributed nature of the BRICKS search service,
which does not rely on a centralized index not to
defeat the peer-to-peer paradigm on which it is
based. The result set of a query can be manipulated
in several ways (Figure 3). For example, the user
can automatically build a logical collection
containing a selection of objects from a result set,
open the collection that contains an object returned
from the query, save the objects of interest in a
common storage area (called shelf) in order to
accumulate the results obtained from different query
executions, and more.
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Figure 2: The Bricks Desktop GUI

Import and Export. Those features are
implemented in the BRICKS DLMS in order to
support the insertion and the extraction of a
(possibly large) set of digital objects into/from the
BRICKS DL. Both of them are exposed by the
Desktop. Import functionality enables users to
move files from their local machine into a BRICKS
BNode. If the files and directories have an
associated manifest file containing the related DC
metadata, the resulting digital objects are ingested
without any user intervention; otherwise the
Desktop asks the user to insert the mandatory DC

metadata for each object. The export functionality
enables the user to save the content of a collection
(including nested sub-collections) in the local file
system, objects are stored under directories named as
the collections they belong to, and their DC metadata
records are saved in a manifest file. Obviously
import/export functionalities allow authorized users
to move collection contents between BNodes using
the BRICKS-Desktop as temporary buffer for this
operation.
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Figure 3: BRICKS_Desktop search GUI

3.2. The BRICKS Desktop architecture

The BRICKS Desktop has been developed using
the Eclipse Rich Client Platform (RCP). The reason
for this choice was mainly the compliance of the
RCP to the OSGi Alliance specification, that
defines a component and service oriented
architecture enabling the dynamic deployment of
services (bundles). The plug-in mechanism used in
Eclipse platform is based on the bundle concept,
and the Eclipse RCP framework provides a full-
featured environment for developing plug-in based
applications. Figure 4 shows the RCP layers with
the BRICKS Desktop components on top of them.
Third party developers can use both the Eclipse
RCP API and the extensions provided by the
BRICKS Desktop API in order to add
functionalities.

Figure 3: The Desktop and Eclipse Rich Client
Platforms components

The BRICKS Desktop offers a network abstraction of
the DLMS so that developers do not have to handle
the details of SOAP-based message exchanges in
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order to communicate with remote web services. At
start up, the BRICKS Desktop connects to one
selected peer of the BRICKS Network (the primary
BNode, see Figure 5), queries the peer for the
available services, and dynamically builds the
service proxies required by the installed plug-ins.

Figure 5: The application and network model

3.3. Extending the Desktop functionalities

The BRICKS Desktop has been developed as
collection of plug-ins, (Figure 6 shows a diagram of
the dependencies among the main modules). This
architecture offers a twofold benefit: new
functionalities can be implemented by adding new
plug-ins and existing functionalities can be easily
updated by replacing the plug-in implementing
them.

Figure 6: A component view of the BRICKS
Desktop architecture

To allow end users to easily extend/update
functionalities, the BRICKS-Desktop provides an

update GUI; using this GUI a user will connect to an
Update Site, search for new functionalities and install
on the fly new or updated plug-ins. The BRICKS-
Desktop official update site
(http:\\desktop.bricksfactory.org\updates), is
maintained by the BRICKS Community and new
plug-ins are periodically published in the site;
everyone can join the community and propose and/or
be involved in the development of new plug-ins.
Building a plug-in is a straightforward process based
on the following conceptual steps:
create an XML file containing names of the

widgets to which new functionalities will be
attached. The Eclipse platform enables to attach
extension to almost all the user interface elements
[AP07] like menus, contextual menus, buttons, table
viewers, tree viewers and so on.

package Java classes, and related manifest files,
as bundles (Jar files); the Java code that implements
the plug-in functionality can use the API provided by
the BRICKS Desktop, and/or refer to other software
libraries or external code.
Once a plug-in has been developed, it can be
published by uploading bundles on an update site.
However, following the LGPL licensing scheme,
anybody can develop or modify plug-ins in order to
customize the BRICKS-Desktop for his/her needs
without publishing them. Another benefit of plug-ins
architecture is that, under certain conditions, the
plug-ins can be used as building blocks for new
applications. For instance, using the “Bricks Client”
plug-in, a new RCP pillar can be developed
exploiting the Network Abstraction Layer (Figure 4)
which provides basic functionalities to interact with
BRICKS DLMS.

4. Conclusions

The BRICKS Desktop is an application that offers
to the digital librarian a complete set of user friendly
GUIs to browse, access and manage the content of a
BRICKS Digital Library. It hides the distributed
nature of the BRICKS repository: when connected
with a BNode (primary BNode) it allows an user to
access and manage contents without knowing its
location and provides sophisticated search
capabilities, including cross language search, to
retrieve digital objects and collections. It is built
according to the Service Oriented Architecture
paradigm using an OSGi based platform, this enables
developers to easily extend its functionalities. Since
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the BRICKS Desktop is released as Open Source
Software under LGPL license, a digital librarian
can suggest the implementation of new
functionalities by posting a message on the
developer forum at the pillar site [BD] or can ask to
a developer to build a plug-in customizing its copy
of the BRICKS-Desktop. Documents and how-to
for developers are available on the site.
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